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Because each county writes rules and regulations in its own unique style, County Notices published in the Register do not conform
to the standards of the Arizona Rulemaking Manual. With the exception of minor formatting changes, the rules (including subsec-
tion labeling, spelling, grammar, and punctuation) are reproduced as submitted.

 

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

PINAL COUNTY AIR QUALITY CONTROL DISTRICT CODE OF REGULATIONS

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

PREAMBLE

1. Sections Affected Rulemaking Action
§1-1-107 Amend
§3-3-220 Amend
§3-3-230 Amend

2. The specific authority for the rulemaking, including both the authorizing statue (general) and statutes the rules are
implementing (specific):

Authorizing and implementing statutes: Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) §§ 49-112, 49-480, and 49-479

A.R.S. § 49-479 allows a Board of Supervisors to adopt rules to regulate air quality, which must be least as stringent
as the rules adopted by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ).

A.R.S. § 49-480 allows the Board to adopt rules establishing a permit program for stationary sources.

A.R.S. § 49-112 requires a specific justification for adoption of rules that are “more stringent” or “in addition to”
rules adopted by ADEQ.

3. The effective date of the rules:
August 13, 2003 - date of approval by the Board.

4. A list of previous notices appearing in the Register addressing the proposed rules:
Nonattainment New Source Review (“NSR”) Revisions - Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 8 A.A.R. 2068,
May 3, 2002; 9 A.A.R. June 13, 2003

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 9 A.A.R. 2003, June 20, 2003

5. The name and address of agency personnel with whom persons may communicate regarding the rulemaking:
Name: Jean Parkinson, Air Quality Planning Manager

Address: Pinal County Air Quality Control District (PCAQCD)
P.O. Box 987
Florence, AZ 85232

Telephone: (520) 866-6929

Fax: (520) 866-6967

E-mail: jean.parkinson@co.pinal.az.us

6. An explanation of the rule, including the District’s reasons for initiating the rule:
A. Summary: This rule revision proposal involves:

Pinal County will propose to amend the above sections to address concerns from the Environmental Protection
Agency (“EPA”) regarding the Pinal County Air Quality Control District’s (“PCAQCD”) New Source Review
(“NSR”) State Implementation Plan (“SIP”) submittal. The changes include revising certain rules defining the
requirements for permits and permit revisions for major emitting sources undergoing nonattainment new source
review, to address approvability issues raised by the EPA; and revising the rule-definition of the “Title V Pro-
gram List,” designating which rules should be submitted for approval as elements of the EPA-approved Title V
operating permit program in Pinal County.
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B. Detailed Discussion: Nonattainment NSR Related Rule Revisions for EPA Approvability:

Code §§3-3-220 to 3-3-230 were revised at the request of the EPA, which had noted changes required to comply
with New Source Review requirements, as set forth in the CAA §111 and 40 CFR Part §51.165.

Specifically, existing Code §§3-1-220.G. and 3-3-220.H. both established exemptions to the emission offset
requirements established under CAA §173(a), and CAA §173(c), and 40 CFR Part §51.165. The EPA has indi-
cated that those additional exemptions would preclude approving the existing Pinal County rules as elements of
the Arizona SIP. There are no parallel exemptions in ADEQ’s rules, meaning that Pinal County must eliminate
the exemptions in order to comply with the “at least as stringent as” requirement under A.R.S. § 49-479. Since
the change merely conforms to ADEQ’s rules, no additional showing is required under A.R.S. § 49-112.

Additionally, existing Code §3-3-230 F. includes a definition of “baseline” that follows the definition in 40 CFR
Part §51.165(a)(3)(i), generally defining the “baseline” as allowable emissions. That “baseline” definition estab-
lishes the starting point for major NSR emission “offsets.”

However, both the Pinal County definition and 40 CFR Part §51.165 (a)(3)(i) fail to reflect the unequivocal
requirement of CAA §173 (c)(1) that emission offsets must involve reductions relative to actual emission rates,
which are generally lower than allowable emission rates.

Pinal County’s 1993-vintage rules defining “baseline” were based on ADEQ’s parallel rule R18-2-404. However,
ADEQ’s rule R18-2-404(G)(1) has apparently since been amended to define baseline as “the total actual emis-
sions at the time the application is filed,” without regard to “allowable” permit or regulatory limitations.

Since Pinal County is obligated to conform to ADEQ’s substantive major-source permitting rules, the change
proposed here revises Code §3-3-230.F. to mirror the ADEQ rule R18-2-404(G). Since the change merely con-
forms to ADEQ’s rules, no additional showing is required under A.R.S. § 49-112.

The revisions proposed here include a revision to §3-3-230.G.3., and a new subsection §3-3-230.L, reflecting the
requirements for offset-related requirements arising under CAA §173 (c). Those changes reaffirm that offset
reductions must involve changes in actual emissions. While this change is “in addition to” the parallel ADEQ
rule R18-2-404, the situation satisfies both of the conditions imposed under A.R.S. § 49-112(A) for the Board to
adopt “additional or more stringent” rules. Specifically, Pinal County stands in a peculiar situation, because it
currently lacks a SIP-approved nonattainment new source review program; and the EPA has indicated that the
change is required under CAA §173 (c), and further constitutes a requirement for that agency to consider SIP-
approval of the Pinal County nonattainment new source review program.

Existing Code §3-3-230.K provides that an emission reduction may be used as an offset if the reduction is
“legally enforceable.” ADEQ’s parallel rule, R18-2-404(L), additionally provides that the reductions must be
federally enforceable. Again, the EPA has cited this as an approvability issue. For purposes of conforming to
ADEQ’s rule R18-2-404(L)(2), §3-3-230.K.2 is amended to nominally allow emission reductions to qualify as
“legally enforceable,” if they are required by rules of another governmental entity, or are contractually enforce-
able. However, PCAQCD believes that that allowance is effectively superseded by the newly added requirement
that emission reductions also be federally enforceable, as defined in Code §1-3-140.59. The proposed revisions
address the matter by conforming Pinal’s rule to the ADEQ rule. Since the change merely conforms to ADEQ’s
rule, no additional showing is required under A.R.S. § 49-112.   

7. A reference to any study that the agency proposed to rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the proposed
rule and where the public may obtain or review the study, all data underlying each study, and analysis of the study
and other supporting material:

None, other than the cited statutes and rules.

8. A showing of good cause why the rules are necessary to promote a statewide interest if the rules will diminish a pre-
vious grant of authority of a political subdivision of this State:

Not applicable

9. The preliminary summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact:
A. This rulemaking involves certain changes to the County’s nonattainment new source review rules, which changes

respond to SIP - approvability issues raised by the EPA.

To the extent the changes will actually enable the long-awaited EPA approval of Pinal County’s NSR program,
this action will provide a benefit to the affected segment of the regulated community. That benefit will arise from
having a legal mechanism to actually comply with the nonattainment NSR requirements under the CAA and
implementing federal regulations.

B. Economic, Small Business, and Consumer Impact Statement:

1. This rulemaking involves certain changes to the County’s nonattainment new source review rules, which
changes respond to SIP- approvability issues raised by the EPA.

2. The changes in the nonattainment NSR rules will potentially benefit sources affected by nonattainment NSR
permitting requirements.
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3. For the nonattainment NSR revisions, the changes will hopefully benefit the county by finally establishing a
program fully authorized to exercise permitting authority under the CAA, again supporting the Board of
Supervisors in their election to exercise air quality regulatory authority under A.R.S. Title 49. Similarly,
affected regulated entities within Pinal County will gain the benefit of a complete local regulatory program.

4. PCAQCD has no basis to believe that the changes in the nonattainment new source review rules will have a
discernible impact on any type of employment in Pinal County.

5. With respect to the nonattainment NSR changes, PCAQCD has no basis to believe that any small businesses
would be affected. However, even if they were affected, the changes would do no more than provide a local
mechanism for obtaining the permit review and approval required under the CAA and implementing federal
regulations.

6. The changes will not affect state revenues.

7. With respect to the nonattainment NSR revisions, the changes will merely meet the requirements under the
CAA and implementing federal regulations, and PCAQCD sees no alternatives.

To submit comments or request additional information regarding the economic, small business and consumer impact
statement, interested parties may contact Jean Parkinson, Planning Manager, (520) 866-6929, PCAQCD, P.O. Box
987, Florence, Arizona, 85232.

10. A description of the changes between the proposed rules, including supplemental notices, and final rules (if appli-
cable):

Not applicable

11. The full text of the final rules follows:

1-1-107. Title V Program Content

Those provisions approved by the EPA are shown in regular type; those provisions or amendments still awaiting EPA approval
are shown in italicized bold.

1-2-110. Adopted document(s) Adopted June 29, 1993.
Amended May 14, 1997.
Amended May 27, 1998.
Amended July 12, 2000.

1-3-130. Adopted document(s) Adopted June 29, 1993. 
Amended November 3, 1993. 
Amended October 12, 1995.
Amended May 14, 1997.

1-3-140. Definitions Adopted June 29, 1993.
Amended November 3, 1993.
Amended February 22, 1995.
Amended October 12, 1995.
Amended May 14, 1997.
Amended May 27, 1998.

2-1-010. to
3-3-210. NO CHANGE

3-3-220. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources 
located in nonattainment areas

Adopted June 29, 1993
Amended/renumbered Novem-
ber 3, 1993.
Amended August 13, 2003.

3-3-230. Offset and net air quality benefit standards Adopted June 29, 1993
Amended/renumbered Novem-
ber 3, 1993.
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended August 13, 2003.
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[Adopted June 25, 1997. Amended May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998. Amended July 29, 1998 and July 12, 2000.
Amended December 13, 2000. Amended August 13, 2003.]

CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR MODIFICATIONS TO
EXISTING MAJOR SOURCES

3-3-200. Purpose – NO CHANGE

3-3-203. Definitions – NO CHANGE

3-3-205. Application requirements – NO CHANGE

3-3-210. Application review process – NO CHANGE

3-3-220. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in nonattainment areas 
A. Except as provided in Subsections C. through I. below, no permit or permit revision under this article shall be issued to a

person proposing to construct a new major source or make a major modification to a source located in any nonattainment
area for the pollutant(s) for which the source is classified as a major source or the modification is classified as a major
modification unless:
1. The person demonstrates that the new major source or the major modification will meet an emission limitation, which

is the lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) for that source for that specific pollutant(s). In determining lowest
achievable emission rate for a reconstructed stationary source, the provisions of 40 C.F.R. §60.15(f)(4) (1992) shall
be taken into account in assessing whether a new source performance standard is applicable to such stationary source.

2. The person certifies that all existing major sources owned or operated by that person (or any entity controlling, con-
trolled by, or under common control with that person) in Pinal County, are in compliance with, or on a schedule of
compliance for, all conditions contained in permits of each of the sources and all other applicable emission limitations
and standards under the Clean Air Act (1990) and this Code.

3. The person demonstrates that emission reductions for the specific pollutant(s) from source(s) in existence in the
allowable offset area of the new major source or major modification (whether or not under the same ownership) meet
the offset and net air quality benefit requirements of §3-3-230.

B. No permit or permit revision under this article shall be issued to a person proposing to construct a new major source or
make a major modification to a major source located in a nonattainment area unless:
1. The person performs an analysis of alternative sites, sizes, production processes and environmental control tech-

niques for such new major source or major modification; and
2. The Control Officer determines that the analysis demonstrates that the benefits of the new major source or major

modification outweigh the environmental and social costs imposed as a result of its location, construction or modifi-
cation.

C. At such time that a particular source or modification becomes a major stationary source or major modification solely by
virtue of a relaxation in any enforceable limitation which was established after August 7, 1980, on the capacity of the
source or modification otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
this section shall apply to the source or modification as though construction had not yet commenced on the source or mod-
ification.

D. Secondary emissions shall not be considered in determining the potential to emit of a new source or modification and
therefore whether the new source or modification is major. However, if a new source or modification is subject to this sec-
tion on the basis of its direct emissions, permit or permit revision under this article to construct the new source or modifi-
cation shall be denied unless the conditions specified in Subdivisions 1. and 2. of Subsection A. of this section are met for
reasonably quantifiable secondary emissions caused by the new source or modification.

E. A permit to construct a new source or modification shall be denied unless the conditions specified in Subdivisions 1., 2.,
and 3. of Subsection A. of this section are met for fugitive emissions caused by the new source or modification. However,
these conditions shall not apply to a new major source or major modification that would be a major source or major mod-
ification only if fugitive emissions, to the extent quantifiable, are considered in calculating the potential emissions of the
source or modification, and the source is not either among the categorical sources listed in §1-3-140.25. or belongs to the
category of sources for which new source performance standards under 40 C.F.R. Part 60 (1992) or national emission

3-3-240. to
9-1-080, 
and

NO CHANGE

Appendix A
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standards for hazardous air pollutants which were adopted prior to August 7, 1980 under 40 C.F.R. Part 61 (1992) promul-
gated by the Administrator prior to August 7, 1980.

F. The requirements of A.3. of this section shall not apply to temporary emission sources, such as pilot plants and portable
sources, which are only temporarily located in the nonattainment area, are otherwise regulated by a permit, and are in
compliance with the conditions of that permit.

G. The requirements of A.3. of this section shall not apply to emissions of a pollutant from a new major source or major mod-
ification to be located in a nonattainment area for that pollutant, if the person applying for a permit or permit revision sub-
ject to this article under this section can demonstrate that emissions of that pollutant from the new major source or major
modification will not exceed the allowance plan adopted pursuant to the Clean Air Act §§172 and 173 (1990).

H. The requirements of A.3. of this section shall not apply to new resource recovery projects burning municipal solid waste
and sources which must switch fuels due to lack of adequate fuel supplies or where a source is required to be modified as
a result of EPA regulations, if the owner or operator of the source or modification can demonstrate that:
1. Best efforts were made to meet the requirements of A.3. of this section and such efforts were unsuccessful;
2. All available emission offsets have been or will be secured; and
3. Offsets will continue to be sought and applied when they become available.

I.G. A decrease in actual emissions shall be considered in determining the potential of a new source or modification to emit
only to the extent that the Control Officer has not relied on it in issuing any permit or permit revision subject to this article
under this section or the District has not relied on it in demonstrating attainment or reasonable further progress.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Former Section 3-2-220 renumbered as Section 3-3-220 and amended effective November
3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-3-230. Offset and net air quality benefit standards
A. Increased emissions by a major source or major modification subject to this article must be offset by reductions in the

emissions of each pollutant for which the area has been designated as nonattainment and for which the source or modifi-
cation is classified as major. Such offset may be obtained by reductions in emissions from the source or modification, or
from any other source in existence or projected within the allowable offset area, on the startup date of the new major
source or major modification. Credit for an emissions offset can be used only if it has not been relied upon in demonstrat-
ing attainment or reasonable further progress, and if it has not been relied upon previously in issuing a permit or permit
revision under this article pursuant to §§ 3-3-205, 3-3-210 and 3-3-220 or not otherwise required under this Code or under
any provision of the SIP.

B. An offset shall not be sufficient unless total emissions for the particular pollutant for which the offset is required will be: 
1. Obtained from sources within the allowable offset area;
2. Contemporary with the operation of the new major source or major modification;
3. Less than the baseline of the total emissions for that pollutant, except in ozone nonattainment areas classified as mod-

erate, serious or severe; and
4. Such reductions are sufficient to satisfy the Control Officer that emissions from the new major source or major modi-

fication, together with the offset, will result in reasonable further progress for that pollutant.
C. In ozone nonattainment areas classified as marginal, total emissions of VOC and oxides of nitrogen from other sources

shall offset those from the proposed or permitted major source or major modification by a ratio of at least 1.10 to 1.00. In
ozone nonattainment areas classified as moderate, total emissions of volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen
from other sources shall offset those from the proposed or permitted major source or major modification by a ratio of at
least 1.15 to 1.00. New major sources and major modifications in serious and severe ozone nonattainment areas shall con-
form to the requirements of this section and §3-3-240.

D. Only intrapollutant emission offsets shall be allowed. Intrapollutant emission offsets for precursors of ozone or nitrogen
dioxide shall include offset reductions in emissions of volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen, respectively.

E. For purposes of this section, “reasonable further progress” means compliance with the schedule of annual incremental
reductions in emissions of the applicable air pollutant prescribed by the Control Officer based on air quality modeling
under §3-3-275 to provide for attainment of the applicable air quality standards by the deadlines set under Title I, Part D
of the Clean Air Act (1990), or in a SIP revision approved by the Administrator. Reasonable further progress shall be
deemed to occur if the offset reductions are sufficient to satisfy the Control Officer that the construction of the new major
source or major modification together with the offset will result in a net air quality benefit.
1. For purposes of this section, “net air quality benefit” shall mean that during similar time periods either a. or b. below,

is applicable:
a. A reduction in the number of violations of the applicable Arizona ambient air quality standard within the allow-

able offset area has occurred and the following mathematical expression is satisfied:

N  K
Σ  xi-C ≤ Σ  xj-C
 i=1     N j=1   K
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C = The applicable Arizona ambient air quality standard.
Xi = The concentration level of the violation at the ith receptor for such pollutant after offsets.
N = The number of violations for such pollutant after offsets. (N ≤ K)
Xj = The concentration level of the violation at the jth receptor from such pollutant before offsets.
K = The number of violations for such pollutant before offsets.

b. The average of the ambient concentrations within the allowable offset area following the implementation of the
contemplated offsets will be less than the average of the ambient concentrations within the allowable offset area
without the offsets.

F. Baseline further defined:
1. For the purpose of this section, the baseline of total emissions for a particular pollutant from any source in existence

or sources which have obtained a permit or permit revision under this article (regardless of whether or not such
sources are in actual operation at the time of filing of the permit or permit revision application under this article for
any particular pollutant) shall be the total actual emissions for such pollutant allowed by the regulatory emission lim-
itations in effect at the time the application is filed. In addition, the baseline of total emissions for such pollutant shall
consist of all emission limitations included as conditions on federally enforceable permits except that the offset base-
line shall be the actual emissions of the source from which offset credit is obtained where:
a. No emission limitations are applicable to a source from which offsets are being sought; or
b. The demonstration of reasonable further progress and attainment of ambient air quality standards is based upon

the actual emissions of sources located within a designated nonattainment area.
2. Where the emission limitations for a particular pollutant allow greater emissions than the potential emission rate of

the source for that pollutant, the baseline shall be the potential emission rate at the time the permit application for the
permit or permit revision under this Article is filed and emissions offset credit shall be allowed only for control below
the potential emission rate.

G. For an existing fuel combustion source, offset credit shall be based on the allowable emissions under the regulations or
permit conditions applicable to the source for the type of fuel being burned at the time the permit or permit revision appli-
cation subject to this article is filed. If an existing source commits to switch to a cleaner fuel at some future date, emis-
sions offset credit based on the allowable (or actual) emissions for the fuels involved shall not be acceptable unless:
1. The source’s permit or permit revision subject to this article specifically requires the use of a specified alternative

control measure which would achieve the same degree of emissions reduction should the source switch back to a dirt-
ier fuel at some later date; and,

2. The source demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Control Officer that it has secured an adequate long-term supply of
the cleaner fuel.

3. Emission reductions shall be creditable, if such emission reductions meet the requirements of §3-3-230.L., which
requires offsets be based on reductions in actual emissions.

H. Offsets shall be made on either a pounds-per-hour, pounds-per-day, or tons-per-year basis, whichever is applicable, when
all facilities involved in the emission offset calculations are operating at their maximum expected or allowed production
rate and, except as otherwise provided in Subsection E. of this section, utilizing the type of fuel burned at the time the per-
mit or permit revision application subject to this article is filed. A tons-per-year basis shall not be used if the new or mod-
ified source or the source offsets are not expected to operate throughout the entire year. No emissions credit may be
allowed for replacing one VOC with another VOC of lesser reactivity.

I. Emissions reductions achieved by shutting down an existing source or permanently curtailing production or operating
hours below baseline levels may be credited, provided that the work force to be affected has been notified of the proposed
shutdown or curtailment. Source shutdowns and curtailments in production or operating hours occurring prior to the date
the new major source or major modification application is filed generally may not be used for emissions offset credit.
However, where an applicant can establish that it shut down or curtailed production after August 7, 1977, or less than one
year prior to the date of permit or permit revision application under this article, whichever is earlier, and the proposed new
major source or major modification is a replacement for the shutdown or curtailment, credit for such shutdown or curtail-
ment may be applied to offset emissions from the new source or modification.

J. The allowable offset area shall refer to the geographical area in which are located the sources whose emissions are being
sought for purposes of offsetting emissions from a new major source or major modification. For the pollutants sulfur diox-
ide, PM10 and carbon monoxide, the allowable offset area shall be determined by atmospheric dispersion modeling. If the
emission offsets are obtained from a source on the same premises or in the immediate vicinity of the new major source or
major modification, and the pollutants disperse from substantially the same effective stack height, atmospheric dispersion
modeling shall not be required. The allowable offset area for all other pollutants shall be the nonattainment areas for those
pollutants within which the new major source or major modification is to be located.

K. An emission reduction may only be used to offset emissions if the reduced level of emissions will continue for the life of
the new source or modification and if the reduced level of emissions is federally and legally enforceable at the time of the
permit issuance. It shall be considered legally enforceable if the following conditions are met by the time such source or
modification commences operation:
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1. The emission reduction is included as a condition in the permit of the source relied upon to offset the emissions from
the new major source or major modification, or in the case of reductions from sources controlled by the applicant, is
included as a condition of the permit or permit revision under this article for the new major source or major modifica-
tion, or is adopted as a part of this Code, or comparable rules and regulations of any other governmental entity or is
contractually enforceable by the District.

2. The permit conditions or regulations containing the emission reduction have been submitted to the Administrator for
inclusion in the SIP adopted pursuant to the Clean Air Act §110 (1990). The emission reduction is adopted as a part of
this Article or comparable rules of any other governmental entity or is contractually enforceable by the District and is
in effect at the time the permit is issued.

L. Offsets:
1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this rule pertaining to offsets, the owner or operator of a new or modified

major stationary source may comply with any offset requirement in effect under this Article 3, dealing with permit
requirements for new major emitting sources and major modifications to such sources, for increased emissions of any
air pollutant only by obtaining emissions reductions of such air pollutant from the same source or other sources in the
same nonattainment area, except that the Control Officer may allow the owner or operator to obtain such emission
reductions in another nonattainment area if:
a. The other area has an equal or higher nonattainment classification than the area in which the source is located

and
b. Emissions from such other area contribute to a violation of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard in the

nonattainment area in which the source is located.
Wherever obtained, such emission reductions shall be, by the time a new or modified source commences operation, in
effect and federally enforceable and shall assure that the total tonnage of increased emission of the air pollutant from the
new or modified source shall be offset by an equal or greater reduction, as applicable, in the actual emissions of such air
pollutant from the same or other sources in the area.
2. Emission reductions otherwise required by this Code shall not be creditable as emission reductions for purposes of any

such offset requirement. Incidental emission reductions which are not otherwise required by this Code shall be credit-
able as emission reductions for such purposes if such emission reductions meet the requirements of paragraph (L).

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Former Section 3-2-230 renumbered as Section 3-3-230, amended effective November 3,
1993, amended February 22, 1995, and amended August 13, 2003.]

3-3-240. Special rule for ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious and severe – NO CHANGE

3-3-250. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in attainment and unclassifiable areas - NO
CHANGE

3-3-260. Air quality impact analysis and monitoring requirements – NO CHANGE

3-3-270. Innovative control technology – NO CHANGE

3-3-275. Air quality models – NO CHANGE

3-3-280. Visibility protection – NO CHANGE

3-3-285. Special rule for non-operating sources of sulfur dioxide in sulfur dioxide nonattainment areas – NO CHANGE
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PINAL COUNTY AIR QUALITY CONTROL DISTRICT

P. O. BOX 987

FLORENCE, ARIZONA 85232

(520) 866-6929   FAX: (520) 866-6967

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING
PINAL COUNTY AIR QUALITY CONTROL DISTRICT CODE OF REGULATIONS

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

PREAMBLE

1. Sections Affected Rulemaking Action
§1-1-107 Amend
§3-1-030 Amend
§3-1-040 Amend
§3-1-045 Amend
§3-1-050 Amend
§3-1-055 Amend
§3-1-060 Amend
§3-1-065 Amend
§3-1-081 Amend
§3-1-083 Amend
§3-2-180 Amend
§3-2-185 Amend
§3-2-190 Amend
§3-2-195 Amend
§3-4-420 Amend
§3-7-578 New
§3-7-580 Amend
§3-7-590 Amend
§3-7-591 Amend
§3-7-595 Amend
§3-7-600 Amend
§3-7-602 New
§3-7-610 Amend
§3-7-612 Repeal
§3-7-620 Amend
§3-7-625 Amend
§3-7-630 Amend
§3-7-650 Amend
Appendix A Amend
Appendix B Amend

2. The specific authority for the rulemaking, including both the authorizing statute (general) and statutes the rules
are implementing (specific):

Authorizing and implementing statutes: Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) §§ 11-251.08, 49-112, 49-479, and 49-
480.

A.R.S. § 11-251.08 authorizes the Board of Supervisors to adopt fee schedules for any specific products or services
the county provides to the public.

A.R.S. § 49-479 allows a Board of Supervisors to adopt rules to regulate air quality, which must be least as stringent
as the rules adopted by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ). 

A.R.S. § 49-480 allows the board to establish a permit program, and impose permit fees. A.R.S. § 49-112 effectively
limits county-imposed permit fees to an amount “approximately equal or less than” the fees imposed by ADEQ. 

A.R.S. § 49-101 defines “approximately equal” as “not greater than ten percent more than the fees or costs charged
by the state for similar state permits or approvals.” A.R.S. § 49-112 also requires a specific justification for adoption
of rules that are “more stringent” or “in addition to” rules adopted by ADEQ.
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3. The effective date of the rules:
January 1, 2004

4. A list of previous notices appearing in the Register addressing the proposed rules:
Permit Fee Changes - Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 8 A.A.R. 2068, May 3, 2002; 8 A.A.R. 2855, July 5,
2002; and 9 A.A.R. 1484, May 16, 2003.

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 9 A.A.R. 2011, June 20, 2003

5. The name and address of agency personnel with whom persons may communicate regarding the rulemaking:
Name: Jean Parkinson, Air Quality Planning Manager

Address: Pinal County Air Quality Control District (PCAQCD)
P.O. Box 987
Florence, AZ 85232

Telephone: (520) 866-6929

Fax: (520) 866-6967

E-mail: jean.parkinson@co.pinal.az.us

6. An explanation of the rule, including the District’s reasons for initiating the rules:
A. Summary. This rule revision proposal involves:

1. Changing the county’s permit fees to generally conform to ADEQ’s fees;

2. Adding definitions to support the fee rule;

3. Establishing a phase-in schedule for the fee increases;

4. Changing the permit classification designations from Class A and B to Class I and II; adding a Class III per-
mit classification for minor screening sources.

5. Revising the rule-definition of §1-1-107, “Title V Program List,” designating which rules should be submit-
ted for approval as elements of the EPA-approved Title V operating permit program in Pinal County.

B. Detailed Discussion:

Chapter 3 – Permit and Permit Revisions, Article 7. Permit Fees: §§3-1-040 to 3-7-650. 

This proposal revises the air quality permit fees for every stationary source category. Appendix B outlines the
fees and the source categories.

The increase in fees responds to three converging forces that have adversely affected the balance of the
PCAQCD operating budget.

First, pursuant to A.R.S. § 49-112 limitations, the existing Pinal County air quality permit fee rules provide that
for sources that would be regulated by ADEQ, such sources pay the lesser of the fees as calculated under local
rules or ADEQ’s rules. Thus, when ADEQ effectively lowered fees for large Class I sources, that action mechan-
ically reduced permit revenues from the largest sources regulated by Pinal County.

Second, the county continues to reduce general fund support for the air quality program.

Third, growth throughout the county and continuing regulatory changes at the state and federal level have
required additional program expense.

In sum, permit and general fund revenues have fallen, as expenses have increased. Budgetary projections show a
current deficit, and growing future deficits.

Maintaining solvency will require either additional revenues, or fundamental changes in or even elimination of
the air quality program in the county. Given the Board of Supervisor’s prior action in establishing and maintain-
ing an air quality program, PCAQCD is proposing that the Board increase fees in a manner that will keep the pro-
gram solvent and functioning.

In brief, the proposal asks the Board to match ADEQ’s fee structure, at least for sources that would fall subject to
an ADEQ permit requirement. Since those sources would pay ADEQ fees if the county terminated the program
and ADEQ assumed regulatory jurisdiction, those sources will be no worse off paying the same fees to the
county. In a continuation of long-standing permitting practice, the county also regulates a number of sources that
fall below ADEQ’s permitting thresholds. For such “minor screening sources,” fees under the proposal are
capped at $250.00 per year.

In the context of these revisions, and specifically for fee purposes, the designation as a “Title V” source invokes
the definition set forth in the Clean Air Act (CAA) §502(a), which makes all major sources, and all sources reg-
ulated under emission standards adopted under CAA §§111 or 112, subject to a federal “Title V” operating per-
mit requirement. However, the EPA Administrator has authority to defer or event exempt specific source
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categories from the requirement to actually obtain a “Title V” Permit. Nonetheless, ADEQ’s fee rule designates
all such sources as “Title V” sources, even if they have been deferred or exempted from the actual Title V permit
requirements.

All other sources qualify as “non-title V” sources.

The fee changes are defined in Rules §§3-7-590, 3-7-600, 3-7-610, and 3-7-612, all of which incorporate the fee
schedules defined in revised Appendix B.

For new permits and substantive revisions to existing permits, Appendix B, Section B generally follows ADEQ’s
fee rule in defining the relevant fees. Section B also includes a new-permit fee cap for Class II “qualifying gen-
eral sources.” Eligible sources include only those that could qualify for an ADEQ-issued general permit, and the
fee cap corresponds to the flat fee, which would apply if a source opted for a general permit.

“Title V” sources that are actually required to obtain a Title V permit will pay fees as defined in Appendix B,
Section C. Sources will be billed an annual fee consisting of a flat “administrative fee,” and an additional fee
based on actual emissions, as reported for the preceding emission inventory cycle. The emissions will be billed at
$11.75 per ton to a cap of 4,000 tons per pollutant. Both the administrative and the emission-based fees will be
revised annually starting in 2004, based on changes in the Consumer Price Index (CPI).

“Title V” sources that are not actually required to obtain a Title V permit will pay fees as defined in Appendix B,
Section D. Sources will be billed an annual fee consisting of a flat “administrative fee.” Section D follows
ADEQ’s fee rule in defining a special fee category for “small sources,” which effectively includes perchloroeth-
ylene dry cleaners. Section D also includes a specific fee for “qualifying general sources.” Eligible sources
include only those that could qualify for an ADEQ-issued general permit. The individual fee for those sources
corresponds to the fee that would apply if the sources did opt for a general permit. The administrative fee will be
revised annually starting in 2004, based on changes in the CPI.

Non-Title V Class II sources will pay fees as defined in Appendix B, Section E. Section E follows ADEQ’s fee
rule in defining special fee categories for “gasoline service stations” and “crematories.” Section D also includes a
specific fee for small cotton gins, reflecting the historical significance of Pinal County’s agricultural economy.
Section D also includes a specific fee for “qualifying general sources.” Again, eligible sources include only those
that could qualify for an ADEQ-issued general permit, and the fee corresponds to that which would apply if the
sources did opt for a general permit. The administrative fee will be revised annually starting in 2004, based on
changes in the CPI.

As an exception to the basic rates either under Appendix B, Section C or D, “synthetic minor” sources will pay
the administrative fees as defined in Appendix B, Section C, but will not pay emission-based fees. For fee pur-
poses “synthetic minor” sources means those sources with permit limitations configured to avoid triggering addi-
tional requirements, and having at least one permit-defined emission cap that allows emissions exceeding 50% of
a major source threshold. The administrative fee will be revised annually starting in 2004, based on changes in
the CPI.

Non-Title V Class III or “minor screening” sources will pay fees as defined in Appendix B, Section F. For fee
purposes “minor screening” sources means those sources that require a permit but have a maximum uncontrolled
potential to emit (PTE) below the significance levels defined in §1-3-140.121. The administrative fee will be
revised annually starting in 2004, based on changes in the CPI.

General permit sources will pay the annual administrative fees as defined in Appendix B, Section G. Sources will
pay an initial application fee and be billed an annual fee consisting of a flat “administrative fee.” In accord with
ADEQ’s fee rules, the administrative fee related to general permits will not be adjusted annually by the changes
in the CPI.

The rules include a phase-in provision for existing sources, which will adjust individual permit fees from current
levels to the new rates in three (3) equal annual steps. The first of those steps will apply to fees due on or after
January 1, 2004. Fees will continue to fall due on the anniversary date of permit issuance, meaning sources will
not see the last “step” increase any sooner than January 1, 2006, and possibly as late as December 31, 2006. The
phase-in provision will not apply to new sources or sources requesting revisions.

To support the fee rule changes described above, the permit-related definitions in Code §3-1-030 are also
expanded to provide corresponding definitions. The changes add the terms “billable permit action, and “permit
processing time.” The terms to define specific source categories are added as “small source,” synthetic minor,”
“class III source or minor screening source,” “gasoline dispensing operation,” and “qualifying general source.”
The “North American Industry Classification System-United States (NAICS),” is added to classify business
establishments and supplements the Standard Industrial Classification Code (SIC). This rule does not stipulate
any NAICS code since it is not possible to provide a code for every source. 

Appendix A, the permit application form, is revised to accommodate the other changes to the permit-related
rules. Appendix B, the fee schedule, is revised as indicated above. 
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7. A reference to any study that the agency proposed to rely on in its evaluation of or justification for the proposed
rule and where the public may obtain or review the study, all data underlying each study, and analysis of the study
and other supporting material:

A. “Draft Arizona’s Workload and Resource Needs Analysis for Assessing Permitting Fees,” January 26, 2000. This
document is available at ADEQ Library, Air Quality Planning, 3033 N. Central Avenue, Suite 100, Phoenix, Ari-
zona, 85012, (602) 207-4335.

B. Pinal County Budget for Fiscal Year (FY) 2002-2003, and internal budgetary projections for FY 2003-2004, and
FY 2004-2005, which show a current deficit and increasing future deficits. These documents are available from
PCAQCD, P.O. Box 987, Florence, Arizona, 85232, (520) 866-6929.

8. A showing of good cause why the rules are necessary to promote a statewide interest if the rules will diminish a pre-
vious grant of authority of a political subdivision of this State:

Not applicable

9. Summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact:
These fees are based on ADEQ’s air permit fees structure effective January 1, 2002. For additional information on
economic impact, please see 7 A.A.R. 2114, May 25, 2001, and 7 A.A.R. 5670, December 21, 2001.

A. Summary: This rulemaking involves a reconfiguration of Pinal County’s air quality permit fee structure.     

The economic, small business and consumer impact statement for the fee rule changes concludes that for sources that
would require an air quality permit from ADEQ, conforming to ADEQ’s fee structure will result in higher fees. How-
ever, in the long term, the change will impose no additional burden on regulated sources, because without adequate
funding for a local program, regulatory jurisdiction would ultimately default to ADEQ, which would result in the
imposition of ADEQ’s fee structure anyway. In the short-term, such sources will actually benefit by virtue of the
deferral from the phase-in of the fee increases. For sources that would not require an ADEQ permit, fees will be
capped at $250.00 per year, which represents a fee increase for some sources of up to $150.00, and lesser amounts or
even no change for other sources.

B. Economic, Small Business, and Consumer Impact Statement:

1. This rulemaking involves a reconfiguration of Pinal County’s air quality permit fee structure.

2. The fee rule revision will affect all permitted sources in the county, with the exception of large power plants
and mining operations, which already have their fees effectively capped at the levels established by ADEQ’s
air quality permit fee rules.

3. For the permit fee revisions, the increases will benefit the county by maintaining program solvency, and
allowing the Board of Supervisors to continue to exercise air quality regulatory authority under A.R.S. Title
49. Similarly, regulated entities within Pinal County will retain the benefit of continued local regulation and
outreach.

Subject to the exceptions discussed above, the permit fee revisions will, in almost all cases, impose additional
costs on those same regulated entities. However, PCAQCD has no basis to believe that the fee increases will
affect either gross business revenues or payroll expenditures of employers who are subject to the proposed
changes. Increased fees will have an adverse impact on net revenues. However, PCAQCD believes those
impacts will be incremental in nature, and will not have a material adverse impact on affected businesses.
Further, for sources that would require an ADEQ permit, the changes should have no net long term impact,
because lack of adequate funding for a local air quality program would logically result in ADEQ taking over
permitting in Pinal County, at which point those sources would pay ADEQ’s fees anyway.

4. PCAQCD has no basis to believe that the proposed air quality permit fee increases will have a discernible
impact on private or public employment outside Pinal County government. Coupled with continuing growth
in the county, the permit fee increases may enable PCAQCD to increase staffing levels to respond to the air
quality issues associated with that continuing growth.

5. With respect to the impact of the fee rule changes on small businesses generally, affected entities will
include all who require an air quality permit in Pinal County. The costs for compliance will effectively con-
sist of paying the requisite fees. Given that the objective is to raise revenues to meet expenditures, reductions
for small businesses would directly conflict with the stated objective. Affected small businesses will see
increased fee costs, but will continue to benefit from local regulation.

6. The changes will not affect state revenues.

7. With respect to the fee increases, PCAQCD sees no way to make the proposal less intrusive and still accom-
plish the objective of increasing revenues.

To submit comments or request additional information regarding the economic, small business and consumer impact
statement, interested parties may contact Jean Parkinson, Planning Manager, (520) 866-6929, PCAQCD, P.O. Box
987, Florence, Arizona, 85232.
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10. A description of the changes between the proposed rules, including supplemental notices, and final rules (if appli-
cable):

A. The following nonsubstantial typographical errors and corrections were made after the publication in the
Arizona Administrative Register on June 20, 2003:

1. §3-1-040. Applicability and classes of permits. 

3.a. Changed “rated” to rates.

16. Changed “Class A” to Class I.

2. §3-7-578. Fee Increases; Effective Date: Phase-In

A. Changed “each due an payable” to “each due and payable”

3. Changed approval date by Board from July 30, 2003, to August 13, 2003, in all amended sections. 

B. The following nonsubstantial changes were made pursuant to comments received during the public partic-
ipation period from June 20, 2003, to July 23, 2003. These changes are not considered substantial, since
they allow for a reduction in fees relative to the initial proposal.

1. Two new “Class II Non-Title V” Fee classifications have been added to Appendix B:

Class II Non-Title V Source Category Administrative Fee

Spray Operations (Medium) $1600.00

Spray Operations (Small) $400.00

2. Two new supporting definitions have been added to §3-1-030:

20a. SPRAY OPERATIONS (MEDIUM) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major
source threshold as a result of the use of spray equipment, but which has accepted a permit limitation
capping allowable emissions from those operations below 25% of all relevant major source thresh-
olds.

20b. SPRAY OPERATIONS (SMALL) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major
source threshold as a result of the use of spray equipment, but which has accepted a permit limitation
capping allowable emissions from those operations below 3% of all relevant major source thresholds.

11. The full text of the rules follows:

1-1-107. Title V Program Content
Those provisions approved by the EPA are shown in regular type; those provisions or amendments still awaiting EPA approval
are shown in italicized bold.

1-2-110. Adopted document(s) Adopted June 29, 1993.
Amended May 14, 1997.
Amended May 27, 1998.
Amended July 12, 2000.

1-3-130. Adopted document(s) Adopted June 29, 1993. 
Amended November 3, 1993. 
Amended October 12, 1995.
Amended May 14, 1997.

1-3-140. Definitions Adopted June 29, 1993.
Amended November 3, 1993.
Amended February 22, 1995.
Amended October 12, 1995.
Amended May 14, 1997.
Amended May 27, 1998.

2-1-010. to
3-1-020 NO CHANGE
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3-1-030. Definitions Adopted June 29, 1993
Amended November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-040. Applicability and classes of permits Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended October 12, 1995
Amended May 14, 1997
Amended May 27, 1998
Amended July 12, 2000
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-042. Operating authority and obligations for a source subject 
to permit reopening

Adopted February 22, 1995

3-1-045. Transition from installation and operating permit pro-
gram

Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-050. Permit application requirements Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended October 12, 1995
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-055. Completeness determination Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended May 27, 1998
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-060. Permit application review process Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended December 13, 2000
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-065. Permit review by the EPA and affected states Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-070. Permit application grant or denial Adopted June 29, 1993
Amended November 3, 1993

3-1-080. Appeals to the Hearing Board Adopted June 29, 1993
Amended November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995

3-1-081. Permit conditions Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 11, 1994
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended May 27, 1998
Amended August 13, 2003
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3-1-082. Emission standards and limitations Adopted November 3, 1993

3-1-083. Compliance provisions Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended August 13, 2003

3-1-084. to
3-2-177

NO CHANGE

3-2-180. Facility changes allowed without permit revisions Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-2-185. Administrative permit amendments Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-2-190. Minor permit revisions Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-2-195. Significant permit revisions Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended May 27, 1998
Amended July 29, 1998
Amended August 13, 2003

3-3-200. to
3-3-285

NO CHANGE

3-4-420. Standards of Conditional Orders Adopted June 29, 1993
Amended November 3, 1993
Amended May 27, 1998
Amended August 13, 2003

3-4-430. to
3-7-577

NO CHANGE

3-7-578 Fee Increases: Effective Date; Phase-In Adopted August 13, 2003

3-7-580. Application filing deposit fee for new sources Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-585. Annual fee adjustment Adopted November 3, 1993

3-7-590. Class A I permit fees Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended June 20, 1996
Amended May 14, 1997
Amended August 13, 2003
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3-7-591. Fees for sources operating under a unitary permit on 
June 20, 1996, which sources are subject to or 
deemed subject to a permit

Adopted June 20, 1996
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-595. Annual reporting of Class A I permit fees and costs Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-600. Class B II permit and inspection fees Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended October 12, 1995
Amended June 20, 1996
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-610. General permit fees - Class I sources Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended October 12, 1995
Amended June 20, 1996
Amended May 14, 1997
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-612. General permit fees - Class II sources Adopted February 22, 1995
Amended October 12, 1995
Amended June 20, 1996
Repealed August 13, 2003

3-7-620. Annual permit fee payment Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended October 12, 1995
Amended June 20, 1996
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-625. Permit fee accounts Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-630. Accelerated application processing fee Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-640. Review of final bill Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended July 12, 2000

3-7-650. Hourly rate and late fee charge Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended February 22, 1995
Amended August 13, 2003

3-7-660. to
9-1-080.

NO CHANGE
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[Adopted June 25, 1997. Amended May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998. Amended July 29, 1998 and July 12, 2000.
Amended December 13, 2000. Amended August 13, 2003.]

CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS

3-1-010. Purpose – NO CHANGE

3-1-020. Adopted documents – NO CHANGE

3-1-030. Definitions
For the purpose of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply:

1. AFFECTED SOURCE - A source that includes one or more units which are subject to emission reduction require-
ments or limitations under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990).

2. AFFECTED STATE - Any state whose air quality may be affected and that is contiguous to Arizona; or that is within
50 miles of the permitted source.

3. ALTERNATIVE METHOD - Any method of sampling and analyzing for an air pollutant which is not a reference or
equivalent method but which has been demonstrated to produce results adequate for the Control Officer’s determina-
tion of compliance in accordance with §3-1-160.D.

3a. BILLABLE PERMIT ACTION - the issuance or denial of a new permit, significant permit revision, or minor permit
revision, or the renewal of an existing permit.

4. COMPLETE - In reference to an application for a permit or permit revision, complete shall mean that the application
contains all the information necessary for processing the application. Designating an application complete for purposes
of permit processing does not preclude the Control Officer from requesting or accepting any additional information.

5. DISPERSION TECHNIQUE - Any technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a pollutant in the ambient
air by:
a. Using that portion of a stack, which exceeds good engineering practice stack height.
b. Varying the rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or ambient concentrations of that

pollutant.
c. Increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process parameters, exhaust gas parameters,

stack parameters, combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective han-
dling of exhaust gas streams so as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding sentence does not
include:
i. The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution control system, for the purpose of returning the

gas to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from the facility generating the gas stream.
ii. The merging of exhaust gas streams where:

(1) The source owner or operator demonstrates that the facility was originally designed and constructed
with such merged gas streams.

(2) After July 8, 1983, such merging is part of a change in operation at the facility that includes the installa-
tion of pollution controls and is accompanied by a net reduction in the allowable emissions of a pollut-
ant. This exclusion from the definition of dispersion techniques shall apply only to the emission
limitation for the pollutant affected by such change in operation; or

(3) Before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change in operation at the facility that included the
installation of emissions control equipment or was carried out for sound economic or engineering rea-
sons. Where there was an increase in the emission limitation or in the event that no emission limitation
was in existence prior to the merging, an increase in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to
the merging, the reviewing agency shall presume that merging was significantly motivated by an intent
to gain emissions credit for greater dispersion. Absent a demonstration by the source owner or operator
that merging was not significantly motivated by such intent, the reviewing agency shall deny credit for
the effects of such merging in calculating the allowable emissions for the source.

Appendix A Permit Application Form and Filing Instructions Adopted November 3, 1993
Amended May 14, 1997
Amended July 12, 2000
Amended August 13, 2003
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iii. Smoke management in agricultural or silvicultural prescribed burning programs.
iv. Episodic restrictions on residential woodburning and open burning.
v. Techniques under paragraph (c) above which increase final exhaust gas plume rise where the resulting

allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
5a. EMISSIONS ALLOWABLE UNDER THE PERMIT - An enforceable permit term or condition determined at issu-

ance to be required by an applicable requirement that establishes an emissions limit (including a work practice stan-
dard) or an enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed to avoid an applicable requirement to which the
source would otherwise be subject.

6. EQUIPMENT USED IN NORMAL FARM OPERATIONS - Equipment used directly on farm property for tilling,
disking, fertilizing, harvesting, feeding, weed and pest controlling, crop or animal handling, milking, sheep shearing,
irrigating, or other direct farm operation for over 50% of its use. Fuel storage vessels are considered farm equipment
if they meet all of the following conditions:
a. Contain diesel, unleaded or leaded gasoline, propane or butane.
b. Are located on farm property, which is zoned for agricultural use and assessed for property tax purposes as being

used for agricultural uses.
c. Have total capacities not more than 12,000 gallons for diesel, 8,000 gallons for gasoline, 2,000 gallons for pro-

pane or butane.
d. Are used to fuel equipment used on the same farm property on which they are located. Equipment used on a farm

for a purpose, which is normally done off farm property by a farm support company is not considered farm
equipment for normal farm operations. Examples include but are not limited to long term grain storage, cotton
ginning, repair services, and irrigation wells and equipment not located on the farm which they irrigate.

7. EXISTING STACK - The owner or operator had:
a. Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of the stack; or
b. Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without

substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time.

8. FINAL PERMIT - The version of a permit issued by the District after completion of all review required by this Code.
8a. GASOLINE DISPENSING OPERATION - All gasoline dispensing tanks and associated equipment located on one or

more contiguous or adjacent properties under the control of the same person (or persons under common control).
These sources shall be permitted as a Title V, General, and Non-Title V source, according to the number of nozzles,
the gasoline throughput, and vapor recovery systems.

9. GOOD ENGINEERING PRACTICE (GEP) STACK HEIGHT - A stack height meeting the requirements described
in §3-1-177.

10. HIGH TERRAIN - Any area having an elevation of 900 feet or more above the base of the stack of a source.
11. INNOVATIVE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY - Any system of air pollution control that has not been adequately dem-

onstrated in practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of achieving greater continuous emissions reduction
than any control system in current practice, and of achieving at least comparable reductions at lower cost in terms of
energy, economics, or nonair quality environmental impacts.

12. LOW TERRAIN - Any area other than high terrain.
13. LOWEST ACHIEVABLE EMISSION RATE (LAER) - For any source, the more stringent rate of emissions based on

the following:
a. The most stringent emissions limitation which is contained in the implementation plan of any state for such class

or category of stationary source, unless the owner or operator of the proposed stationary source demonstrates that
such limitations are not achievable; or

b. The most stringent emissions limitation which is achieved in practice by such class or category of stationary
sources. This limitation, when applied to a modification, means the lowest achievable emissions rate for the new
or modified emissions units within a stationary source. In no event shall the application of the term permit a pro-
posed new or modified stationary source to emit any pollutant in excess of the amount allowable under an appli-
cable new source standard of performance or national emission standard for a hazardous air pollutant.

13a.MINOR SCREENING SOURCE – A source that requires a permit under Code §3-1-040, but which does not have an
uncontrolled potential to emit that exceeds the significant emission rates defined in Code §1-3-140.121.

13b.NAICS – the 5 or 6-digit North American Industry Classification System- United States, 1997, number for industries
used by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

13c.PERMIT PROCESSING TIME – all time spent by the air quality staff on tasks specifically related to the processing
of an application for the issuance, or renewal of a particular permit or permit revision, including time spent process-
ing an application that is denied.

14. PORTABLE SOURCE - Any building, structure, facility or installation subject to regulation pursuant to A.R.S. § 49-
480 (1992) which emits or may emit any air pollutant and is capable of being operated at more than one location.
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15. PROPOSED PERMIT - The version of a permit for which the Control Officer offers public participation under §3-1-
107 or affected state review pursuant to §3-1-065.E.

16. PROPOSED FINAL PERMIT - The version of a Class A permit that the District proposes to issue and forwards to
the Administrator for review in compliance with §3-1-065.A.

16a.QUALIFYING GENERAL SOURCE – A source that meets the applicability requirements for an ADEQ general per-
mit issued under A.A.C. R18-2-501 through R18-2-511.

17. REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT) - For sources subject to Chapter 5. of this
Code, the emissions limitation of the source performance standard. For sources not subject to Chapter 5. of this Code,
the lowest emission limitation that a particular source is capable of achieving by the application of control technology
that is reasonably available considering technological and economic feasibility. Such technology may previously
have been applied to a similar, but not necessarily identical, source category. RACT for a particular source is deter-
mined on a case-by-case basis, considering the technological feasibility and cost-effectiveness of the application of
the control technology to the source category.

18. RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL - One of the following:
a. For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal

business function, or any other person who performs similar policy or decision-making functions for the corpora-
tion, or a duly authorized representative of such person if the representative is responsible for the overall opera-
tion of one or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities applying for or subject to a permit and
either:
i. The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 mil-

lion (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
ii. The delegation of authority to such representatives is approved in advance by the Control Officer;

b. For a partnership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the proprietor, respectively;
c. For a municipality, state, federal, or other public agency: either a principal executive officer or ranking elected

official. For the purposes of this Code, a principal executive officer of a federal agency includes the chief execu-
tive officer having responsibility for the overall operations of a principal geographic unit of the agency; or

d. For affected sources:
i. The designated representative in so far as actions, standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of

the Clean Air Act (1990) or the regulations promulgated thereunder are concerned; and
ii. The designated representative for any other purposes under 40 C.F.R. Part 70 (1992).

19. SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS - The following ambient concentrations for the enumerated pollutants:

Except for the annual pollutant concentrations, exceedance of significance levels shall occur when the ambient con-
centrations of the above pollutants will be exceeded more than once per year at any one location. Significance levels
shall be deemed not to have been exceeded for any of the above-enumerated pollutants if such concentrations occur at
a specific location and at a time when Arizona ambient air quality standards for such pollutant would not be violated.

20. SMALL SOURCE - a source with a potential to emit, without controls, less than the rate defined as significant in §1-
3-140 (#121), but required to obtain a permit solely because it is subject to a standard under 40 CFR 63.

20a.SPRAY OPERATIONS (MEDIUM) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major source thresh-
old as a result of the use of spray equipment, but which has accepted a permit limitation capping allowable emissions
from those operations below 25% of all relevant major source thresholds.

Averaging Time

Pollutant Annual 24-hour 8-hour 3-hour 1-hour

SO2 1 µg/m3 5 µg/m3 25 µg/m3

NO2 1 µg/m3

CO 0.5 mg/m3 2 mg/m3

PM10 1 µg/m3 5 µg/m3
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20b.SPRAY OPERATIONS (SMALL) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major source threshold
as a result of the use of spray equipment, but which has accepted a permit limitation capping allowable emissions
from those operations below 3% of all relevant major source thresholds.

21. SYNTHETIC MINOR SOURCES – those sources with voluntary permit limitations adopted pursuant to Code §3-1-
084. For fee purposes, “synthetic minor sources” means those sources with permit limitations configured to avoid
triggering additional applicable requirements, and having at least one permit-defined cap that allows emissions
exceeding 50% of a major source threshold.

[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Amended effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-040. Applicability and classes of permits
A. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, no person shall commence construction of, operate, or make a modification

to any source subject to regulation under this chapter, without first obtaining a permit or permit revision from the Control
Officer.

B. There shall be two three classes of permits as follows:
1. Class A I permits shall be required for persons proposing to commence construction of or operate any of the follow-

ing sources:
a. Any major source.
b. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limitation, or other requirement under §111 of the

Clean Air Act (1990) that has been adopted as an element of this Code, provided that the obligation under this
subparagraph does not extend to any source which has been exempted by the Administrator from a Title V permit
requirement or for which the Administrator has allowed a deferral of a Title V permit requirement, but then only
for the duration of the allowable deferral period.

c. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other requirement under §112 of the Clean Air Act
(1990) that has been adopted as an element of this Code, provided that the obligation under this subparagraph
does not extend to any source which has been exempted by the Administrator from a Title V permit requirement
or for which the Administrator has allowed a deferral of a Title V permit requirement, but then only for the dura-
tion of the allowable deferral period, and further provided that a source is not required to obtain a permit solely
because it is subject to regulations or requirements under §112(r) of the Clean Air Act (1990).

d. An affected source. 
e. Solid waste incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to §129(e) of the Clean Air Act (1990).
f. Any source in a source category designated by the Administrator and adopted by the Control Officer by rule.

2. Unless a Class A I permit is required, Class B II permits shall be required for:
a. A person to commence construction of or operate any of the following:

i. Any source that has the potential to emit greater than de minimis amounts of regulated air pollutants.
ii. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limitation, or other requirement under §111 of

the Clean Air Act (1990).
iii. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other requirement under §112 of the Clean Air

Act (1990), further provided that a source is not required to obtain a permit solely because it is subject to
regulations or requirements under §112(r) of the Clean Air Act (1990).

iv. Any source subject to a standard of performance under Chapter 5 of this Code.
v. Any source burning used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste or hazardous waste fuel.
vi. Incinerators.
vii. Fuel burning equipment, other than incinerators, fired with a fuel other than commercial natural gas or pro-

pane, and rated at more than 500,000 Btu per hour.
viii. Fuel burning equipment fired with commercial natural gas or propane, and rated at more than 2,500,000

BTU per hour.
b. A person to make a modification to a source which would cause it to emit, or have the potential to emit, quanti-

ties of regulated air pollutants greater than those specified in Paragraph a.i. of this subdivision, unless such mod-
ification is authorized by other provisions of this Code.

3. A Class III or “minor screening” permit shall be required for:
a. Facilities or sources that require a permit under Code §3-1-040, but which do not have an uncontrolled potential

to emit that exceeds the significant emissions rates defined §1-3-140.121.
b. Facilities or sources that have an uncontrolled potential to emit in excess of the “de minimis” amount of emis-

sions as defined in §1-3-140 (37) but do not qualify for the requirements of a Class I or II permits as defined in
§3-1-040 B. (1) & (2).

C. Exemptions.
1. Unless the source is a major source, or unless operation without a permit would result in a violation of the Clean Air

Act (1990), the provisions of this chapter shall not apply to the following sources:
a. Sources subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart AAA, “Standards of Performance for New Residential Wood Heaters.”
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b. Sources and source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to 40
CFR §61.145.

c. Agricultural equipment used in normal farm operations. “Agricultural equipment used in normal farm opera-
tions” does not include equipment that would be classified as a source that would require a permit under Title V
of the Clean Air Act (1990), or would be subject to a standard under 40 CFR Parts 60 or 61.

D. No person may construct or reconstruct any major source of hazardous air pollutants, unless the Control Officer deter-
mines that maximum achievable control technology limitation (MACT) for new sources under section 112 of the Act will
be met. Where MACT has not been established by the Administrator, such determination shall be made on a case-by-case
basis pursuant to 40 CFR §§63.40 through 63.44, as incorporated by reference in Code §7-1-030.B. For purposes of this
subsection, constructing and reconstructing a major source shall have the meanings prescribed in 40 CFR §63.41.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Tentatively revised as indi-
cated on 5/14/97; revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at
61 FR 15717 (4/9/96). Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998; Revised on July 12, 2000, revisions remain contin-
gent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96) and the District’s
Title V program as approved at 61 Fed. Reg. 55910 (10/30/96). Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-042. Operating authority and obligations for a source subject to permit reopening – NO CHANGE

3-1-045. Transition from installation and operating permit program 
A. In accordance with the provisions of Arizona Session Laws 1992, Chapter 299, Section 65, a valid Installation Permit or

Permit to Operate issued by the Control Officer before November 3, 1993 and the authority to operate continues in effect
until either of the following occurs:
1. The Installation Permit or Permit to Operate is terminated. 
2. The Control Officer issues or denies a Class A I or Class B II permit to the source.

B. Any Installation Permit or Permit to Operate issued after September 1, 1993 shall be effective for such term as is specified
in the permit.

C. Unless otherwise required by §3-1-050.C.3., all sources requiring Class A I permits, which sources hold valid Installation
Permits or Permits to Operate issued by the Control Officer before November 3, 1993, shall submit permit applications
within 180 days of receipt of written notice from the Control Officer that an application is required, but in no case may the
application be submitted any later than 12 months after the date the Administrator approves this Code as an operating per-
mit program under Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990).

D. All sources that are in existence on November 3, 1993 holding valid Installation Permits or Permits to Operate issued by
the Control Officer and requiring Class B II permits, shall submit permit applications to the Control Officer within 90
days of receipt of written notice from the Control Officer that an application is required.

E. Unless otherwise provided, §§3-1-087 through 3-1-090 and §§3-2-180 through 3-2-195 shall apply to sources with Instal-
lation Permits and Permits to Operate.

F. Sources in existence on November 3, 1993 not holding valid Permits to Operate or Installation Permits, and which have
not applied for a Class A I or Class B II permit pursuant to this Code shall submit applications for the applicable Class A
I or B II permit to the Control Officer within the following time frames:
1. For sources requiring Class A I permits, within 180 days of receipt of written notice from the Control Officer that an

application is required.
2. For sources requiring Class B II permits, within 90 days of receipt of written notice from the Control Officer that an

application is required.
3. For purposes of this section, written notice shall include, but not be limited to, a written warning, notice of violation,

or order issued by the Control Officer for constructing or operating an emission source without a permit. Such a
source shall be considered to be in violation of this Code on each day of operation or each day during which construc-
tion continues, until a permit is granted.

G. Any application for a Permit to Operate or an Installation Permit that is determined to be complete prior to November 3,
1993 but for which no permit has been issued shall be considered complete for the purposes of this section. In issuing a
permit pursuant to such an application, the Control Officer shall include in the permit all elements addressed in the appli-
cation and a schedule of compliance for submitting an application for a permit revision to address the elements required to
be in the permit that were not included in the Permit to Operate or Installation Permit application. No later than 6 months
after November 3, 1993, the Control Officer shall take final action on a Permit to Operate application or an Installation
Permit application determined to be complete prior to November 3, 1993.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-050. Permit application requirements
A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A I or B II permit or permit revision.
B. To apply for a Class A I permit, applicants shall complete the “Permit Application Form” and supply all information

required by the “Filing Instructions” as shown in Appendix A.
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C. Unless otherwise required by §3-1-045, a timely application is:
1. For a source, other than a major source, applying for a permit for the first time, one that is submitted within 12

months after the source becomes subject to the permit program.
2. For purposes of a Class A I permit renewal, a timely application is one that is submitted at least 6 months, but not

greater than 18 months prior to the date of permit expiration.
3. For purposes of a Class B II permit renewal, a timely application is one that is submitted at least 3 months, but not

greater than 12 months prior to the date of permit expiration.
4. For initial Phase II acid rain permits required pursuant to §3-6-565, one that is submitted to the Control Officer by

January 1, 1996 for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998 for nitrogen oxides.
5. Any existing source which becomes subject to a standard promulgated by the Administrator pursuant to §112(d) of

the Clean Air Act (1990) shall, within twelve months of the date on which the standard is promulgated, submit an
application for a permit revision demonstrating how the source will comply with the standard.

D. If an applicable implementation plan allows the determination of an alternate emission limit, a source may, in its applica-
tion, propose an emission limit that is equivalent to the emission limit otherwise applicable to the source under the appli-
cable implementation plan. The source shall also demonstrate that the equivalent limit is quantifiable, accountable,
enforceable and subject to replicable compliance determination procedures.

E. Permit applications need not provide emissions data regarding insignificant activities. Activities which are insignificant
pursuant to §1-3-140 need only be listed in Class A I permit applications.

F. If a permit applicant requests terms and conditions allowing for the trading of emission increases and decreases in the per-
mitted facility solely for the purpose of complying with a federally enforceable emission cap that is established in the per-
mit independent of otherwise applicable requirements, the permit applicant shall include in its application proposed
replicable procedures and permit terms that ensure the emissions trades are quantifiable and enforceable.

G. A source that has submitted information with a Class A I permit application under a claim of confidentiality pursuant to
A.R.S. § 49-487 (1992) and §3-1-120 of this Code shall submit a copy of such claim and such information directly to the
Administrator.

H. Any applicant who fails to submit any relevant facts or who has submitted incorrect information in a permit application
shall, upon becoming aware of such failure or incorrect submittal, promptly submit such supplementary facts or corrected
information. In addition, an applicant shall provide additional information as necessary to address any requirements that
become applicable to the source after the date it filed a complete application but prior to release of a proposed permit.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-055. Completeness determination
A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A I or B II permit or permit revision.
B. A complete application is one that satisfies all of the following:

1. To be complete, an application shall provide all information required pursuant to §3-1-050.B. Applications for permit
revisions need supply such information only if it is related to the proposed change, unless the source’s proposed per-
mit revision will revise its permit from a Class B II permit to a Class A I permit. A responsible official shall certify
the submitted information consistent with §3-1-175.

2. An application for a new permit or permit revision shall contain an applicability assessment of the requirements of
Article 3 of this chapter. If the applicant determines that the proposed new source is a major source as defined in §3-
3-203, or the proposed permit revision constitutes a major modification as defined in §1-3-140.78, then the applica-
tion shall comply with all applicable requirements of Article 3.

3. An application for a new permit or a permit revision shall contain an applicability assessment of the requirements of
Chapter 7 of this Code. If the applicant determines that the proposed new source permit or permit revision is subject
to the requirements of Chapter 7 of this Code, the application shall comply with all applicable requirements of Chap-
ter 7.

4. Except for proposed new major sources or major modifications subject to the requirements of Article 3 of this chap-
ter, an application for a new permit, a permit revision, or a permit renewal shall be deemed to be complete unless the
Control Officer notifies the applicant by certified mail that the application is not complete within 60 days of receipt of
the application. For purposes of sources subject to the requirements of Article 3 of this chapter, the Class A I permit
application will be deemed to be submitted on the date that the completeness determination is made pursuant to Arti-
cle 3 of this chapter.

5. If, while processing an application that has been determined or deemed to be complete, the Control Officer deter-
mines that additional information is necessary to evaluate or take final action on that application, the Control Officer
may request such information in writing, delivered by certified mail and set a reasonable deadline for a response.
Except for minor permit revisions as set forth in §3-2-190, a source’s ability to operate without a permit, as set forth
in this chapter, shall be in effect from the date the application is determined to be complete until the final permit is
issued, provided that the applicant submits any requested additional information by the deadline specified by the
Control Officer. If the Control Officer notifies an applicant that its application is not complete under Subdivision 3.
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above, the application may not be deemed automatically complete until an additional 60 days after the next submittal
by the applicant. The Control Officer may, after one submittal by the applicant pursuant to this subdivision, reject an
application that is determined to be still incomplete and shall notify the applicant of the decision by certified mail.

6. The completeness determination shall not apply to revisions processed through the minor permit revision process.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998; revisions remain contingent upon
corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96) and the District’s Title V pro-
gram as approved at 61 Fed. Reg. 55910 (10/30/96). Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-060. Permit application review process
A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A I or B II permit or permit revision.
B. Action on application.

1. The Control Officer shall issue or deny each permit according to the provisions of §3-1-070. The Control Officer may
issue a permit with a compliance schedule for a source that is not in compliance with all applicable requirements at
the time of permit issuance.

2. In addition, a permit may be issued, revised, or renewed only if all of the following conditions have been met:
a. The application received by the Control Officer for a permit, permit revision, or permit renewal shall be complete

according to §3-1-055.
b. Except for revisions qualifying as administrative or minor under §§3-2-185 and 3-2-190, all of the requirements

for public notice and participation under §3-1-107 shall have been met.
c. For Class A I permits, the Control Officer shall have complied with the requirements of §3-1-065 for notifying

and responding to affected States, and if applicable, other notification requirements of §§3-3-210.2.e. and 3-3-
280.C.2.

d. For Class A I and B II permits, the conditions of the permit shall require compliance with all applicable require-
ments.

e. For permits for which an application is required to be submitted to the Administrator under §3-1-065.A., and to
which the Administrator has properly objected to its issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the proposed
final permit and all necessary supporting information from the Department, the Control Officer has revised and
submitted a proposed final permit in response to the objection and EPA has not objected to this proposed final
permit.

f. For permits to which the Administrator has objected to issuance pursuant to a petition filed under 40 CFR
§70.8(d) (1992), the Administrator’s objection has been resolved.

3. Omitted from original.
4. Omitted from original.
5. The Control Officer shall provide a statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for the proposed permit condi-

tions including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory provisions. For Class A I permits, the Control
Officer shall send this statement to the Administrator and for both Class A I and B II permits, to any other person who
requests it.

6. Except as provided in 40 CFR §70.4(b)(11) (1992), §§3-1-045 and 3-3-210, regulations promulgated under Title IV
or V of the Clean Air Act (1990), or the permitting of affected sources under the acid rain program, the Control
Officer shall take final action on each permit application (and request for revision or renewal) within 18 months after
receiving a complete application.

7. Priority shall be given by the Control Officer to taking action on applications for construction or modification submit-
ted pursuant to Title I, Parts C and D of the Clean Air Act (1990).

8. A proposed permit decision shall be published within 9 months of receipt of a complete application and any addi-
tional information requested pursuant to §3-1-055.B.5. to process the application. The Control Officer shall provide
notice of the decision as provided in §3-1-107 and any public hearing shall be scheduled as expeditiously as possible.

C. Except as noted under the provisions in §§3-2-180, 3-2-185 and 3-2-190, no source may operate after the time that it is
required to submit a timely and complete application, except in compliance with a properly issued permit. However, if a
source submits a timely and complete application for permit issuance, revision or renewal, the source’s failure to have a
permit is not a violation of this Code until the Control Officer takes final action on the application. This protection shall
cease to apply if, subsequent to the completeness determination, the applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in
writing by the Control Officer, any additional information identified as being needed to process the application.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-065. Permit review by the EPA and affected states
A. Except as provided in §3-1-050.G. and as waived by the Administrator, for each Class A I permit, a copy of each of the

following shall be provided to the Administrator as follows:
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1. The applicant shall provide a complete copy of the application including any attachments, compliance plans and other
information required by §3-1-055 at the time of submittal of the application to the Control Officer.

2. The Control Officer shall provide the proposed final permit after public and affected state review.
3. The Control Officer shall provide the final permit at the time of issuance.

B. The Control Officer may require the application information to be submitted in a computer-readable format compatible
with the Administrator’s national database management system.

C. The Control Officer shall keep all records associated with all permits for a minimum of five years from issuance.
D. No permit for which an application is required to be submitted to the Administrator under Subsection A. of this section

shall be issued if the Administrator properly objects to its issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the proposed
permit from the District and all necessary supporting information.

E. Review by Affected States.
1. For each Class A I permit, the Control Officer shall provide notice of each proposed permit to any affected state on or

before the time that the Control Officer provides this notice to the public as required under §3-1-107 except to the
extent §3-2-190 requires the timing of the notice to be different.

2. If the Control Officer refuses to accept a recommendation of any affected state submitted during the public or affected
state review period, the Control Officer shall notify the Administrator and the affected state in writing. The notifica-
tion shall include the Control Officer’s reasons for not accepting any such recommendation, and shall be provided to
the Administrator as part of the submittal of the proposed final permit. The Control Officer shall not be required to
accept recommendations that are not based on federal applicable requirements or requirements of State law.

F. Any person who petitions the Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR §70.8(d) (1992) shall notify the District by certified mail
of such petition as soon as possible, but in no case more than 10 days following such petition. Such notice shall include
the grounds for objection and whether such objections were raised during the public comment period. A petition for
review does not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements if the permit was issued after the end of the 45-day
administrative review period and prior to the Administrator’s objection.

G. If the Control Officer has issued a permit prior to receipt of the Administrator’s objection under this section, and the
Administrator indicates that it should be revised, terminated, or revoked and reissued, the Control Officer shall respond
consistent with §3-1-087 and may thereafter issue only a revised permit that satisfies the Administrator’s objection. In any
case, the source shall not be in violation of the requirement to have submitted a timely and complete application.

H. Prohibition on Default Issuance.
1. No Class A I permit, including a permit renewal or revision, shall be issued until affected states and the Administrator

have had an opportunity to review the proposed permit.
2. No permit or renewal shall be issued unless the Control Officer has acted on the application.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-070. Permit application grant or denial – NO CHANGE

3-1-080. Appeals to the Hearing Board – NO CHANGE

3-1-081. Permit conditions
A. Each permit issued shall include the following elements:

1. The date of issuance and the permit term.
2. Enforceable emission limitations and standards, including those operational requirements and limitations that assure

compliance with all applicable requirements at the time of issuance.
a. The permit shall specify and reference the origin of and authority for each term or condition, and identify any dif-

ference in form as compared to the applicable requirement upon which the term or condition is based.
b. The permit shall state that, where an applicable requirement of the Clean Air Act (1990) is more stringent than an

applicable requirement of regulations promulgated under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), both provisions
shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be enforceable by the Administrator.

c. Any permit containing an equivalency demonstration for an alternative emission limit submitted pursuant to §3-
1-050.D. shall contain provisions to ensure that any resulting emissions limit has been demonstrated to be quan-
tifiable, accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable procedures.

d. The permit shall specify applicable requirements for fugitive emission limitations, regardless of whether the source
category in question is included in the list of sources contained in the definition of major source in §1-3-140.

e. Emission limitations for batch processors shall be based on worst-case operational scenarios as adequately dem-
onstrated by the permit applicant.

3. Each permit shall contain the following requirements with respect to monitoring:
a. All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required under the applicable requirements,

including any procedures and methods promulgated pursuant to §§114(a)(3) or 504(b) of the Clean Air Act
(1990);

b. Where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or instrumental or noninstrumental monitor-
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ing (which may consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring), periodic monitoring sufficient to
yield reliable data from the relevant time period that are representative of the source’s compliance with the per-
mit as reported pursuant to Subdivision A.4. of this section. Such monitoring requirements shall assure use of
terms, test methods, units, averaging periods, and other statistical conventions consistent with the applicable
requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may be sufficient to meet the requirements of this paragraph; and 

c. As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where appropriate, installation of monitoring
equipment or methods.

4. With respect to recordkeeping, the permit shall incorporate all applicable recordkeeping requirements and require,
where applicable, the following:
a. Records of required monitoring information that include the following:

i. The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
ii. The date(s) analyses were performed;
iii. The company or entity that performed the analyses;
iv. The analytical techniques or methods used;
v. The results of such analyses; and
vi. The operating conditions as existing at the time of sampling or measurement;

b. Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information for a period of at least 5 years from
the date of the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibra-
tion and maintenance records and all original strip-chart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation,
and copies of all reports required by the permit.

5. With respect to reporting, the permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting requirements and require the following:
a. Submittal of reports of any required monitoring at least every 6 months. All instances of deviations from permit

requirements shall be clearly identified in such reports. All required reports shall be certified by a responsible
official consistent with §§3-1-175 and 3-1-083.A.5.

b. Prompt reporting of deviations from permit requirements, including those attributable to upset conditions as
defined in the permit, the probable cause of such deviations, and any corrective actions or preventive measures
taken. Within a permit the Control Officer shall define “prompt” in relation to the degree and type of deviation
likely to occur and the applicable requirements, provided that no report under this subparagraph shall be due
sooner than two days after the upset event, nor later than ten days after the upset event.

6. A permit condition prohibiting emissions exceeding any allowances that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of
the Clean Air Act (1990) or the regulations promulgated thereunder and incorporated pursuant to §3-6-565.
a. No permit revision shall be required for increases in emissions that are authorized by allowances acquired pursu-

ant to the acid rain program, provided that such increases do not require a permit revision under any other appli-
cable requirement.

b. No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances held by the source. The source may not, however, use
allowances as a defense to non-compliance with any other applicable requirement.

c. Any such allowance shall be accounted for according to the procedures established in regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990).

d. Any permit issued pursuant to the requirements of this chapter and Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990) to a unit
subject to the provisions of Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990) shall include conditions prohibiting all of the fol-
lowing:
i. Annual emissions of sulfur dioxide in excess of the number of allowances to emit sulfur dioxide held by the

owners or operators of the unit or the designated representative of the owners or operators.
ii. Exceedances of applicable emission rates.
iii. The use of any allowance prior to the year for which it was allocated.
iv. Contravention of any other provision of the permit.

7. A severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to
any portion of the permit.

8. Provisions stating the following:
a. The permittee shall comply with all conditions of the permit. The permit shall contain all applicable requirements

of Arizona air quality statutes and the air quality rules. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of the
Clean Air Act (1990) and is grounds for enforcement action; for a permit termination, revocation and reissuance,
or revision; or for denial of a permit renewal application.

b. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt or
reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the conditions of this permit.
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c. The permit may be revised, reopened, revoked and reissued, or terminated for cause. The filing of a request by
the permittee for a permit revision, revocation and reissuance, or termination, or of a notification of planned
changes or anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition.

d. The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege.
e. The permittee shall furnish to the Control Officer, within a reasonable time, any information that the Control

Officer may request in writing to determine whether cause exists for revising, revoking and reissuing, or termi-
nating the permit or to determine compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee shall also furnish to
the Control Officer copies of records required to be kept by the permit or, for information claimed to be confiden-
tial, the permittee shall furnish such records directly to the Administrator along with a claim of confidentiality.

9. A provision to ensure that the source pays fees to the Control Officer pursuant to Article 7 of this chapter.
10. A provision stating that no permit revision shall be required, under any approved economic incentives, marketable

permits, emissions trading and other similar programs or processes for changes that are provided for in the permit.
11. Terms and conditions for reasonably anticipated operating scenarios identified by the source in its application as

approved by the Control Officer. Such terms and conditions:
a. Shall require the source, contemporaneously with making a change from one operating scenario to another, to

record in a log at the permitted facility a record of the scenario under which it is operating;
b. Shall extend the permit shield described in §3-1-102 to all terms and conditions under each such operating sce-

nario; and
c. Shall ensure that the terms and conditions of each such alternative scenario meet all applicable requirements and

the requirements of this chapter.
12. Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, as approved by the Control Officer, for the trading of

emissions increases and decreases in the permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable requirements provide for
trading increases and decreases without a case-by-case approval of each emissions trade. Such terms and conditions:
a. Shall include all terms required under Subsections A. and C. of this section to determine compliance;
b. May extend the permit shield described in Subsection D. of this section to all terms and conditions that allow

such increases and decreases in emissions; and
c. Shall meet all applicable requirements and requirements of this chapter.

13. Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them and they are approved by the Control Officer, setting
forth intermittent operating scenarios including potential periods of downtime. If such terms and conditions are
included, the county’s emissions inventory shall not reflect the zero emissions associated with the periods of down-
time.

14. If a permit applicant requests it, the Control Officer shall issue permits that contain terms and conditions allowing for
the trading of emissions increases and decreases in the permitted facility solely for the purpose of complying with a
federally enforceable emission cap that is established in the permit independent of otherwise applicable requirements.
The permit applicant shall include in its application proposed replicable procedures and permit terms that ensure the
emissions trades are quantifiable and enforceable. The Control Officer shall not be required to include in the emis-
sions trading provisions any emissions units for which emissions are not quantifiable or for which there are no repli-
cable procedures to enforce the emissions trades. The permit shall also require compliance with all applicable
requirements. Changes made under this subparagraph shall not include modifications under any provision of Title I of
the Act and may not exceed emissions allowable under the permit.

B. Federally-enforceable requirements.
1. All terms and conditions in a Class A I permit, including any provisions designed to limit a source’s potential to emit,

are enforceable by the Administrator and citizens under the Clean Air Act (1990).
2. Notwithstanding Subdivision B.1. of this section, the Control Officer shall specifically designate as not being feder-

ally enforceable under the Clean Air Act (1990) any terms and conditions included in the permit that are not required
under the Clean Air Act (1990) or under any of its applicable requirements, provided that no such designation shall
extend to any provision electively designated as federally enforceable pursuant to §3-1-084.

C. All permits shall contain a compliance plan that meets the requirements of §3-1-083.
D. Each permit shall include the applicable permit shield provisions set forth in §3-1-102.
E. Emergency provision

1. An “emergency” means any situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of
the source, including acts of God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to restore normal operation,
and that causes the source to exceed a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due to unavoidable
increases in emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to the extent
caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventative maintenance, careless or improper operation, or oper-
ator error.

2. An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance with such technology-based
emission limitations if the conditions of Subdivision 3. of this subsection are met.

3. The affirmative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous operating
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logs, or other relevant evidence that:
a. An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the emergency;
b. The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated;
c. During the period of the emergency the permittee took all reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions that

exceeded the emissions standards or other requirements in the permit; and
d. The permittee submitted notice of the emergency to the Control Officer by certified mail or hand delivery within

2 working days of the time when emission limitations were exceeded due to the emergency. This notice fulfills
the requirement of Paragraph A.5.b. of this section. The notice shall contain a description of the emergency, any
steps taken to mitigate emissions, and corrective action taken.

4. In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence of an emergency has the burden
of proof.

5. This provision is in addition to any emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable requirement.
F. A Class A I permit issued to a major source shall require that revisions be made pursuant to §3-1-087 to incorporate addi-

tional applicable requirements adopted by the Administrator pursuant to the Clean Air Act (1990) that become applicable
to a source with a permit with a remaining permit term of three or more years. No revision shall be required if the effective
date of the applicable requirement is after the expiration of the permit. The revisions shall be made as expeditiously as
practicable, but not later than eighteen months after the promulgation of such standards and regulations. Any permit revi-
sion required pursuant to this section shall comply with provisions in §3-1-089 for permit renewal and shall reset the per-
mit term.

G. Any permit issued by the Control Officer to any person burning used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste, or hazardous
waste fuel under this subsection shall contain, at a minimum, conditions governing:
1. Limitations on the types, amounts and feed rates of used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste or hazardous waste fuel

which may be burned.
2. The frequency and type of fuel testing to be conducted by the person.
3. The frequency and type of emissions testing or monitoring to be conducted by the person.
4. Requirements for record keeping and reporting.
5. Numeric emission limitations expressed in pounds per hour and tons per year for air contaminants to be emitted from

the facility burning used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste or hazardous waste fuel.
H. The Control Officer may waive specific requirements of this section for Class B II permits if the Control Officer deter-

mines that the conditions would be unnecessary or unreasonable for a particular source or category of sources.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993, Amended August 11, 1994. Amended February 22, 1995. Revised May 27, 1998 and
ratified July 29, 1998; revisions remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-
approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96) and the District’s Title V program as approved at 61 Fed. Reg. 55910 (10/30/96). Amended
August 13, 2003.]

3-1-082. Emission standards and limitations – NO CHANGE

3-1-083. Compliance provisions 
A. Subject only to the limitation of subsection C. of this section, all permits shall contain the following elements with respect

to compliance:
1. The following monitoring requirements sufficient to assure compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit:

a. All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required under the applicable requirements,
including any procedures and methods promulgated pursuant to §§114(a)(3) or 504(b) of the Clean Air Act
(1990);

b. Where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or instrumental or noninstrumental monitor-
ing (which may consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring), periodic monitoring sufficient to
yield reliable data from the relevant time period that are representative of the source’s compliance with the per-
mit, as reported pursuant to Subdivision 3. of this subsection. Such monitoring requirements shall assure use of
terms, test methods, units, averaging periods, and other statistical conventions consistent with the applicable
requirement; and

c. As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where appropriate, installation of monitoring
equipment or methods.

2. All applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where applicable, the following:
a. Records of required monitoring information that include the following:

i. The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
ii. The date(s) analyses were performed;
iii. The company or entity that performed the analyses;
iv. The analytical techniques or methods used;
v. The results of such analyses; and 
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vi. The operating conditions as existing at the time of sampling or measurement;
b. Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information for a period of at least 5 years from

the date of the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibra-
tion and maintenance records and all original strip-chart recordings or physical records for continuous monitor-
ing instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by the permit.

3. With respect to reporting, the permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting requirements and require the following:
a. Submittal of reports of any required monitoring at least every 6 months. All instances of deviations from permit

requirements shall be clearly identified in such reports. All required reports shall be certified by a responsible
official consistent with Subdivision 5. of this subsection.

b. Prompt reporting of deviations from permit requirements, including those attributable to upset conditions as
defined in the permit, the probable cause of such deviations, and any corrective actions or preventive measures
taken. Within the permit, the Control Officer shall define “prompt” in relation to the degree and type of deviation
likely to occur and the applicable requirements.

4. Requirements for compliance certification with terms and conditions contained in the permit, including emission lim-
itations, standards, or work practices. Permits shall include each of the following:
a. The frequency for submissions of compliance certifications, which shall not be less than annually;
b. The means to monitor the compliance of the source with its emissions limitations, standards, and work practices;
c. A requirement that the compliance certification include the following:

i. The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the certification;
ii. The compliance status;
iii. Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
iv. The method(s) used for determining the compliance status of the source, currently and over the reporting

period; and
v. Other facts as the Control Officer may require to determine the compliance status of the source.

d. A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to the Control Officer, and for Class A I permits, to
the Administrator as well.

e. Such additional requirements as may be specified pursuant to §§114(a)(3) and 504(b) of the Clean Air Act
(1990).

5. Any document required to be submitted by a permit, including reports, shall contain certification by a responsible
official of truth, accuracy, and completeness. This certification and any other certification required under this chapter
shall state that, based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete.

6. Inspection and entry provisions which require that upon presentation of proper credentials, the permittee shall allow
the Control Officer to:
a. Enter upon the permittee’s premises where a source is located or emissions-related activity is conducted, or

where records are required to be kept under the conditions of the permit;
b. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that are required to be kept under the conditions of the

permit;
c. Inspect, during normal business hours or while the source is in operation, any facilities, equipment (including

monitoring and air pollution control equipment), practices, or operations regulated or required under the permit;
d. Sample or monitor, at reasonable times, substances or parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with

the permit or other applicable requirements; and
e. To record any inspection by use of written, electronic, magnetic and photographic media.

7. A compliance plan that contains all the following:
a. A description of the compliance status of the source with respect to all applicable requirements.
b. A description as follows:

i. For applicable requirements with which the source is in compliance, a statement that the source will con-
tinue to comply with such requirements.

ii. For applicable requirements that will become effective during the permit term, a statement that the source
will meet such requirements on a timely basis.

iii. For requirements for which the source is not in compliance at the time or permit issuance, a narrative
description of how the source will achieve compliance with such requirements.

c. A compliance schedule as follows:
i. For applicable requirements with which the source is in compliance, a statement that the source will con-

tinue to comply with such requirements.
ii. For applicable requirements that will become effective during the permit term, a statement that the source

will meet such requirements on a timely basis. A statement that the source will meet in a timely manner
applicable requirements that become effective during the permit term shall satisfy this provision, unless a
more detailed schedule is expressly required by the applicable requirement.
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iii. A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance with all applicable requirements at the time
of permit issuance. Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial measures, including an enforceable
sequence of actions with milestones, leading to compliance with any applicable requirement for which the
source will be in noncompliance at the time of permit issuance. This compliance schedule shall resemble
and be at least as stringent as that contained in any judicial consent decree or administrative order to which
the source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance shall be supplemental to, and shall not sanction non-
compliance with, the applicable requirements on which it is based.

d. A schedule for submission of certified progress reports no less frequently than every 6 months for sources
required to have a schedule of compliance to remedy a violation. Such schedule shall contain:
i. Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and

dates when such activities, milestones or compliance were achieved; and
ii. An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of compliance were not or will not be met, and any preven-

tive or corrective measures adopted.
e. The compliance plan content requirements specified in this subdivision shall apply and be included in the acid

rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source, except as specifically superseded by regulations promul-
gated under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990) and incorporated pursuant to §3-6-565 with regard to the sched-
ule and method(s) the source will use to achieve compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.

8. If there is a Federal Implementation Plan (FIP) applicable to the source, a provision that compliance with the FIP is
required.

B. The Control Officer may develop special guidance documents and forms to assist certain sources applying for Class B II
permits in completing the compliance plan.

C. For a Class B II source with an uncontrolled potential to emit that does not exceed fifty percent (50%) of any relevant
major source threshold, the Control Officer may allow reporting of required monitoring on an annual basis.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-1-084. Voluntarily Accepted Federally Enforceable Emissions Limitations; Applicability; Reopening; Effective Date.
– NO CHANGE

3-1-085. Notice by building permit agencies – NO CHANGE

3-1-087. Permit reopenings, reissuance and termination – NO CHANGE

3-1-103. Annual emissions inventory questionnaire – NO CHANGE

3-1-105. Permits containing the terms and conditions of federal delayed compliance orders (DCO) or consent decrees –
NO CHANGE

3-1-107. Public notice and participation – NO CHANGE

3-1-109. Material permit condition – NO CHANGE

3-1-110. Investigative authority – NO CHANGE

3-1-120. Confidentiality of records – NO CHANGE

3-1-132. Permit imposed right of entry – NO CHANGE

3-1-140. Permit revocation – NO CHANGE

3-1-150. Monitoring - NO CHANGE

3-1-160. Test methods and procedures – NO CHANGE

3-1-170. Performance tests – NO CHANGE

3-1-173. Quality assurance – NO CHANGE

3-1-175. Certification of truth, accuracy and completeness – NO CHANGE

3-1-177. Stack height limitation - NO CHANGE

ARTICLE 2. PERMIT AMENDMENTS AND REVISIONS

3-2-180. Facility changes allowed without permit revisions
A. A facility with a permit may make changes without a permit revision if all of the following apply:

1. The changes are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990) or §1-3-140.78. 
2. The changes do not exceed the emissions allowable under the permit whether expressed therein as a rate of emissions
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or in terms of total emissions.
3. The changes do not violate any applicable requirements or trigger any additional applicable requirements.
4. The changes meet all requirements for processing as a minor permit revision under §3-2-190.
5. The changes do not contravene federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring (including test

methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certification requirements.
B. The substitution of an item of process or pollution control equipment for an identical or substantially similar item of pro-

cess or pollution control equipment shall qualify as a change that does not require a permit revision, if it meets all of the
requirements of Subsections A., D. and E. of this section.

C. Except for sources with authority to operate under general permits, permitted sources may trade increases and decreases in
emissions within the permitted facility, as established in the permit pursuant to §3-1-081.A.12., where an applicable
implementation plan provides for such emissions trades, without applying for a permit revision and based on the 7 work-
ing days notice prescribed in Subsection D. of this section. This provision is available in those cases where the permit
does not already provide for such emissions trading, and shall not include any emission units for which emissions are not
quantifiable or for which there are no replicable procedures to enforce the emissions trades.

D. For each such change under Subsections A. through C. of this section, a written notice by certified mail shall be received
by the Control Officer and, for sources requiring Class A I permits, the Administrator a minimum of 7 working days in
advance of the change. Notification of changes associated with emergency conditions, such as malfunctions necessitating
the replacement of equipment, may be provided less than 7 working days in advance of the change but must be provided
as far in advance of the change as possible, or if advance notification is not practicable, within 3 working days of the
change.

E. Each notification shall include:
1. When the proposed change will occur.
2. A description of each such change.
3. Any change in emissions of regulated air pollutants.
4. The pollutants emitted subject to the emissions trade, if any.
5. The provisions in the implementation plan that provide for the emissions trade with which the source will comply and

any other information as may be required by the provisions in the implementation plan authorizing the trade.
6. If the emissions trading provisions of the implementation plan are invoked, then the permit requirements with which

the source will comply.
7. Any permit term or condition that is no longer applicable as a result of the change.

F. The permit shield described in §3-1-102 shall not apply to any change made pursuant to Subsections A. through C of this
section. Compliance with the permit requirements that the source will meet using the emissions trade shall be determined
according to requirements of the implementation plan authorizing the emissions trade.

G. Except as otherwise provided for in the permit, making a change from one alternative operating scenario to another as pro-
vided under §3-1-081.A.11. shall not require any prior notice under this section.

H. Notwithstanding any other part of this section, the Control Officer may require a permit to be revised for any change that
when considered together with any other changes submitted by the same source under this section over the term of the
permit, do not satisfy Subsection A.

I. The Control Officer shall make available to the public monthly summaries of all notices received under this section.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-2-185. Administrative permit amendments
A. Except for provisions pursuant to Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), an administrative permit amendment is a permit

revision that does any of the following:
1. Corrects typographical errors;
2. Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a similar

minor administrative change at the source;
3. Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;
4. Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a source as approved under §3-1-090 where the Control

Officer determines that no other change in the permit is necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility coverage and liability between the current and new permittee has
been submitted to the Control Officer;

B. Administrative permit amendments to Title IV provisions of the permit shall be governed by regulations promulgated by
the Administrator under Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990).

C. The Control Officer shall take no more than 60 days from receipt of a request for an administrative permit amendment to
take final action on such request, and may incorporate such changes without providing notice to the public or affected
states provided that it designates any such permit revisions as having been made pursuant to this section.

D. The Control Officer shall submit a copy of Class A I permits revised under this section to the Administrator.
E. Except for administrative permit amendments involving a transfer under §3-1-090, the source may implement the changes
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addressed in the request for an administrative amendment immediately upon submittal of the request.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-2-190. Minor permit revisions
A. Minor permit revision procedures may be used only for those changes at a source that satisfy all of the following:

1. Do not violate any applicable requirement;
2. Do not involve substantive changes to existing monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping requirements in the permit;
3. Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an emission limitation or other standard, or a source spe-

cific determination of ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysis;
4. Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for which there is no corresponding underlying applica-

ble requirement and that the source has assumed in order to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source
would otherwise be subject. Such terms and conditions include:
a. A federally enforceable emissions cap, which the source would assume to avoid classification as a modification

under any provision of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990);
b. An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to regulations promulgated under §112(i)(5) of the Clean Air

Act (1990);
5. Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990) that would result in a significant net

emissions increase of any pollutant subject to regulation under this Code;
6. Are not modifications under Chapter 7., Article 2. of this Code;
7. Are not changes in fuels not represented in the permit application or provided for in the permit;
8. The increase in the source’s potential to emit for any regulated pollutant is not significant as defined in §1-3-140.
9. Are not required to be processed as a significant revision under §3-2-195.

B. As approved by the Control Officer, minor permit revision procedures may be used for permit revisions involving the use
of economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent that such minor
permit revision procedures are explicitly provided for in an applicable implementation plan or in applicable requirements
promulgated by the Administrator.

C. An application for minor permit revisions shall be on the standard application form contained in Appendix A. and include
the following:
1. A description of the change, the emissions resulting from the change, and any new applicable requirements that will

apply if the change occurs;
2. For Class A I sources, the source’s suggested draft permit;
3. Certification by a responsible official, consistent with standard permit application requirements, that the proposed

revision meets the criteria for use of minor permit revision procedures and a request that such procedures be used.
D. For Class A I permits, within 5 working days of receipt of an application for a minor permit revision, the Control Officer

shall notify the Administrator and affected states of the requested permit revision in accordance with §3-1-065.
E. The Control Officer shall follow the following timetable for action on an application for a minor permit revision:

1. For Class A I permits, the Control Officer shall not issue a final permit revision until after the Administrator’s 45-day
review period or until the Administrator has notified the Control Officer that the Administrator will not object to issu-
ance of the permit revision, whichever is first, although the Control Officer may approve the permit revision prior to
that time. Within 90 days of the Control Officer’s receipt of an application under minor permit revision procedures, or
15 days after the end of the Administrator’s 45-day review period, whichever is later, the Control Officer shall do one
or more of the following:
a. Issue the permit revision as proposed.
b. Deny the permit revision application.
c. Determine that the proposed permit revision does not meet the minor permit revision criteria and should be

reviewed under the significant revision procedures.
d. Revise the proposed permit revision and transmit to the Administrator the new proposed permit revision as

required in §3-1-065.
2. Within 90 days of the Control Officer’s receipt of an application for a revision of a Class B II permit under this sec-

tion, the Control Officer shall do one or more of the following:
a. Issue the permit revision as proposed.
b. Deny the permit revision application.
c. Determine that the permit revision does not meet the minor permit revision criteria and should be reviewed under

the significant revision procedures.
d. Revise and issue the proposed permit revision.

F. The source may make the change proposed in its minor permit revision application immediately after it files the applica-
tion. After the source makes the change allowed by the preceding sentence, and until the Control Officer takes any of the
actions specified in Subsection E. of this section, the source shall comply with both the applicable requirements governing
the change and the proposed revised permit terms and conditions. During this time period, the source need not comply
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with the existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the source fails to comply with its proposed
permit terms and conditions during this time period, the existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to revise may be
enforced against it.

G. The permit shield under §3-1-102 shall not extend to minor permit revisions.
H. Notwithstanding any other part of this section, the Control Officer may require a permit to be revised under §3-2-195 for

any change that, when considered together with any other changes submitted by the same source under this section or §3-
2-180 over the life of the permit, do not satisfy Subsection A.

I. The Control Officer shall make available to the public monthly summaries of all applications for minor permit revisions.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-2-195. Significant permit revisions
A. Significant revision procedures shall be used for applications requesting permit revisions that do not qualify as minor revi-

sions or as administrative amendments. Every significant change in existing monitoring permit terms or conditions and
every relaxation of reporting or recordkeeping permit terms or conditions shall follow significant revision procedures.

B. All major modifications to major sources of conventional air pollutants, and any reconstruction of a source, or a process or
production unit, under section 112(g) of the Act and regulations promulgated hereunder, shall follow significant revision
procedures and shall meet the appropriate requirements of Chapter 3., Article 3. of this Code.

C. All modifications to major sources of federally listed hazardous air pollutants shall follow significant revision procedures
and shall meet the appropriate requirements of Chapter 7, Article 1. A physical change to a source or change in the
method of operation of a source that complies with §112(g)(1) of the Clean Air Act (1990) shall be a modification
required to be processed under this section but not for the purposes of requiring maximum achievable control technology.

D. All modifications to sources subject to Chapter 7, Article 2 shall follow significant revision procedures.
E. Significant permit revisions shall meet all requirements of this article for applications, public participation, review by

affected States and review by the Administrator as they apply to permit issuance and renewal.
F. When an existing source applies for a significant permit revision to revise its permit from a Class B II permit to a Class A

I permit, it shall submit a Class A I permit application in accordance with the provisions of this Code. The Control Officer
shall issue the entire permit, and not just the portion being revised, in accordance with Class A I permit-content and per-
mit-issuance requirements, including requirements for public, affected state, and EPA review, as set forth in this Code.

G. The Control Officer shall process the majority of significant permit revision applications within 9 months of receipt of a
complete permit application but in no case longer than 18 months.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998; Revised July 29, 1998; revisions
remain contingent upon corresponding EPA-approval of a revision to the SIP as EPA-approved at 61 FR 15717 (4/9/96) and
the District’s Title V program as approved at 61 Fed. Reg. 55910 (10/30/96). Amended August 13, 2003.]

ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR MODIFICATIONS TO 
EXISTING MAJOR SOURCES

3-3-200. Purpose – NO CHANGE

3-3-203. Definitions – NO CHANGE

3-3-205. Application requirements – NO CHANGE

3-3-210. Application review process – NO CHANGE

3-3-220. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources in nonattainment areas - changed under separate notice
of proposed rulemaking published on 06/20/03. 

3-3-230. Offset and net air quality benefit standards - changed under separate notice of proposed rulemaking pub-
lished on 06/20/03.

3-3-240. Special rule for ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious and severe – NO CHANGE

3-3-250. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in attainment and unclassifiable areas - NO
CHANGE

3-3-260. Air quality impact analysis and monitoring requirements – NO CHANGE

3-3-270. Innovative control technology – NO CHANGE

3-3-275. Air quality models – NO CHANGE

3-3-280. Visibility protection – NO CHANGE
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3-3-285. Special rule for non-operating sources of sulfur dioxide in sulfur dioxide nonattainment areas – NO CHANGE

ARTICLE 4. CONDITIONAL ORDERS

3-4-420. Standards of Conditional Orders 
A. Notwithstanding any other provision in this article, no person holding a Class A I permit shall be eligible for a Conditional

Order under this article. Further notwithstanding any other provision of this article, no conditional order may shield or
excuse any person holding a Class B II permit from an obligation to apply for and obtain a Class A I permit when such a
requirement would otherwise arise under the provisions of this Code.

B. The Control Officer may grant to any person holding a Class B II permit a Conditional Order for each air pollution source
which allows such person to vary from any provision of A.R.S. Title 49, Chapter 3, Article 3 (1992), any provision of this
Code, or any nonfederally enforceable requirement of a Class B II permit issued pursuant to this Code if the Control
Officer makes each of the following findings:
1. Issuance of the Conditional Order will not endanger public health or the environment, impede attainment of the

national ambient air quality standards or constitute a violation of the Clean Air Act (1990).
2. Either of the following is true:

a. There has been a breakdown of equipment or upset of operations beyond the control of the petitioner which
causes the source to be out of compliance with the requirements of this Code, the source was in compliance with
the requirements of this Code before the breakdown or upset, and the breakdown or upset may be corrected
within a reasonable time.

b. There is no reasonable relationship between the economic and social cost of, and benefits to be obtained from,
achieving compliance.

[Adopted June 29, 1993 and effective September 1, 1993. Amended effective November 3, 1993. Revised May 27 1998 and
ratified July 29, 1998, conditioned upon EPA approval of a revision to the District’s Title V program as approved at 61 Fed.
Reg. 55910 (10/30/96). Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-4-430. Petition, publication and public hearing – NO CHANGE

3-4-440. Decisions, terms and conditions – NO CHANGE

3-4-450. Term of Conditional Order – NO CHANGE

3-4-460. Suspension and revocation of Conditional Order – NO CHANGE

ARTICLE 5. GENERAL PERMITS

3-5-470. Applicability – NO CHANGE

3-5-480. General permit administration – NO CHANGE

3-5-490. Application for coverage under general permit – NO CHANGE

3-5-500. Public notice – NO CHANGE

3-5-510. Term of authorization to operate under a general permit – NO CHANGE

3-5-520. Relationship to individual permits – NO CHANGE

3-5-530. General permit variances – NO CHANGE

3-5-540. General permit shield under an authorization to operate – NO CHANGE

3-5-550. Revocations of authority to operate under a general permit - NO CHANGE

ARTICLE 6. FEDERAL ACID RAIN PROGRAM

3-6-565. Adoption of 40 C.F.R. Part 72 by reference – NO CHANGE

ARTICLE 7. PERMIT FEES

3-7-570. Purpose – NO CHANGE

3-7-575. Fees for sources relying upon §3-1-045 for authority to operate - Transition provision – NO CHANGE

3-7-576. Fees for sources subject to permit reopening - Transition provision – NO CHANGE

3-7-577. Fees for sources subject to, or deemed subject to, a permit requirement under Title V - Transition provision –
NO CHANGE
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3-7-578. Fee Increases; Effective Date; Phase-In
A. For an individual source holding an issued permit on December 31, 2003, the fee increases scheduled to take effect begin-

ning on January 1, 2004, shall be implemented in three (3) equal annual increments, with the annually increasing fees
each due and payable on the succeeding permit-issuance anniversary dates following January 1, 2004.

B. On and after January 1, 2004, for new sources, or for revisions involving modifications to existing sources causing the
source to change classifications as defined in Appendix B, the source shall pay the full fee defined in Appendix B. Those
fees shall be payable on the succeeding permit-issuance anniversary date following January 1, 2004.

[Adopted August 13, 2003]

3-7-580. Application filing deposit fee for new sources
A deposit fee for processing a Class A I or Class B II permit application shall be assessed upon receipt of the application. The
fee shall be not less than $500.00 and shall not exceed $4000.00 for new sources required to obtain a Class A I permit pursuant
to §3-1-040.B.1. For new sources required to obtain a Class B II permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2., the fee shall be not less than
$100.00 and shall not exceed $500.00. The application filing deposit fee shall be based on the estimated time to process the
application of a Class A I or Class B II permit and shall be credited to the amount due for the total actual time spent on pro-
cessing the application. All application filing deposit fees required by this section shall be nonrefundable.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-585. Annual fee adjustment – NO CHANGE

3-7-590. Class A I permit fees
A. For a billable permit action, Class I sources shall pay a permit processing fee as defined in Appendix B, Section B. For a

significant permit revision, the maximum permit processing fee shall be $25,000. For a minor permit revision, the maxi-
mum permit processing fee shall be $10,000.

B. Beginning on the anniversary date of the initial permit issuance, Class I sources shall annually pay an administrative fee
and an emission-based fee as defined in Appendix B, Section C. For fee purposes, actual emissions shall be quantified on
the basis of subsection C of this rule.

A. The fees in this section related to permits are based on estimated costs for the Pinal County Air Quality Control District air
pollution permitting program under this chapter.

B. For the purposes of this section, the following sources shall be deemed to be required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title
V of the Clean Air Act (1990), and shall thereupon be subject to the fees defined in either this section or §3-7-610:
1. Any source required to have a Class A permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.1.
2. Any source that qualifies for a Class B permit pursuant to being listed in §3-1-040.B.2. but that elects to apply for a

Class A permit.
3. Any source subject to a standard, limitation or other requirement under section 111 of the Act, whether or not such

source requires a Class A permit.
4. Any source subject to a standard, limitation or other requirement under section 112 of the Act, whether or not such

source requires a Class A permit, provided that the deemed inclusion under this subdivision shall not extend to a
source required to obtain a permit solely because it is subject to regulations or requirements under section 112(r) of
the Act.

5. Any source allowed to operate under a Class I general permit issued by ADEQ.
C. The owner or operator of each source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V or the Clean Air Act (1990) shall pay

an annual permit fee equal to $26.00 per year per ton of actual emissions of regulated pollutants plus base fee of $6574.00
per year. Owners or operators of sources required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990) and
that emit less than 20 tons per year of any hazardous air pollutant or 125 tons per year of any criteria air pollutant shall pay
a reduced base fee of $2500.00 per year.
1. For purposes of this subsection rule, actual emissions means the actual quantity of regulated pollutants emitted,

including fugitive emissions, over the calendar year ending immediately prior to the date on which the annual fee is
calculated, or any other period determined by the Control Officer to be representative of normal source operations,
determined as follows:

a.1. Emissions quantities reported pursuant to §3-1-103, or pursuant to an emissions inventory required prior to the effec-
tive date of §3-1-103, shall be used for purposes of calculating the permit fee to the extent they are calculated in a
manner consistent with this paragraph. Acceptable methods for calculating actual emissions pursuant to §3-1-103
include the following:
i.a. Emissions estimates calculated from continuous emissions monitors certified pursuant to 40 C.F.R. Part 75, Sub-

part C and referenced appendices, as published in the Federal Register on January 11, 1993, which is incorpo-
rated herein by reference, and is on file with the District, or data quality assured pursuant to Appendix F of 40
C.F.R. Part 60.

ii.b. Emissions estimates calculated from source performance test data.
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iii.c.Emissions estimates calculated from material balance using engineering knowledge of process.
iv.d.Emissions estimates calculated using AP-42 emissions factors.
v.e. Emissions estimates calculated by equivalent methods approved by the Control Officer. The Control Officer

shall only approve methods that are demonstrated as accurate and reliable as the applicable method in Subpara-
graphs i. a. through iv. d. of this paragraph.

b.2. Actual emissions shall be determined for each source on the basis of actual operating hours, production rates, in-place
process control equipment, operational process control data, and types of materials processed, stored, or combusted.

c.3. The first annual permit fee for new Class A I sources that have not been required to report emission quantities pursu-
ant to §3-1-103 shall be based on the emissions estimate listed in the permit application.

2.b. For purposes of this section, regulated pollutants consist of the following:
a.1. Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds.
b.2. Conventional air pollutants, except carbon monoxide.
c.3. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under §111 of the Clean Air Act (1990), including fluo-

rides, sulfuric acid mist, hydrogen sulfide, total reduced sulfur and reduced sulfur compounds.
d.4. Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant that is subject to a standard promulgated by the Administrator under §112

of the Clean Air Act (1990) or other requirement established under §112 of the Clean Air Act (1990), including
§§112(g) and (j) of the Clean Air Act (1990). Federally listed hazardous air pollutants subject to requirements estab-
lished under §112 of the Clean Air Act (1990) include the following:
i.a. Any pollutant subject to requirements under §112(j) of the Clean Air Act (1990). If the Administrator fails to

promulgate a standard by the date established pursuant to §112(e) of the Clean Air Act (1990), any pollutant for
which a source would be considered major under §112(a)(1) of the Clean Air Act (1990) shall be considered to
be regulated on the date eighteen months after the applicable date established pursuant to §112(e) of the Clean
Air Act (1990).

ii.b. Any pollutant for which the requirements of §112(g)(2) of the Clean Air Act (1990) have been met, but only with
respect to the individual source subject to §112(g)(2) requirements.

3.c. The following emissions of regulated pollutants shall be excluded from a source’s actual emissions for purposes of setting
fees:
a.1. Emissions of a regulated pollutant from the source in excess of 4,000 tons per year.
b.2. Emissions of any regulated pollutants that are already included in the fee calculation for the source, such as a feder-

ally listed hazardous air pollutant that is already accounted for as a VOC or as PM10.
c.3. Emissions from insignificant activities excluded from the permit for the source pursuant to §3-1-050.E.

D. Before the issuance of a permit to construct and operate a source that is required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of
the Clean Air Act (1990), the applicant for the permit shall pay to the District a new source review fee in addition to the
annual fee billed by the Control Officer representing the total actual cost of reviewing acting upon the application minus
any application filing deposit fee remitted.

E.D.Each Class I source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990), applying for a permit revi-
sion pursuant to §§3-2-190 or 3-2-195, or the transfer of a permit pursuant to §3-1-090 shall remit to the District at the
time the request or application is submitted, a fee deposit as follows:
1. $10,000.00 for a significant permit revision that is a result of a major modification.
2. $1000.00 for any other significant permit revision not covered in Subsection 1 above.
3. $500.00 for a minor permit revision.
4. $424.00 for a permit transfer, which shall be the transfer fee.

F. Before the issuance of a permit revision pursuant to §§3-2-190 or 3-2-195 for a source required to obtain a permit pursu-
ant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990), the applicant for the permit revision shall pay to the District a fee billed by the
Control Officer, representing the total actual cost of reviewing and acting upon the application or notice, minus any fee
remitted pursuant to Subsection E. of this section, provided that the maximum fee chargeable pursuant to this subsection
shall be $25,000 for any significant permit revision and $10,000 for any minor permit revision.

G. The owner or operator of source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990) shall pay to
the District an annual inspection fee for the total actual cost of conducting and reviewing inspections of the source.

H. The total actual cost of any activity related to permits includes the cost for the actual time spent and direct costs such as
but not limited to mileage and supplies. Indirect costs such as overhead for offices shall be included in the hourly rate used
to determine the cost for the time spent.

I. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, either a facility required to obtain a Class A permit solely due to a
requirement pursuant to §112 of the Clean Air Act (1990) and that would not constitute a major source as defined in §1-3-
140 even in the absence of controls or permit-imposed operating limitations, or any source required to obtain a Class B
permit solely as a result of falling subject to an emission standard or other requirement promulgated under §112 of the
Act, and which source has uncontrolled emissions that are less than significant, shall pay an annual emissions fee of
$260.00 and an annual inspection fee based on the costs of performing the inspection, not to exceed an amount of
$390.00, and such source is otherwise exempt from any fees set forth in this section.
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J.E. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the combination of fees payable annually to the District by a Class A
I source, or a source deemed subject to the fees for a Class A source, shall not exceed 100% of the combination of annual
fees, including new source review fees administrative fees, annual emissions fees, annual inspection fees, or annual test
fees, for which the source would be liable if subject to regulation by ADEQ.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996. Revised May 14, 1997.
Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-591. Fees for sources operating under a unitary permit on June 20, 1996, which sources are subject to, or deemed
subject to, a permit requirement under Title V - Initial fee payment schedule
A. Sources subject to this section shall pay a permit fee at a rate calculated in the same manner, as would be a permit fee cal-

culated under §3-7-590. The revised current-year permit fee imposed by this section shall apply to the following sources:
1. Any source currently operating under a unitary permit, whose emission inventory for the preceding calendar year

shows that the source is in fact a “major source,” as defined in this Code; and
2. Any source currently operating under a unitary permit, which source is deemed subject to a requirement to obtain a

permit under Title V of the Act, as that phrase is defined in §3-7-590.B.
B. The initial-year permit fee rate established under this paragraph shall become effective on 12:00:01 a.m. on June 1, 1996,

provided that for any source affected by this section that has already paid a annual permit fee for the current term, then
such source operator shall initially be subject to only a fee prorated to cover that part of the annual period between the
effective date specified in this subparagraph, and the succeeding anniversary date of the issuance of that permit. Further,
any permittee subject to such a prorated fee shall also be entitled to an equitable offset against the revised permit fee that
takes effect on June 1, 1996, which offset shall reflect fees already paid for that same term.

C. For initial fees additionally due from sources subject to the revised fee rate effective on June 1, 1996, 50% of the addi-
tional fee under this section shall be due on August 1, 1996, and the balance shall be due by the earlier of the next regular
mid-term payment date as allowed under §3-7-620, or the expiration date of the permit.

D. Subsequent permit fees from sources affected by this section shall be due in accord with §3-7-620.
[Adopted June 20, 1996.]

3-7-595. Annual reporting of Class A I permit fees and costs
The District shall conduct an annual cost accounting to identify revenues derived and costs incurred with respect to Class A I
permits. Data needed shall be collected over each twelve-month period beginning November 15, 1994.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-600. Class B II permit and inspection fees
A. For a billable permit action, Class II sources shall pay a permit processing fee as defined in Appendix B, Section B. The

maximum permit processing fee shall not exceed $25,000, and for a minor permit revision, the maximum permit process-
ing fee shall not exceed $10,000. 

B. Beginning on the anniversary date of initial permit issuance, and annually thereafter, Class II sources shall pay an admin-
istrative fee as defined in Appendix B, Section C, D, and E.
1. Class II Title V sources shall pay an administrative fee as defined in Appendix B, Section C. Class II Title V sources

shall include those sources that do require a permit but do not require a Class I permit, and are actually regulated
under a standard promulgated under §§111 or 112 of the CAA.

2. Other Class II sources, also known as Class II Non-Title V sources, shall pay an administrative fee as defined in
Appendix B, Section D.

3. As provided in Appendix B, Section C and D, Class II “synthetic minor sources” shall pay an administrative fee as
defined in Appendix B, Section B. For purposes of this fee rule requirement, “synthetic minor sources” shall include
only those sources that have accepted voluntary permit limitations under §2-1-084, and have permit-allowable emis-
sions that exceed 50% of the major source threshold for at least one regulated pollutant.

C. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section, the total annual administrative fee for a Class II Source shall not
exceed 100% of the fees that would apply if the source was subject to regulation by ADEQ.

A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a source deemed subject to a requirement to obtain a permit pursuant
to Title V of the Act, as that phrase is defined in §3-7-590, shall be required to pay the Class A permit fees defined in §§3-
7-590 and 3-7-591.

B. The owner or operator of each existing source that is required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2., and is not
required to obtain one pursuant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990), shall be liable for the reasonable cost of providing
the services required to process the permit application, which shall be the annual permit fee. Fee schedules, which the
Board of Supervisors hereby finds as adequate to cover the reasonable costs of reviewing, acting upon, implementing and
enforcing the terms and conditions of any such permit (not including any court costs or other enforcement-action costs),
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are provided in Appendix B. These fees, minus any application filing deposit fee remitted, are due at the times listed in
§3-7-620.

C. The owner or operator of a source required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2., applying for the transfer of a per-
mit pursuant to §3-1-090, shall remit to the District at the time of the request, a transfer fee of $250.00 or 50 percent of the
latest annual permit fee, whichever is less.

D. Before the issuance of a permit revision pursuant to §§3-2-190 or 3-2-195 for a source that is required to obtain a permit
pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2., the applicant for the permit revision shall pay to the District a fee billed by the Control Officer.
as follows:
1. 50 percent of the Standard Fee listed in Appendix B, Subsection A, for any significant permit revision.
2. 25 percent of the Standard Fee listed in Appendix B, Subsection A, for any minor permit revision.
3. A fee as determined by Appendix B, Subsection B, for any source not listed in Appendix B, Subsection A.

E. A new source required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2. shall be required to pay a review fee as determined by
Appendix B, Subsection B. of this Code.

F. Any source subject to a calculated fee under Appendix B, Subsection B, which source requires a performance test, shall
also pay in the year the test is performed a test fee based on the costs of observing and documenting the test, not to exceed
an amount of $488 for non-complex sources or $635 for complex sources.

G. Any source subject to a permit fee under this section shall also pay an annual inspection fee. The inspection fee shall be
based on a reasonable estimate of direct and indirect costs of performing an inspection, but shall not be less than $50 and
shall not exceed $390, which range of costs the Board finds to reflect practical limits on the average total cost of perform-
ing such an inspection. The fee assessed for any permit issued prior to October 12, 1995 shall be deemed, for the duration
of that permit, to already include the cost of an inspection required under this subsection.

H. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section, the total annual combination of permit, test and inspection fees for a
source requiring a Class B permit shall not exceed any applicable combination of the following limits:
1. The total fee for any source shall not exceed $25,000;
2. The total fee shall not exceed 100% of the combination of annual permit, inspection and test fees to which a non-

complex source would be subject under ADEQ regulation.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996.
Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-602. Class III permit fees
Upon issuance of a new or renewal permit, and annually thereafter, Class III sources shall pay an administrative fee as defined
in Appendix B, Section F.
[Adopted effective August 13, 2003.]

3-7-610. General permit fees – Class I and Class II sources 
A. Permit Processing fee. The owner or operator of a source that falls subject to a county jurisdiction and applies for author-

ity to operate under a general permit shall pay to the District $500 with the submittal of the application. This fee applies to
the owner or operator of any source who intends to continue operating under the authority of a general permit that has
been proposed for renewal.

B. Administrative Fee. The owner or operator of a source subject to county jurisdiction and having authority to operate under
a general permit shall pay, of each calendar year, the applicable administrative fee from the table below, by March 31, or
60 days after the Control Officer mails the invoice, whichever is later.

General Permit Source Category Administrative Fee
1. Class I Title V General Permits Administrative Fee from Appendix B, Section C
2. Class II Title V Small Source $500.00
3. Other Class II Title V General Permits Administrative fee of $3,000.00
4. Class II Non-Title V Gasoline Service Station $500.00
5. Class II Non-Title V Crematories $1,000.00
6. Other Class II Non-Title V General Permits $2,000.00

A. An applicant seeking an initial grant of authority to operate any Class A source under a general permit, or a renewal of
authority to operate a Class A source under a general permit proposed for renewal, shall pay an application processing fee
of $540.00, payable at the time of filing the application.

B. For each year during which a source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (1990) is covered
by an authorization to operate under a general permit, the source shall pay the greater of the applicable annual emissions
fees calculated as follows:
1. As a minimum, a source that has uncontrolled emissions that are less than significant and that is subject to a permit

requirement solely because it is subject to a standard under section 112 of the Act, shall pay an annual emissions fee
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of $260.00;
2. As a minimum, all other sources covered by an authorization to operate under a general permit shall pay an annual

emissions fee of $1500.00;
3. Unless the specified minimum applicable fee is higher, all such sources shall be subject to a fee equal to the product

of:
a. The prevailing per-ton-rate, which shall be equal to $28.15 per year, adjusted initially on January 1, 1994, and

readjusted on each January 1 thereafter, to reflect the increase, if any, by which the Consumer Price Index for the
most recent year exceeds the Consumer Price Index for the year 1989. The Consumer Price Index for any year is
the average of the Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published by the United States Department of
Labor, as of the close of the 12-month period ending on August 31 of that year, multiplied by;

b. The number of tons of actual emissions, rounded to the nearest integer, of all regulated pollutants.
C. For purposes of calculating fees under this section, all of the following apply:

1. “Actual emissions” means the actual quantity of all regulated pollutants emitted, including fugitive emissions, during
the most recent calendar year ending at least twelve months before the date the fee is due, unless some other period is
specified by rule, determined, in order of preference priority, pursuant to:
a. An emissions inventory conducted in accord with §3-1-103 or A.A.C. R18-2-327;
b. An emissions inventory required by other provision of law prior to the effective date of § 3-1-103; or
c. The provisions of §3-7-590.C.1.

2. “Regulated pollutants” consist of the following:
a. Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds.
b. Conventional air pollutants, except carbon monoxide.
c. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under section 111 of the Act, including fluorides, sulfu-

ric acid mist, hydrogen sulfide, total reduced sulfur and reduced sulfur compounds.
d. Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant that is subject to a standard promulgated by the Administrator under

section 112 of the Act or other requirements established under that section, including section 112(g) and (j) of the
Act. Federally listed hazardous air pollutants subject to requirements established under section 112 of the Act
include the following:
i. Any pollutant subject to requirements under section 112(j) of the Act. If the Administrator fails to promul-

gate a standard by the date established pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act, any pollutant for which a sub-
ject source would be considered major under section 112(a)(1) of the Act shall be considered to be regulated
on the date eighteen months after the applicable date published pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act.

ii. Any pollutant for which the requirements of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have been met, but only with
respect to the individual source subject to section 112(g)(2) requirements.

3. The following emissions of regulated pollutants shall be excluded from a source’s actual emissions for purposes of
this subsection:
a. Emissions of a regulated pollutant in excess of 4,000 tons per year.
b. Emissions of any regulated pollutant that are already included in the fee calculation for the source, such as a fed-

erally listed hazardous air pollutant that is already accounted for as a VOC or as PM10.
c. Emissions from insignificant activities excluded from the permit for the source in accord with the provisions of

the general permit and A.A.C. R18-2-101 (54), provided that if the Control Officer determines that an activity
listed as insignificant does not meet the requirements of A.A.C. R18-2-101 (54), the Control Officer shall notify
the applicant in writing and specify additional information required.

D. When a source is granted authority to operate under a general permit, the initial annual emissions fee for the source shall
be due 60 days after the authority is granted and shall be based on emissions for the most recent calendar year ending at
least 12 months previous to the date the fee is due, or, for sources granted authority to operate in calendar year 1994, for
1990. The source may deduct from the initial payment such portion of an already paid rate-based emission fee, paid pur-
suant to an individual permit, to the extent that a double payment would otherwise result. Subsequent payments shall be
due on January 1 and July 1 of each year. 

E. For the purposes of this section, “required to obtain a permit pursuant to title V of the Act” shall include sources deemed
subject to such a requirement under §3-7-590.B.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996.
Revised 5/14/97. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-612. General permit fees – Class II sources 
A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a source deemed subject to a requirement to obtain a permit pursuant

to Title V of the Act, as that phrase is defined in §3-7-590, shall be required to pay the general permit fees defined in §3-
7-610.

B. An applicant seeking an initial grant of authority to operate a source not subject to §3-7-610 under a general permit, or a
renewal of authority to operate a source not subject to §3-7-610 under a general permit proposed for renewal, shall pay an
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application processing fee of $540.00, payable at the time of filing the application.
C. For purposes of this section, the following sources shall be considered complex sources:

1. Agricultural chemical manufacturers and processors.
2. Commercial ethylene oxide sterilizers.
3. Foundries.
4. Glass bead manufacturers.
5. Lumber mills.
6. Mining and mineral processing facilities, except facilities engaged solely in the extraction and beneficiation of ores

and minerals. For the purposes of this paragraph, “beneficiation” is limited to the activities specified in 40 CFR §
261.4(b)(7) (7/1/93), as incorporated herein by this reference.

7. Paper mills.
8. Refineries.
9. Plastics extrusion facilities.
10. Printers with actual emissions of VOC in excess of 25 tons per year.
11. Textile manufacturers.
12. Manufacturers of tires and related products.

D. For each calendar year during which a source not subject to §3-7-610 is covered by a general permit, the source shall pay
an annual inspection fee as follows:
1. Complex sources shall pay a fee of $1,560.
2. Sources not deemed “complex” shall pay a fee of $390.
3. The inspection fee shall be payable in two equal parts; the initial first half is due 60 days after a source is granted an

authority to operate by the Control Officer; the initial second half shall be due on January 1 or July 1, whichever fol-
lows next. Subsequent semi-annual payments shall thereafter be due on each January 1 or July 1.

E. For each calendar year during which a source not subject to §3-7-610 is covered by a general permit, and the source is
subject to a performance test requirement, the source shall pay a performance test fee, as follows:
1. Complex sources shall pay a performance test fee of $635.
2. Sources not deemed “complex” shall pay a performance test fee of $488.
3. The performance test fee shall be payable when the test protocol is submitted.

[Adopted February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996. Repealed August 13, 2003.]

3-7-620. Annual permit fee payment
Unless a specific Code section provides otherwise, as in §3-7-578, the following payment conditions apply to sources required
to pay permit-related, test or inspection administrative fees under this Code:

1. Before the issuance of an individual permit, the applicant shall pay to the District an initial annual permit processing
fee, any applicable first-year inspection fee or performance test, and any review revision fees associated with the ini-
tial issuance or subsequent revision of such permit.

2. For subsequent years, the annual permit administrative fee, along with any other applicable fees, including any
inspection fee or performance test fee, shall be due:
a. For total fees that do not exceed $5,000, on the anniversary date of permit issuance;
b. For total fees that equal or exceed $5,000, in equal parts, with 50% due on the anniversary date of permit issu-

ance, and 50% due 180 days thereafter.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996.
Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-625. Permit fee accounts
Permit fees received pursuant to §3-7-620 shall be deposited in separate revenue code accounts for Class A I and B II permits,
respectively.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-630. Accelerated application processing fee
An applicant for a Class A I or Class B II permit or any revisions to such permits may request that the Control Officer provide
accelerated processing of the application by providing the Control Officer written notice 60 days in advance of filing the appli-
cation. Any such request shall be accompanied by the standard application fees as described in this article plus an additional
50% surcharge, which shall be nonrefundable if the Control Officer undertakes to provide the accelerated processing as
described below:

1. When an applicant has requested accelerated permit processing, the Control Officer may request an additional sur-
charge fee based on the estimated cost of accelerating the processing of the application, or, to the extent practicable,
may seek to process the permit or permit revision in accordance with the following schedule:
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a. For applications for initial Class A I and B II permits governed by §3-1-040 or significant permit revisions gov-
erned by §3-2-195, final action on the permit or permit revision shall be taken within 120 days after receiving
notice that the application is complete.

b. For minor permit revisions governed by §3-2-190, final action on the permit shall be taken within 60 days after
receiving an application.

2. Before granting an application for a permit or permit revision pursuant to this section, the applicant shall pay to the
District all permit processing and other fees due, and in addition, the difference between the actual cost of accelerat-
ing the permit application and the 50% surcharge submitted. Nothing in this section shall affect the public participa-
tion requirements of §3-1-107.

3. None of the surcharges for accelerated permit processing shall be applied toward the applicable maximum permit fee.
[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-640. Review of final bill – NO CHANGE

3-7-650. Hourly rate and late Late fee charge
A. For the purposes of calculating costs and assessing fees under this Code, the hourly rate applied by the Control Officer for

all direct hours spent on activity subject to billing under this Code shall be $46.00 66.00 per hour for engineers and man-
agers, $29.00 for environmental program specialists and $17.00 for clerical support personnel.

B. Owners or operators of permitted sources shall owe a late charge of 1.5% per month for any fees which remain unpaid 30
days after they are due.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]

3-7-660. Hearing Board appeal fee – NO CHANGE
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PERMIT APPLICATION (Appendix A)
(As required by A.R.S. §49-480, and Chapter 3, Article 1, Pinal County Air Quality Control District Rules)

PINAL COUNTY AIR QUALITY CONTROL DISTRICT
P. O. BOX 987 FLORENCE, AZ 85232 PHONE: (520) 8686-6929

1. Permit to be issued to: (Name and legal status (e.g. corporation or proprietorship) of organization that is to receive per-
mit):
                                                                                                                                                                                                  

2. Mailing Address:                                                                                                                                                                         

City:                                                         State:                                         Zip:                                                                        

Billing Address (if different from above):                                                                                                                                      
City:                                                         State:                                         Zip:                                                                        

3. Plant Name (if different from #1 above):                                                                                                                                      

4. Name(s) of Owner or Operator:                                                  Phone:                                                                                   

5. Name of Owners’ Agent:Responsible Official:                                                                                                                             

6. Plant/Site Manager or Contact Person:                                                                                                                                        
Phone:                                                    Fax:                                                                                                                           

7. Equipment/Plant Location or Proposed Location Address:                                                                                                           
City:                                                      Zip:                                                                                                                            
Section/Township/Range, Latitude/Longitude, Elevation:                                                                                                              
Assessor’s Parcel Number:                                                                                                                                                         

8. General Nature of Business:                                                                                                                                                        
Standard Industrial Classification Code:                                                                                                                                       

9. Type of Organization:
❒ Corporation State of incorporation:
❒  Individual Owner ❒  Partnership ❒  Arizona Limited Liability Company
❒  Government Entity (Government Facility Code:                                                 )
❒  Other

10. Permit Application Basis: (Check all that apply.)
❒  New Source ❒  Revision ❒  Renewal of Existing   Permit
❒  Portable Source ❒  General Permit ❒  Permit Transfer
For renewal or modification, include existing permit number:                                                                                                                                                  
Date of Commencement of Construction or Modification:                                                                                                                                                   
Is any of the equipment to be leased to another individual or entity?   ❒  Yes   ❒  No

11. If necessary to preserve this source’s status as a less-than-major source, the undersigned agrees that the permit or this
source ❒  SHOULD ❒  SHOULD NOT include Federally Enforceable Provisions in accord with Code §3-1-084.

12. The undersigned states and certifies that, based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and informa-
tion in this document and supporting materials are true, accurate and complete. To the extent that this application pertains to an assign-
ment of an existing permit, the undersigned further agrees to comply with and accept each and every obligation associated with that
existing permit. Knowingly presenting a false certification constitutes a criminal offense under A.R.S. §13-2704.

       
13. The undersigned applicant states that he/she currently has, or at the time construction and/or operation begins will have,

legal authority to enter upon and use the premises upon which this source will be operated.

Signature of Responsible Official of Organization:                                                                                                                                                                           
Typed or Printed Name of Signer:                                                                                                                                                                          
Official Title of Signer:                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
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APPENDIX B. CLASS B PERMIT FEE SCHEDULES FEES RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL PERMITS
A. Standardized Permit Fee Schedule Source Categories. The owner or operator of a source required to have an air quality

permit from the Director shall pay the fees described in this appendix.
1. The Standardized Permit Fee Schedule is used to assess an annual permit fee for sources that meet all of the following

requirements:
a. The source is required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2.
b. There are many similar types of sources in the County.
c. The time spent on preparing the conditions for the permit is less than or equal to:

i. 4 hours for one type of equipment at one source.
ii. 4 hours plus 2 hours for each additional type of equipment at one source.

2. The annual permit fee shall be assessed by using equipment schedules found in Subdivisions A.4. through A.15. of
this subsection. For each additional type of equipment at one source, $50.00 will be subtracted from each equipment
fee.

3. This fee schedule is used to simplify and standardize the fee-setting procedure. Fees for sources that do not meet the
requirements of Paragraphs A.1.a. through A.1.c. of this subsection must be set using the Calculated Permit Fee
Schedule found in Subsection B. of this appendix.

4. Fuel Burning Equipment: This schedule includes any residential and small commercial equipment used for the pur-
pose of heating or heat exchange. This schedule does not include incinerators or equipment specifically exempted by
A.R.S. §49-480 (1992).
BTU per hour Fee

500,000 to 1,500,000 $100.00
1,500,001 to 2,500,000 $125.00
2,500,001 to 5,000,000 $150.00
5,000,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

This fuel burning schedule is based on design fuel consumption using gross input heating values per emissions unit.
Equipment items that are rated at less than 500,000 Btu/hr shall be assessed a fee in aggregate with other such equip-
ment of the applicant at the same location or property, other than a one- or two-family residence.

5. Stationary Storage Containers: This schedule includes any tank, reservoir, or other container with the capacity of 500
gallons or more used for the storage of organic liquids except those products with a vapor pressure below 1.5 psia.
Fees for stationary storage containers are based on capacities in gallons per equipment.
Gasoline Stations

Gallons Fee
25,000 or less $100.00
25,001 to 35,000 $125.00
35,001 to 50,000 $150.00
50,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

Other
Gallons Fee
1000 or less $100.00
1,001 to 3,000 $150.00
3,001 to 10,000 $200.00
10,001 to 20,000 $250.00
20,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

6. Electrical Energy Equipment (Except Electric Motors): Fees for electrical energy equipment will be based on total
kilovolt ampere (KVA) ratings per equipment.
Emergency and Nonemergency

Kilovolt Amperes (KVA) Fee
100 or less $100.00
101 to 500 $150.00
501 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

7. Asphalt Plants
Capacity (tons/year) Fee
20,000 or less $500.00
20,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

8. Cotton Gins
Capacity (bales/yr) Fee
10,000 or less $400.00
10,001 to 20,000 $500.00
20,001 to 30,000 $600.00
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30,001 to 40,000 $700.00
40,001 to 50,000 $800.00
50,001 to 60,000 $900.00
60,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

9. Concrete Batch Plants
Production (tons/year) Fee
50,000 or less $500.00
50,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

10. Crushing Plants
Production (tons/year) Fee
100,000 or less $500.00
100,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

11. Paint Booths
VOC Emissions (tons/year) Fee
2.00 or less $100.00
2.01 to 3.00 $125.00
3.01 to 4.00 $150.00
4.01 to 5.50 $175.00
5.51 to 7.00 $200.00
7.01 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

12. Laundromats
a. For laundromats in which dry cleaning machines are not in use, the fees assessed shall be those used for fuel

burning equipment in Subdivision 4. of this subsection.
b. For laundromats in which dry cleaning machines are in use, fees shall be assessed using Subsection A., Subdivi-

sions 2., 4. and 13. of this appendix.
13. Dry Cleaners

a. For dry cleaners in which the solvent process is used and machines have capacities of 50 lbs/load or less, a fee of
$105.00 shall be assessed.

b. For dry cleaners in which the perchloroethylene process is used and machines have capacities of 50 lbs/load or
less, a fee of $105.00 shall be assessed.

c. For any dry cleaner in which machines have capacities of over 50 lbs/load, the Calculated Permit Fee Schedule
found in Subsection B. of this appendix shall be used to assess fees.

14. Incinerators: Fees for incinerators are based on the maximum horizontal inside cross-sectional area of the primary
combustion chamber (in square feet).

Area (ft2) Fee
5.0 or less $125.00
5.1 to 10.0 $150.00
10.1 to 25.0 $275.00
25.1 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

15. Miscellaneous Equipment: A fee of $100.00 shall be assessed for any equipment, process or activity not included in
the Standardized Permit Fee Schedule and for which the source meets the requirements of Paragraphs a. through c. in
Subsection A., Subdivision 1. of this appendix.

B. Calculated Permit Fee Schedule
1. Class B permit applications which are new sources or do not meet the requirements of Subsection A. of this appendix

(Standardized Permit Fee Schedule) shall be charged an annual fee based on the actual time and expenses, including
direct and indirect costs, spent on preparing the permit as calculated pursuant to Subdivision 2. of this subsection.

2. The Permit Checklist and Fee Itemization form as shown at the end of this appendix shall be used to calculate the fees
assessed pursuant to Paragraphs a. and b. of this subsection.
a. The actual time spent preparing the permit, inspecting the source, investigating complaints, submitting public

notices, attending public hearings and other time directly related to the source shall be assessed to the annual per-
mit fee by multiplying the time spent by the hourly rate as defined in §3-7-650.A.

b. All actual expenses such as but not limited to mileage, postage, copying, long distance phone calls, public hear-
ings and preparation of public notices directly related to the source shall be included in the annual permit fee.

B. Fees for Permit Actions. The owner or operator of a Class I Title V Source, Class II Title V Source, or Class II Non-Title
V source shall pay to the Control Officer $66 per hour, adjusted annually under §3-7-585, for all permit processing time
required for a billable permit action (does not include permit transfers). Upon completion of permit processing activities
but before the issuance or denial of the permit or permit revision, the Control Officer shall send notice of the decision to
the applicant along with a final bill. The maximum fee for a billable permit action for a qualifying general source seeking
a Class II permit shall be $500.00. The maximum fee for any other billable permit action for a non-title V source is
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$25,000. Except as provided in §3-1-080, the Control Officer shall not issue a permit or permit revision until the final bill
is paid.

C. Class I Title V Fees. The owner or operator of a Class I Title V Source that has undergone initial startup by January 1,
shall annually pay to the Control Officer an administrative fee plus an emissions-based fee as follows:
1. The applicable administrative fee from the table below, as adjusted annually under §3-7-585. The fee is due in accor-

dance with §3-7-620.

2. An emissions-based fee of $11.75 per ton of actual emissions of all regulated pollutants emitted during the previous
calendar year ending 12 months earlier. The fee is adjusted annually under §3-7-585, and due in accordance with §3-
7-620.

Class I Title V Source Category Administrative Fee

Aerospace $12,900

Cement Plants $39,500

Combustion/Boilers $9,600

Compressor Stations $7,900

Electronics $12,700

Expandable Foam $9,100

Foundries $12,100

Landfills $9,900

Lime Plants $37,000

Copper & Nickel Mines $9,300

Gold Mines $9,300

Mobile Home Manufacturing $9,200

Paper Mills $12,700

Paper Coaters $9,600

Petroleum Products Terminal Facilities $14,100

Polymeric Fabric Coaters $12,700

Reinforced Plastics $9,600

Semiconductor Fabrication $16,700

Copper Smelters $39,500

Utilities – Natural Gas $10,200

Utilities – Fossil Fuel Except Natural Gas $20,200

Vitamin/Pharmaceutical Manufacturing $9,800

Wood Furniture $9,600

Others $9,900

Others with Continuous Emissions Monitoring $12,700
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a. For purposes of this section, “actual emissions” means the quantity of all regulated pollutants emitted during the
calendar year, as determined by the annual emissions inventory under §3-1-103.

b. For purposes of this section, “regulated pollutants” consist of the following:
i. Nitrogen oxides and any volatile organic compounds;
ii. Conventional air pollutants, except carbon monoxide and ozone;
iii. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under Section 111 of the Act, including fluorides,

sulfuric acid mist, hydrogen sulfide, total reduced sulfur, and reduced sulfur compounds; and
iv. Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant.

c. For purposes of this Section, the following emissions of regulated pollutants are excluded from a source’s actual
emissions:
i. Emissions of any regulated pollutant from the source in excess 4,000 tons per year;
ii. Emissions of any regulated pollutant already included in the actual emissions for the source, such as a feder-

ally listed hazardous air pollutant that is already accounted for as a VOC or as PM10;
iii. Emissions from insignificant activities listed in the permit application for the source under §3-1-050. 
iv. Fugitive emissions of PM10 from activities other than crushing, belt transfers, screening, or stacking; and
v. Fugitive emissions of VOC from solution-extraction units.

D. Class II Title V Fees. The owner or operator of a Class II Title V Source that has undergone initial startup by January 1,
shall pay the applicable administrative fee from the table below, adjusted under §3-7-585 and §3-7-578, and due in accor-
dance with §3-7-620.

E. Class II Non-Title V Fees. The owner or operator of a Class II Non-Title V Source or authority to operate under a general
permit that has undergone initial startup by January 1, shall pay the applicable administrative fee from the table below,
adjusted under §3-7-585 and §3-7-578, and due in accordance with §3-7-620.   

Class II Title V Source Category Administrative Fee

Synthetic Minor Sources (except Portable Sources) at greater than 
50% of Threshold Permit Allowable Emissions

Administrative Fee from 
Class I Title V Table for 
category – C (1)

Stationary Sources not otherwise classified $5,000

Qualifying General Source as defined in §3 -1- 030 (16a). $3,000

Small Source as defined in §3 -1- 030 (20) (For example, perchloro-
ethylene dry cleaners)

$500

Class II Non-Title V Source Category Administrative Fee

Stationary Sources not otherwise classified $3,250

Cotton Gins with a permitted capacity of less than 20,000 bales per year $1,625

Portables Sources $3,250

Qualifying General Source as defined in §3 -1- 030 (16a). $2,000

Crematories that qualify for an ADEQ General Permit $1,000

Gasoline Dispensing Operations that qualify for a ADEQ General Permit 
as defined in A.A.C. R18-2-501 through 511 (with at least 18 nozzles) 

$500

Spray Operations (Medium) $1600.00

Spray Operations (Small) $400.00
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F. Class II Non-Title V Fees or Minor Screening Sources. The owner or operator of a “Minor Screening Source” shall pay
the applicable administrative fee from the table below:

G. Fees Related to General Permits. The owner or operator of a source that applies for authority to operate under a general
permit per A.A.C. R18-2-501 through 511, shall pay to the Control Officer $500 with the submittal of the application.
This fee also applies to the owner or operator of any source who intends to continue operating under the authority of a
general permit that has been proposed for renewal.

[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]

Class III Non-Title V or Minor Screening Source Category Administrative Fee

Minor Screening Source (PTE below significance levels such as auto body 
shops, solvent dry cleaners, and other gasoline dispensing operations with 
less than 18 nozzles)

$250
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	COUNTY NOTICES PURSUANT TO A.R.S. § 49-112
	Because each county writes rules and regulations in its own unique style, County Notices publishe...
	NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING
	PINAL COUNTY AIR QUALITY CONTROL DISTRICT CODE OF REGULATIONS
	CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS
	CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS
	PREAMBLE


	1. Sections Affected Rulemaking Action
	§1-1-107 Amend §3-3-220 Amend §3-3-230 Amend

	2. The specific authority for the rulemaking, including both the authorizing statue (general) and...
	Authorizing and implementing statutes: Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) §§ 49-112, 49-480, and 4...
	A.R.S. § 49-479 allows a Board of Supervisors to adopt rules to regulate air quality, which must ...
	A.R.S. § 49-480 allows the Board to adopt rules establishing a permit program for stationary sour...
	A.R.S. § 49-112 requires a specific justification for adoption of rules that are “more stringent”...

	3. The effective date of the rules:
	August 13, 2003 - date of approval by the Board.

	4. A list of previous notices appearing in the Register addressing the proposed rules:
	Nonattainment New Source Review (“NSR”) Revisions - Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 8 A.A.R....
	Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 9 A.A.R. 2003, June 20, 2003

	5. The name and address of agency personnel with whom persons may communicate regarding the rulem...
	Name: Jean Parkinson, Air Quality Planning Manager
	Address: Pinal County Air Quality Control District (PCAQCD) P.O. Box 987 Florence, AZ 85232
	Telephone: (520) 866-6929
	Fax: (520) 866-6967
	E-mail: jean.parkinson@co.pinal.az.us

	6. An explanation of the rule, including the District’s reasons for initiating the rule:
	A. Summary: This rule revision proposal involves:
	Pinal County will propose to amend the above sections to address concerns from the Environmental ...
	B. Detailed Discussion: Nonattainment NSR Related Rule Revisions for EPA Approvability:
	Code §§3-3-220 to 3-3-230 were revised at the request of the EPA, which had noted changes require...
	Specifically, existing Code §§3-1-220.G. and 3-3-220.H. both established exemptions to the emissi...
	Additionally, existing Code §3-3-230 F. includes a definition of “baseline” that follows the defi...
	However, both the Pinal County definition and 40 CFR Part §51.165 (a)(3)(i) fail to reflect the u...
	Pinal County’s 1993-vintage rules defining “baseline” were based on ADEQ’s parallel rule R18-2-40...
	Since Pinal County is obligated to conform to ADEQ’s substantive major-source permitting rules, t...
	The revisions proposed here include a revision to §3-3-230.G.3., and a new subsection §3-3-230.L,...
	Existing Code §3-3-230.K provides that an emission reduction may be used as an offset if the redu...

	7. A reference to any study that the agency proposed to rely on in its evaluation of or justifica...
	None, other than the cited statutes and rules.

	8. A showing of good cause why the rules are necessary to promote a statewide interest if the rul...
	Not applicable

	9. The preliminary summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact:
	A. This rulemaking involves certain changes to the County’s nonattainment new source review rules...
	To the extent the changes will actually enable the long-awaited EPA approval of Pinal County’s NS...
	B. Economic, Small Business, and Consumer Impact Statement:
	1. This rulemaking involves certain changes to the County’s nonattainment new source review rules...
	2. The changes in the nonattainment NSR rules will potentially benefit sources affected by nonatt...
	3. For the nonattainment NSR revisions, the changes will hopefully benefit the county by finally ...
	4. PCAQCD has no basis to believe that the changes in the nonattainment new source review rules w...
	5. With respect to the nonattainment NSR changes, PCAQCD has no basis to believe that any small b...
	6. The changes will not affect state revenues.
	7. With respect to the nonattainment NSR revisions, the changes will merely meet the requirements...
	To submit comments or request additional information regarding the economic, small business and c...

	10. A description of the changes between the proposed rules, including supplemental notices, and ...
	Not applicable

	11. The full text of the final rules follows:
	1-1-107. Title V Program Content
	Those provisions approved by the EPA are shown in regular type; those provisions or amendments st...
	1-2-110.
	Adopted document(s)
	Adopted June 29, 1993.
	Amended May 14, 1997.
	Amended May 27, 1998.
	Amended July 12, 2000.
	1-3-130.
	Adopted document(s)
	Adopted June 29, 1993.
	Amended November 3, 1993.
	Amended October 12, 1995.
	Amended May 14, 1997.
	1-3-140.
	Definitions
	Adopted June 29, 1993.
	Amended November 3, 1993.
	Amended February 22, 1995.
	Amended October 12, 1995.
	Amended May 14, 1997.
	Amended May 27, 1998.
	2-1-010. to
	3-3-210.
	NO CHANGE
	3-3-220.
	Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in nonattainment areas
	Adopted June 29, 1993
	Amended/renumbered November 3, 1993.
	Amended August 13, 2003.
	3-3-230.
	Offset and net air quality benefit standards
	Adopted June 29, 1993
	Amended/renumbered November 3, 1993.
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended August 13, 2003.
	3-3-240. to
	9-1-080, and
	NO CHANGE
	Appendix A
	[Adopted June 25, 1997. Amended May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998. Amended July 29, 1998 an...
	CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS
	ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING MAJOR SO...
	3-3-200. Purpose – NO CHANGE
	3-3-203. Definitions – NO CHANGE
	3-3-205. Application requirements – NO CHANGE
	3-3-210. Application review process – NO CHANGE
	3-3-220. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in nonattainment areas
	A. Except as provided in Subsections C. through I. below, no permit or permit revision under this...
	1. The person demonstrates that the new major source or the major modification will meet an emiss...
	2. The person certifies that all existing major sources owned or operated by that person (or any ...
	3. The person demonstrates that emission reductions for the specific pollutant(s) from source(s) ...

	B. No permit or permit revision under this article shall be issued to a person proposing to const...
	1. The person performs an analysis of alternative sites, sizes, production processes and environm...
	2. The Control Officer determines that the analysis demonstrates that the benefits of the new maj...

	C. At such time that a particular source or modification becomes a major stationary source or maj...
	D. Secondary emissions shall not be considered in determining the potential to emit of a new sour...
	E. A permit to construct a new source or modification shall be denied unless the conditions speci...
	F. The requirements of A.3. of this section shall not apply to temporary emission sources, such a...
	G. The requirements of A.3. of this section shall not apply to emissions of a pollutant from a ne...
	H. The requirements of A.3. of this section shall not apply to new resource recovery projects bur...
	1. Best efforts were made to meet the requirements of A.3. of this section and such efforts were ...
	2. All available emission offsets have been or will be secured; and
	3. Offsets will continue to be sought and applied when they become available.

	I.G. A decrease in actual emissions shall be considered in determining the potential of a new sou...

	[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Former Section 3-2-220 renumbered as Section 3-3-220 and amende...
	3-3-230. Offset and net air quality benefit standards
	A. Increased emissions by a major source or major modification subject to this article must be of...
	B. An offset shall not be sufficient unless total emissions for the particular pollutant for whic...
	1. Obtained from sources within the allowable offset area;
	2. Contemporary with the operation of the new major source or major modification;
	3. Less than the baseline of the total emissions for that pollutant, except in ozone nonattainmen...
	4. Such reductions are sufficient to satisfy the Control Officer that emissions from the new majo...

	C. In ozone nonattainment areas classified as marginal, total emissions of VOC and oxides of nitr...
	D. Only intrapollutant emission offsets shall be allowed. Intrapollutant emission offsets for pre...
	E. For purposes of this section, “reasonable further progress” means compliance with the schedule...
	1. For purposes of this section, “net air quality benefit” shall mean that during similar time pe...
	a. A reduction in the number of violations of the applicable Arizona ambient air quality standard...
	b. The average of the ambient concentrations within the allowable offset area following the imple...


	F. Baseline further defined:
	1. For the purpose of this section, the baseline of total emissions for a particular pollutant fr...
	a. No emission limitations are applicable to a source from which offsets are being sought; or
	b. The demonstration of reasonable further progress and attainment of ambient air quality standar...

	2. Where the emission limitations for a particular pollutant allow greater emissions than the pot...

	G. For an existing fuel combustion source, offset credit shall be based on the allowable emission...
	1. The source’s permit or permit revision subject to this article specifically requires the use o...
	2. The source demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Control Officer that it has secured an adeq...
	3. Emission reductions shall be creditable, if such emission reductions meet the requirements of ...

	H. Offsets shall be made on either a pounds-per-hour, pounds-per-day, or tons-per-year basis, whi...
	I. Emissions reductions achieved by shutting down an existing source or permanently curtailing pr...
	J. The allowable offset area shall refer to the geographical area in which are located the source...
	K. An emission reduction may only be used to offset emissions if the reduced level of emissions w...
	1. The emission reduction is included as a condition in the permit of the source relied upon to o...
	2. The permit conditions or regulations containing the emission reduction have been submitted to ...

	L. Offsets:
	1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this rule pertaining to offsets, the owner or operator ...
	a. The other area has an equal or higher nonattainment classification than the area in which the ...
	b. Emissions from such other area contribute to a violation of the National Ambient Air Quality S...


	Wherever obtained, such emission reductions shall be, by the time a new or modified source commen...
	2. Emission reductions otherwise required by this Code shall not be creditable as emission reduct...


	[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Former Section 3-2-230 renumbered as Section 3-3-230, amended e...
	3-3-240. Special rule for ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious and severe – NO CHANGE
	3-3-250. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in attainment and unclassifi...
	3-3-260. Air quality impact analysis and monitoring requirements – NO CHANGE
	3-3-270. Innovative control technology – NO CHANGE
	3-3-275. Air quality models – NO CHANGE
	3-3-280. Visibility protection – NO CHANGE
	3-3-285. Special rule for non-operating sources of sulfur dioxide in sulfur dioxide nonattainment...
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	1. Sections Affected Rulemaking Action
	§1-1-107 Amend §3-1-030 Amend §3-1-040 Amend §3-1-045 Amend §3-1-050 Amend §3-1-055 Amend §3-1-06...

	2. The specific authority for the rulemaking, including both the authorizing statute (general) an...
	Authorizing and implementing statutes: Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) §§ 11-251.08, 49-112, 49...
	A.R.S. § 11-251.08 authorizes the Board of Supervisors to adopt fee schedules for any specific pr...
	A.R.S. § 49-479 allows a Board of Supervisors to adopt rules to regulate air quality, which must ...
	A.R.S. § 49-480 allows the board to establish a permit program, and impose permit fees. A.R.S. § ...
	A.R.S. § 49-101 defines “approximately equal” as “not greater than ten percent more than the fees...

	3. The effective date of the rules:
	January 1, 2004

	4. A list of previous notices appearing in the Register addressing the proposed rules:
	Permit Fee Changes - Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 8 A.A.R. 2068, May 3, 2002; 8 A.A.R. 28...
	Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: 9 A.A.R. 2011, June 20, 2003

	5. The name and address of agency personnel with whom persons may communicate regarding the rulem...
	Name: Jean Parkinson, Air Quality Planning Manager
	Address: Pinal County Air Quality Control District (PCAQCD) P.O. Box 987 Florence, AZ 85232
	Telephone: (520) 866-6929
	Fax: (520) 866-6967
	E-mail: jean.parkinson@co.pinal.az.us

	6. An explanation of the rule, including the District’s reasons for initiating the rules:
	A. Summary. This rule revision proposal involves:
	1. Changing the county’s permit fees to generally conform to ADEQ’s fees;
	2. Adding definitions to support the fee rule;
	3. Establishing a phase-in schedule for the fee increases;
	4. Changing the permit classification designations from Class A and B to Class I and II; adding a...
	5. Revising the rule-definition of §1-1-107, “Title V Program List,” designating which rules shou...
	B. Detailed Discussion:
	Chapter 3 – Permit and Permit Revisions, Article 7. Permit Fees: §§3-1-040 to 3-7-650.
	This proposal revises the air quality permit fees for every stationary source category. Appendix ...
	The increase in fees responds to three converging forces that have adversely affected the balance...
	First, pursuant to A.R.S. § 49-112 limitations, the existing Pinal County air quality permit fee ...
	Second, the county continues to reduce general fund support for the air quality program.
	Third, growth throughout the county and continuing regulatory changes at the state and federal le...
	In sum, permit and general fund revenues have fallen, as expenses have increased. Budgetary proje...
	Maintaining solvency will require either additional revenues, or fundamental changes in or even e...
	In brief, the proposal asks the Board to match ADEQ’s fee structure, at least for sources that wo...
	In the context of these revisions, and specifically for fee purposes, the designation as a “Title...
	All other sources qualify as “non-title V” sources.
	The fee changes are defined in Rules §§3-7-590, 3-7-600, 3-7-610, and 3-7-612, all of which incor...
	For new permits and substantive revisions to existing permits, Appendix B, Section B generally fo...
	“Title V” sources that are actually required to obtain a Title V permit will pay fees as defined ...
	“Title V” sources that are not actually required to obtain a Title V permit will pay fees as defi...
	Non-Title V Class II sources will pay fees as defined in Appendix B, Section E. Section E follows...
	As an exception to the basic rates either under Appendix B, Section C or D, “synthetic minor” sou...
	Non-Title V Class III or “minor screening” sources will pay fees as defined in Appendix B, Sectio...
	General permit sources will pay the annual administrative fees as defined in Appendix B, Section ...
	The rules include a phase-in provision for existing sources, which will adjust individual permit ...
	To support the fee rule changes described above, the permit-related definitions in Code §3-1-030 ...
	Appendix A, the permit application form, is revised to accommodate the other changes to the permi...


	7. A reference to any study that the agency proposed to rely on in its evaluation of or justifica...
	A. “Draft Arizona’s Workload and Resource Needs Analysis for Assessing Permitting Fees,” January ...
	B. Pinal County Budget for Fiscal Year (FY) 2002-2003, and internal budgetary projections for FY ...

	8. A showing of good cause why the rules are necessary to promote a statewide interest if the rul...
	Not applicable

	9. Summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact:
	These fees are based on ADEQ’s air permit fees structure effective January 1, 2002. For additiona...
	A. Summary: This rulemaking involves a reconfiguration of Pinal County’s air quality permit fee s...
	The economic, small business and consumer impact statement for the fee rule changes concludes tha...
	B. Economic, Small Business, and Consumer Impact Statement:
	1. This rulemaking involves a reconfiguration of Pinal County’s air quality permit fee structure.
	2. The fee rule revision will affect all permitted sources in the county, with the exception of l...
	3. For the permit fee revisions, the increases will benefit the county by maintaining program sol...
	Subject to the exceptions discussed above, the permit fee revisions will, in almost all cases, im...
	4. PCAQCD has no basis to believe that the proposed air quality permit fee increases will have a ...
	5. With respect to the impact of the fee rule changes on small businesses generally, affected ent...
	6. The changes will not affect state revenues.
	7. With respect to the fee increases, PCAQCD sees no way to make the proposal less intrusive and ...
	To submit comments or request additional information regarding the economic, small business and c...

	10. A description of the changes between the proposed rules, including supplemental notices, and ...
	A. The following nonsubstantial typographical errors and corrections were made after the publicat...
	1. §3-1-040. Applicability and classes of permits.
	3.a. Changed “rated” to rates.
	16. Changed “Class A” to Class I.
	2. §3-7-578. Fee Increases; Effective Date: Phase-In
	A. Changed “each due an payable” to “each due and payable”
	3. Changed approval date by Board from July 30, 2003, to August 13, 2003, in all amended sections.
	B. The following nonsubstantial changes were made pursuant to comments received during the public...
	1. Two new “Class II Non-Title V” Fee classifications have been added to Appendix B:
	Class II Non-Title V Source Category Administrative Fee
	Spray Operations (Medium) $1600.00
	Spray Operations (Small) $400.00
	2. Two new supporting definitions have been added to §3-1-030:
	20a. SPRAY OPERATIONS (MEDIUM) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major...
	20b. SPRAY OPERATIONS (SMALL) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major ...

	11. The full text of the rules follows:
	1-1-107. Title V Program Content
	Those provisions approved by the EPA are shown in regular type; those provisions or amendments st...
	1-2-110.
	Adopted document(s)
	Adopted June 29, 1993.
	Amended May 14, 1997.
	Amended May 27, 1998.
	Amended July 12, 2000.
	1-3-130.
	Adopted document(s)
	Adopted June 29, 1993.
	Amended November 3, 1993.
	Amended October 12, 1995.
	Amended May 14, 1997.
	1-3-140.
	Definitions
	Adopted June 29, 1993.
	Amended November 3, 1993.
	Amended February 22, 1995.
	Amended October 12, 1995.
	Amended May 14, 1997.
	Amended May 27, 1998.
	2-1-010. to
	3-1-020
	NO CHANGE
	3-1-030.
	Definitions
	Adopted June 29, 1993
	Amended November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-040.
	Applicability and classes of permits
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended October 12, 1995
	Amended May 14, 1997
	Amended May 27, 1998
	Amended July 12, 2000
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-042.
	Operating authority and obligations for a source subject to permit reopening
	Adopted February 22, 1995
	3-1-045.
	Transition from installation and operating permit program
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-050.
	Permit application requirements
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended October 12, 1995
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-055.
	Completeness determination
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended May 27, 1998
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-060.
	Permit application review process
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended December 13, 2000
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-065.
	Permit review by the EPA and affected states
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-070.
	Permit application grant or denial
	Adopted June 29, 1993
	Amended November 3, 1993
	3-1-080.
	Appeals to the Hearing Board
	Adopted June 29, 1993
	Amended November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	3-1-081.
	Permit conditions
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 11, 1994
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended May 27, 1998
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-082.
	Emission standards and limitations
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	3-1-083.
	Compliance provisions
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-1-084. to
	3-2-177
	NO CHANGE
	3-2-180.
	Facility changes allowed without permit revisions
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-2-185.
	Administrative permit amendments
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-2-190.
	Minor permit revisions
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-2-195.
	Significant permit revisions
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended May 27, 1998
	Amended July 29, 1998
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-3-200. to
	3-3-285
	NO CHANGE
	3-4-420.
	Standards of Conditional Orders
	Adopted June 29, 1993
	Amended November 3, 1993
	Amended May 27, 1998
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-4-430. to
	3-7-577
	NO CHANGE
	3-7-578
	Fee Increases: Effective Date; Phase-In
	Adopted August 13, 2003
	3-7-580.
	Application filing deposit fee for new sources
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-585.
	Annual fee adjustment
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	3-7-590.
	Class A I permit fees
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended June 20, 1996
	Amended May 14, 1997
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-591.
	Fees for sources operating under a unitary permit on June 20, 1996, which sources are subject to ...
	Adopted June 20, 1996
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-595.
	Annual reporting of Class A I permit fees and costs
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-600.
	Class B II permit and inspection fees
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended October 12, 1995
	Amended June 20, 1996
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-610.
	General permit fees - Class I sources
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended October 12, 1995
	Amended June 20, 1996
	Amended May 14, 1997
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-612.
	General permit fees - Class II sources
	Adopted February 22, 1995
	Amended October 12, 1995
	Amended June 20, 1996
	Repealed August 13, 2003
	3-7-620.
	Annual permit fee payment
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended October 12, 1995
	Amended June 20, 1996
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-625.
	Permit fee accounts
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-630.
	Accelerated application processing fee
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-640.
	Review of final bill
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended July 12, 2000
	3-7-650.
	Hourly rate and late fee charge
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended February 22, 1995
	Amended August 13, 2003
	3-7-660. to
	9-1-080.
	NO CHANGE
	Appendix A
	Permit Application Form and Filing Instructions
	Adopted November 3, 1993
	Amended May 14, 1997
	Amended July 12, 2000
	Amended August 13, 2003
	[Adopted June 25, 1997. Amended May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998. Amended July 29, 1998 an...
	CHAPTER 3. PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS
	ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO PERMITS AND PERMIT REVISIONS
	3-1-010. Purpose – NO CHANGE
	3-1-020. Adopted documents – NO CHANGE
	3-1-030. Definitions

	For the purpose of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply:
	1. AFFECTED SOURCE - A source that includes one or more units which are subject to emission reduc...
	2. AFFECTED STATE - Any state whose air quality may be affected and that is contiguous to Arizona...
	3. ALTERNATIVE METHOD - Any method of sampling and analyzing for an air pollutant which is not a ...
	3a. BILLABLE PERMIT ACTION - the issuance or denial of a new permit, significant permit revision,...
	4. COMPLETE - In reference to an application for a permit or permit revision, complete shall mean...
	5. DISPERSION TECHNIQUE � Any technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a pollutant...
	a. Using that portion of a stack, which exceeds good engineering practice stack height.
	b. Varying the rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or ambient con...
	c. Increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process parameters, exhaust gas...
	i. The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution control system, for the purpose of...
	ii. The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
	(1) The source owner or operator demonstrates that the facility was originally designed and const...
	(2) After July 8, 1983, such merging is part of a change in operation at the facility that includ...
	(3) Before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change in operation at the facility that incl...

	iii. Smoke management in agricultural or silvicultural prescribed burning programs.
	iv. Episodic restrictions on residential woodburning and open burning.
	v. Techniques under paragraph (c) above which increase final exhaust gas plume rise where the res...


	5a. EMISSIONS ALLOWABLE UNDER THE PERMIT - An enforceable permit term or condition determined at ...
	6. EQUIPMENT USED IN NORMAL FARM OPERATIONS - Equipment used directly on farm property for tillin...
	a. Contain diesel, unleaded or leaded gasoline, propane or butane.
	b. Are located on farm property, which is zoned for agricultural use and assessed for property ta...
	c. Have total capacities not more than 12,000 gallons for diesel, 8,000 gallons for gasoline, 2,0...
	d. Are used to fuel equipment used on the same farm property on which they are located. Equipment...

	7. EXISTING STACK � The owner or operator had:
	a. Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on�site construction of the stack; or
	b. Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which could not be canceled or mod...

	8. FINAL PERMIT - The version of a permit issued by the District after completion of all review r...
	8a. GASOLINE DISPENSING OPERATION - All gasoline dispensing tanks and associated equipment locate...
	9. GOOD ENGINEERING PRACTICE (GEP) STACK HEIGHT � A stack height meeting the requirements describ...
	10. HIGH TERRAIN - Any area having an elevation of 900 feet or more above the base of the stack o...
	11. INNOVATIVE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY - Any system of air pollution control that has not been adequat...
	12. LOW TERRAIN - Any area other than high terrain.
	13. LOWEST ACHIEVABLE EMISSION RATE (LAER) - For any source, the more stringent rate of emissions...
	a. The most stringent emissions limitation which is contained in the implementation plan of any s...
	b. The most stringent emissions limitation which is achieved in practice by such class or categor...

	13a. MINOR SCREENING SOURCE – A source that requires a permit under Code §3-1-040, but which does...
	13b. NAICS – the 5 or 6-digit North American Industry Classification System- United States, 1997,...
	13c. PERMIT PROCESSING TIME – all time spent by the air quality staff on tasks specifically relat...
	14. PORTABLE SOURCE - Any building, structure, facility or installation subject to regulation pur...
	15. PROPOSED PERMIT - The version of a permit for which the Control Officer offers public partici...
	16. PROPOSED FINAL PERMIT - The version of a Class A permit that the District proposes to issue a...
	16a. QUALIFYING GENERAL SOURCE – A source that meets the applicability requirements for an ADEQ g...
	17. REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT) - For sources subject to Chapter 5. of this Co...
	18. RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL - One of the following:
	a. For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation in ...
	i. The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annual sales or expenditures exceedi...
	ii. The delegation of authority to such representatives is approved in advance by the Control Off...

	b. For a partnership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the proprietor, respectively;
	c. For a municipality, state, federal, or other public agency: either a principal executive offic...
	d. For affected sources:
	i. The designated representative in so far as actions, standards, requirements, or prohibitions u...
	ii. The designated representative for any other purposes under 40 C.F.R. Part 70 (1992).


	19. SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS - The following ambient concentrations for the enumerated pollutants:

	Averaging Time
	Pollutant
	Annual
	24-hour
	8-hour
	3-hour
	1-hour
	SO2
	1 mg/m3
	5 mg/m3
	25 mg/m3
	NO2
	1 mg/m3
	CO
	0.5 mg/m3
	2 mg/m3
	PM10
	1 mg/m3
	5 mg/m3
	Except for the annual pollutant concentrations, exceedance of significance levels shall occur whe...
	20. SMALL SOURCE - a source with a potential to emit, without controls, less than the rate define...
	20a. SPRAY OPERATIONS (MEDIUM) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major...
	20b. SPRAY OPERATIONS (SMALL) - A facility that has a potential to emit above any relevant major ...
	21. SYNTHETIC MINOR SOURCES – those sources with voluntary permit limitations adopted pursuant to...

	[Adopted effective June 29, 1993. Amended effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-1-040. Applicability and classes of permits
	A. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, no person shall commence construction of, operat...
	B. There shall be two three classes of permits as follows:
	1. Class A I permits shall be required for persons proposing to commence construction of or opera...
	a. Any major source.
	b. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limitation, or other requirement ...
	c. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other requirement under §112 of...
	d. An affected source.
	e. Solid waste incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to §129(e) of the Clean Ai...
	f. Any source in a source category designated by the Administrator and adopted by the Control Off...

	2. Unless a Class A I permit is required, Class B II permits shall be required for:
	a. A person to commence construction of or operate any of the following:
	i. Any source that has the potential to emit greater than de minimis amounts of regulated air pol...
	ii. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard, limitation, or other requirement...
	iii. Any source, including an area source, subject to a standard or other requirement under §112 ...
	iv. Any source subject to a standard of performance under Chapter 5 of this Code.
	v. Any source burning used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste or hazardous waste fuel.
	vi. Incinerators.
	vii. Fuel burning equipment, other than incinerators, fired with a fuel other than commercial nat...
	viii. Fuel burning equipment fired with commercial natural gas or propane, and rated at more than...

	b. A person to make a modification to a source which would cause it to emit, or have the potentia...

	3. A Class III or “minor screening” permit shall be required for:
	a. Facilities or sources that require a permit under Code §3-1-040, but which do not have an unco...
	b. Facilities or sources that have an uncontrolled potential to emit in excess of the “de minimis...


	C. Exemptions.
	1. Unless the source is a major source, or unless operation without a permit would result in a vi...
	a. Sources subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart AAA, “Standards of Performance for New Residential ...
	b. Sources and source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely because they ar...
	c. Agricultural equipment used in normal farm operations. “Agricultural equipment used in normal ...


	D. No person may construct or reconstruct any major source of hazardous air pollutants, unless th...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Tentati...
	3-1-042. Operating authority and obligations for a source subject to permit reopening – NO CHANGE
	3-1-045. Transition from installation and operating permit program
	A. In accordance with the provisions of Arizona Session Laws 1992, Chapter 299, Section 65, a val...
	1. The Installation Permit or Permit to Operate is terminated.
	2. The Control Officer issues or denies a Class A I or Class B II permit to the source.

	B. Any Installation Permit or Permit to Operate issued after September 1, 1993 shall be effective...
	C. Unless otherwise required by §3-1-050.C.3., all sources requiring Class A I permits, which sou...
	D. All sources that are in existence on November 3, 1993 holding valid Installation Permits or Pe...
	E. Unless otherwise provided, §§3-1-087 through 3-1-090 and §§3-2-180 through 3-2-195 shall apply...
	F. Sources in existence on November 3, 1993 not holding valid Permits to Operate or Installation ...
	1. For sources requiring Class A I permits, within 180 days of receipt of written notice from the...
	2. For sources requiring Class B II permits, within 90 days of receipt of written notice from the...
	3. For purposes of this section, written notice shall include, but not be limited to, a written w...

	G. Any application for a Permit to Operate or an Installation Permit that is determined to be com...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-1-050. Permit application requirements
	A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A I or B II perm...
	B. To apply for a Class A I permit, applicants shall complete the “Permit Application Form” and s...
	C. Unless otherwise required by §3-1-045, a timely application is:
	1. For a source, other than a major source, applying for a permit for the first time, one that is...
	2. For purposes of a Class A I permit renewal, a timely application is one that is submitted at l...
	3. For purposes of a Class B II permit renewal, a timely application is one that is submitted at ...
	4. For initial Phase II acid rain permits required pursuant to §3-6-565, one that is submitted to...
	5. Any existing source which becomes subject to a standard promulgated by the Administrator pursu...

	D. If an applicable implementation plan allows the determination of an alternate emission limit, ...
	E. Permit applications need not provide emissions data regarding insignificant activities. Activi...
	F. If a permit applicant requests terms and conditions allowing for the trading of emission incre...
	G. A source that has submitted information with a Class A I permit application under a claim of c...
	H. Any applicant who fails to submit any relevant facts or who has submitted incorrect informatio...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended...
	3-1-055. Completeness determination
	A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A I or B II perm...
	B. A complete application is one that satisfies all of the following:
	1. To be complete, an application shall provide all information required pursuant to §3-1-050.B. ...
	2. An application for a new permit or permit revision shall contain an applicability assessment o...
	3. An application for a new permit or a permit revision shall contain an applicability assessment...
	4. Except for proposed new major sources or major modifications subject to the requirements of Ar...
	5. If, while processing an application that has been determined or deemed to be complete, the Con...
	6. The completeness determination shall not apply to revisions processed through the minor permit...


	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998; revisions r...
	3-1-060. Permit application review process
	A. Unless otherwise noted, this section applies to each source requiring a Class A I or B II perm...
	B. Action on application.
	1. The Control Officer shall issue or deny each permit according to the provisions of §3-1-070. T...
	2. In addition, a permit may be issued, revised, or renewed only if all of the following conditio...
	a. The application received by the Control Officer for a permit, permit revision, or permit renew...
	b. Except for revisions qualifying as administrative or minor under §§3-2-185 and 3-2-190, all of...
	c. For Class A I permits, the Control Officer shall have complied with the requirements of §3-1-0...
	d. For Class A I and B II permits, the conditions of the permit shall require compliance with all...
	e. For permits for which an application is required to be submitted to the Administrator under §3...
	f. For permits to which the Administrator has objected to issuance pursuant to a petition filed u...

	3. Omitted from original.
	4. Omitted from original.
	5. The Control Officer shall provide a statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for ...
	6. Except as provided in 40 CFR §70.4(b)(11) (1992), §§3-1-045 and 3-3-210, regulations promulgat...
	7. Priority shall be given by the Control Officer to taking action on applications for constructi...
	8. A proposed permit decision shall be published within 9 months of receipt of a complete applica...

	C. Except as noted under the provisions in §§3-2-180, 3-2-185 and 3-2-190, no source may operate ...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-1-065. Permit review by the EPA and affected states
	A. Except as provided in §3-1-050.G. and as waived by the Administrator, for each Class A I permi...
	1. The applicant shall provide a complete copy of the application including any attachments, comp...
	2. The Control Officer shall provide the proposed final permit after public and affected state re...
	3. The Control Officer shall provide the final permit at the time of issuance.

	B. The Control Officer may require the application information to be submitted in a computer-read...
	C. The Control Officer shall keep all records associated with all permits for a minimum of five y...
	D. No permit for which an application is required to be submitted to the Administrator under Subs...
	E. Review by Affected States.
	1. For each Class A I permit, the Control Officer shall provide notice of each proposed permit to...
	2. If the Control Officer refuses to accept a recommendation of any affected state submitted duri...

	F. Any person who petitions the Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR §70.8(d) (1992) shall notify the...
	G. If the Control Officer has issued a permit prior to receipt of the Administrator’s objection u...
	H. Prohibition on Default Issuance.
	1. No Class A I permit, including a permit renewal or revision, shall be issued until affected st...
	2. No permit or renewal shall be issued unless the Control Officer has acted on the application.


	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-1-070. Permit application grant or denial – NO CHANGE
	3-1-080. Appeals to the Hearing Board – NO CHANGE
	3-1-081. Permit conditions
	A. Each permit issued shall include the following elements:
	1. The date of issuance and the permit term.
	2. Enforceable emission limitations and standards, including those operational requirements and l...
	a. The permit shall specify and reference the origin of and authority for each term or condition,...
	b. The permit shall state that, where an applicable requirement of the Clean Air Act (1990) is mo...
	c. Any permit containing an equivalency demonstration for an alternative emission limit submitted...
	d. The permit shall specify applicable requirements for fugitive emission limitations, regardless...
	e. Emission limitations for batch processors shall be based on worst-case operational scenarios a...

	3. Each permit shall contain the following requirements with respect to monitoring:
	a. All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required under the applicable...
	b. Where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or instrumental or noninstr...
	c. As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where appropriate, installati...

	4. With respect to recordkeeping, the permit shall incorporate all applicable recordkeeping requi...
	a. Records of required monitoring information that include the following:
	i. The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
	ii. The date(s) analyses were performed;
	iii. The company or entity that performed the analyses;
	iv. The analytical techniques or methods used;
	v. The results of such analyses; and
	vi. The operating conditions as existing at the time of sampling or measurement;

	b. Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information for a period of a...

	5. With respect to reporting, the permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting requirements ...
	a. Submittal of reports of any required monitoring at least every 6 months. All instances of devi...
	b. Prompt reporting of deviations from permit requirements, including those attributable to upset...

	6. A permit condition prohibiting emissions exceeding any allowances that the source lawfully hol...
	a. No permit revision shall be required for increases in emissions that are authorized by allowan...
	b. No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances held by the source. The source may not, h...
	c. Any such allowance shall be accounted for according to the procedures established in regulatio...
	d. Any permit issued pursuant to the requirements of this chapter and Title V of the Clean Air Ac...
	i. Annual emissions of sulfur dioxide in excess of the number of allowances to emit sulfur dioxid...
	ii. Exceedances of applicable emission rates.
	iii. The use of any allowance prior to the year for which it was allocated.
	iv. Contravention of any other provision of the permit.


	7. A severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the various permit requirements in t...
	8. Provisions stating the following:
	a. The permittee shall comply with all conditions of the permit. The permit shall contain all app...
	b. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been nec...
	c. The permit may be revised, reopened, revoked and reissued, or terminated for cause. The filing...
	d. The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege.
	e. The permittee shall furnish to the Control Officer, within a reasonable time, any information ...

	9. A provision to ensure that the source pays fees to the Control Officer pursuant to Article 7 o...
	10. A provision stating that no permit revision shall be required, under any approved economic in...
	11. Terms and conditions for reasonably anticipated operating scenarios identified by the source ...
	a. Shall require the source, contemporaneously with making a change from one operating scenario t...
	b. Shall extend the permit shield described in §3-1-102 to all terms and conditions under each su...
	c. Shall ensure that the terms and conditions of each such alternative scenario meet all applicab...

	12. Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, as approved by the Control Offic...
	a. Shall include all terms required under Subsections A. and C. of this section to determine comp...
	b. May extend the permit shield described in Subsection D. of this section to all terms and condi...
	c. Shall meet all applicable requirements and requirements of this chapter.

	13. Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests them and they are approved by the Cont...
	14. If a permit applicant requests it, the Control Officer shall issue permits that contain terms...

	B. Federally-enforceable requirements.
	1. All terms and conditions in a Class A I permit, including any provisions designed to limit a s...
	2. Notwithstanding Subdivision B.1. of this section, the Control Officer shall specifically desig...

	C. All permits shall contain a compliance plan that meets the requirements of §3-1-083.
	D. Each permit shall include the applicable permit shield provisions set forth in §3-1-102.
	E. Emergency provision
	1. An “emergency” means any situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events bey...
	2. An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance with su...
	3. The affirmative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated through properly signed, contempora...
	a. An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the emergency;
	b. The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated;
	c. During the period of the emergency the permittee took all reasonable steps to minimize levels ...
	d. The permittee submitted notice of the emergency to the Control Officer by certified mail or ha...
	4. In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence of an emergen...
	5. This provision is in addition to any emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable ...


	F. A Class A I permit issued to a major source shall require that revisions be made pursuant to §...
	G. Any permit issued by the Control Officer to any person burning used oil, used oil fuel, hazard...
	1. Limitations on the types, amounts and feed rates of used oil, used oil fuel, hazardous waste o...
	2. The frequency and type of fuel testing to be conducted by the person.
	3. The frequency and type of emissions testing or monitoring to be conducted by the person.
	4. Requirements for record keeping and reporting.
	5. Numeric emission limitations expressed in pounds per hour and tons per year for air contaminan...

	H. The Control Officer may waive specific requirements of this section for Class B II permits if ...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993, Amended August 11, 1994. Amended February 22, 1995. Revised ...
	3-1-082. Emission standards and limitations – NO CHANGE
	3-1-083. Compliance provisions
	A. Subject only to the limitation of subsection C. of this section, all permits shall contain the...
	1. The following monitoring requirements sufficient to assure compliance with the terms and condi...
	a. All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required under the applicable...
	b. Where the applicable requirement does not require periodic testing or instrumental or noninstr...
	c. As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where appropriate, installati...

	2. All applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where applicable, the following:
	a. Records of required monitoring information that include the following:
	i. The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
	ii. The date(s) analyses were performed;
	iii. The company or entity that performed the analyses;
	iv. The analytical techniques or methods used;
	v. The results of such analyses; and
	vi. The operating conditions as existing at the time of sampling or measurement;

	b. Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information for a period of a...

	3. With respect to reporting, the permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting requirements ...
	a. Submittal of reports of any required monitoring at least every 6 months. All instances of devi...
	b. Prompt reporting of deviations from permit requirements, including those attributable to upset...

	4. Requirements for compliance certification with terms and conditions contained in the permit, i...
	a. The frequency for submissions of compliance certifications, which shall not be less than annua...
	b. The means to monitor the compliance of the source with its emissions limitations, standards, a...
	c. A requirement that the compliance certification include the following:
	i. The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the certificat...
	ii. The compliance status;
	iii. Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
	iv. The method(s) used for determining the compliance status of the source, currently and over th...
	v. Other facts as the Control Officer may require to determine the compliance status of the source.

	d. A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to the Control Officer, and for ...
	e. Such additional requirements as may be specified pursuant to §§114(a)(3) and 504(b) of the Cle...

	5. Any document required to be submitted by a permit, including reports, shall contain certificat...
	6. Inspection and entry provisions which require that upon presentation of proper credentials, th...
	a. Enter upon the permittee’s premises where a source is located or emissions-related activity is...
	b. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that are required to be kept under t...
	c. Inspect, during normal business hours or while the source is in operation, any facilities, equ...
	d. Sample or monitor, at reasonable times, substances or parameters for the purpose of assuring c...
	e. To record any inspection by use of written, electronic, magnetic and photographic media.

	7. A compliance plan that contains all the following:
	a. A description of the compliance status of the source with respect to all applicable requirements.
	b. A description as follows:
	i. For applicable requirements with which the source is in compliance, a statement that the sourc...
	ii. For applicable requirements that will become effective during the permit term, a statement th...
	iii. For requirements for which the source is not in compliance at the time or permit issuance, a...

	c. A compliance schedule as follows:
	i. For applicable requirements with which the source is in compliance, a statement that the sourc...
	ii. For applicable requirements that will become effective during the permit term, a statement th...
	iii. A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance with all applicable requirem...

	d. A schedule for submission of certified progress reports no less frequently than every 6 months...
	i. Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or compliance required in the schedule of comp...
	ii. An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of compliance were not or will not be met, an...

	e. The compliance plan content requirements specified in this subdivision shall apply and be incl...

	8. If there is a Federal Implementation Plan (FIP) applicable to the source, a provision that com...

	B. The Control Officer may develop special guidance documents and forms to assist certain sources...
	C. For a Class B II source with an uncontrolled potential to emit that does not exceed fifty perc...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-1-084. Voluntarily Accepted Federally Enforceable Emissions Limitations; Applicability; Reopeni...
	3-1-085. Notice by building permit agencies – NO CHANGE
	3-1-087. Permit reopenings, reissuance and termination – NO CHANGE
	3-1-103. Annual emissions inventory questionnaire – NO CHANGE
	3-1-105. Permits containing the terms and conditions of federal delayed compliance orders (DCO) o...
	3-1-107. Public notice and participation – NO CHANGE
	3-1-109. Material permit condition – NO CHANGE
	3-1-110. Investigative authority – NO CHANGE
	3-1-120. Confidentiality of records – NO CHANGE
	3-1-132. Permit imposed right of entry – NO CHANGE
	3-1-140. Permit revocation – NO CHANGE
	3-1-150. Monitoring - NO CHANGE
	3-1-160. Test methods and procedures – NO CHANGE
	3-1-170. Performance tests – NO CHANGE
	3-1-173. Quality assurance – NO CHANGE
	3-1-175. Certification of truth, accuracy and completeness – NO CHANGE
	3-1-177. Stack height limitation - NO CHANGE

	ARTICLE 2. PERMIT AMENDMENTS AND REVISIONS
	3-2-180. Facility changes allowed without permit revisions
	A. A facility with a permit may make changes without a permit revision if all of the following ap...
	1. The changes are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990) o...
	2. The changes do not exceed the emissions allowable under the permit whether expressed therein a...
	3. The changes do not violate any applicable requirements or trigger any additional applicable re...
	4. The changes meet all requirements for processing as a minor permit revision under §3-2-190.
	5. The changes do not contravene federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monit...

	B. The substitution of an item of process or pollution control equipment for an identical or subs...
	C. Except for sources with authority to operate under general permits, permitted sources may trad...
	D. For each such change under Subsections A. through C. of this section, a written notice by cert...
	E. Each notification shall include:
	1. When the proposed change will occur.
	2. A description of each such change.
	3. Any change in emissions of regulated air pollutants.
	4. The pollutants emitted subject to the emissions trade, if any.
	5. The provisions in the implementation plan that provide for the emissions trade with which the ...
	6. If the emissions trading provisions of the implementation plan are invoked, then the permit re...
	7. Any permit term or condition that is no longer applicable as a result of the change.

	F. The permit shield described in §3-1-102 shall not apply to any change made pursuant to Subsect...
	G. Except as otherwise provided for in the permit, making a change from one alternative operating...
	H. Notwithstanding any other part of this section, the Control Officer may require a permit to be...
	I. The Control Officer shall make available to the public monthly summaries of all notices receiv...
	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-2-185. Administrative permit amendments
	A. Except for provisions pursuant to Title IV of the Clean Air Act (1990), an administrative perm...
	1. Corrects typographical errors;
	2. Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of any person identified in the perm...
	3. Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;
	4. Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a source as approved under §3-1-090...

	B. Administrative permit amendments to Title IV provisions of the permit shall be governed by reg...
	C. The Control Officer shall take no more than 60 days from receipt of a request for an administr...
	D. The Control Officer shall submit a copy of Class A I permits revised under this section to the...
	E. Except for administrative permit amendments involving a transfer under §3-1-090, the source ma...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-2-190. Minor permit revisions
	A. Minor permit revision procedures may be used only for those changes at a source that satisfy a...
	1. Do not violate any applicable requirement;
	2. Do not involve substantive changes to existing monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping require...
	3. Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an emission limitation or other stand...
	4. Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for which there is no correspond...
	a. A federally enforceable emissions cap, which the source would assume to avoid classification a...
	b. An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to regulations promulgated under §112(i)(5) o...

	5. Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Clean Air Act (1990) that would re...
	6. Are not modifications under Chapter 7., Article 2. of this Code;
	7. Are not changes in fuels not represented in the permit application or provided for in the permit;
	8. The increase in the source’s potential to emit for any regulated pollutant is not significant ...
	9. Are not required to be processed as a significant revision under §3-2-195.

	B. As approved by the Control Officer, minor permit revision procedures may be used for permit re...
	C. An application for minor permit revisions shall be on the standard application form contained ...
	1. A description of the change, the emissions resulting from the change, and any new applicable r...
	2. For Class A I sources, the source’s suggested draft permit;
	3. Certification by a responsible official, consistent with standard permit application requireme...

	D. For Class A I permits, within 5 working days of receipt of an application for a minor permit r...
	E. The Control Officer shall follow the following timetable for action on an application for a mi...
	1. For Class A I permits, the Control Officer shall not issue a final permit revision until after...
	a. Issue the permit revision as proposed.
	b. Deny the permit revision application.
	c. Determine that the proposed permit revision does not meet the minor permit revision criteria a...
	d. Revise the proposed permit revision and transmit to the Administrator the new proposed permit ...

	2. Within 90 days of the Control Officer’s receipt of an application for a revision of a Class B ...
	a. Issue the permit revision as proposed.
	b. Deny the permit revision application.
	c. Determine that the permit revision does not meet the minor permit revision criteria and should...
	d. Revise and issue the proposed permit revision.


	F. The source may make the change proposed in its minor permit revision application immediately a...
	G. The permit shield under §3-1-102 shall not extend to minor permit revisions.
	H. Notwithstanding any other part of this section, the Control Officer may require a permit to be...
	I. The Control Officer shall make available to the public monthly summaries of all applications f...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-2-195. Significant permit revisions
	A. Significant revision procedures shall be used for applications requesting permit revisions tha...
	B. All major modifications to major sources of conventional air pollutants, and any reconstructio...
	C. All modifications to major sources of federally listed hazardous air pollutants shall follow s...
	D. All modifications to sources subject to Chapter 7, Article 2 shall follow significant revision...
	E. Significant permit revisions shall meet all requirements of this article for applications, pub...
	F. When an existing source applies for a significant permit revision to revise its permit from a ...
	G. The Control Officer shall process the majority of significant permit revision applications wit...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Revised May 27, 1998 and ratified July 29, 1998; Revised Jul...

	ARTICLE 3. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MAJOR SOURCES AND MAJOR MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING MAJOR SO...
	3-3-200. Purpose – NO CHANGE
	3-3-203. Definitions – NO CHANGE
	3-3-205. Application requirements – NO CHANGE
	3-3-210. Application review process – NO CHANGE
	3-3-220. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources in nonattainment areas - changed und...
	3-3-230. Offset and net air quality benefit standards - changed under separate notice of proposed...
	3-3-240. Special rule for ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious and severe – NO CHANGE
	3-3-250. Permit and permit revision requirements for sources located in attainment and unclassifi...
	3-3-260. Air quality impact analysis and monitoring requirements – NO CHANGE
	3-3-270. Innovative control technology – NO CHANGE
	3-3-275. Air quality models – NO CHANGE
	3-3-280. Visibility protection – NO CHANGE
	3-3-285. Special rule for non-operating sources of sulfur dioxide in sulfur dioxide nonattainment...

	ARTICLE 4. CONDITIONAL ORDERS
	3-4-420. Standards of Conditional Orders
	A. Notwithstanding any other provision in this article, no person holding a Class A I permit shal...
	B. The Control Officer may grant to any person holding a Class B II permit a Conditional Order fo...
	1. Issuance of the Conditional Order will not endanger public health or the environment, impede a...
	2. Either of the following is true:
	a. There has been a breakdown of equipment or upset of operations beyond the control of the petit...
	b. There is no reasonable relationship between the economic and social cost of, and benefits to b...


	[Adopted June 29, 1993 and effective September 1, 1993. Amended effective November 3, 1993. Revis...
	3-4-430. Petition, publication and public hearing – NO CHANGE
	3-4-440. Decisions, terms and conditions – NO CHANGE
	3-4-450. Term of Conditional Order – NO CHANGE
	3-4-460. Suspension and revocation of Conditional Order – NO CHANGE


	ARTICLE 5. GENERAL PERMITS
	3-5-470. Applicability – NO CHANGE
	3-5-480. General permit administration – NO CHANGE
	3-5-490. Application for coverage under general permit – NO CHANGE
	3-5-500. Public notice – NO CHANGE
	3-5-510. Term of authorization to operate under a general permit – NO CHANGE
	3-5-520. Relationship to individual permits – NO CHANGE
	3-5-530. General permit variances – NO CHANGE
	3-5-540. General permit shield under an authorization to operate – NO CHANGE
	3-5-550. Revocations of authority to operate under a general permit - NO CHANGE

	ARTICLE 6. FEDERAL ACID RAIN PROGRAM
	3-6-565. Adoption of 40 C.F.R. Part 72 by reference – NO CHANGE

	ARTICLE 7. PERMIT FEES
	3-7-570. Purpose – NO CHANGE
	3-7-575. Fees for sources relying upon §3-1-045 for authority to operate - Transition provision –...
	3-7-576. Fees for sources subject to permit reopening - Transition provision – NO CHANGE
	3-7-577. Fees for sources subject to, or deemed subject to, a permit requirement under Title V - ...
	3-7-578. Fee Increases; Effective Date; Phase-In
	A. For an individual source holding an issued permit on December 31, 2003, the fee increases sche...
	B. On and after January 1, 2004, for new sources, or for revisions involving modifications to exi...
	[Adopted August 13, 2003]
	3-7-580. Application filing deposit fee for new sources

	A deposit fee for processing a Class A I or Class B II permit application shall be assessed upon ...
	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-7-585. Annual fee adjustment – NO CHANGE
	3-7-590. Class A I permit fees
	A. For a billable permit action, Class I sources shall pay a permit processing fee as defined in ...
	B. Beginning on the anniversary date of the initial permit issuance, Class I sources shall annual...
	A. The fees in this section related to permits are based on estimated costs for the Pinal County ...
	B. For the purposes of this section, the following sources shall be deemed to be required to obta...
	1. Any source required to have a Class A permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.1.
	2. Any source that qualifies for a Class B permit pursuant to being listed in §3-1-040.B.2. but t...
	3. Any source subject to a standard, limitation or other requirement under section 111 of the Act...
	4. Any source subject to a standard, limitation or other requirement under section 112 of the Act...
	5. Any source allowed to operate under a Class I general permit issued by ADEQ.

	C. The owner or operator of each source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V or the Cl...
	1. For purposes of this subsection rule, actual emissions means the actual quantity of regulated ...
	a.1. Emissions quantities reported pursuant to §3-1-103, or pursuant to an emissions inventory re...
	i.a. Emissions estimates calculated from continuous emissions monitors certified pursuant to 40 C...
	ii.b. Emissions estimates calculated from source performance test data.
	iii.c. Emissions estimates calculated from material balance using engineering knowledge of process.
	iv.d. Emissions estimates calculated using AP-42 emissions factors.
	v.e. Emissions estimates calculated by equivalent methods approved by the Control Officer. The Co...

	b.2. Actual emissions shall be determined for each source on the basis of actual operating hours,...
	c.3. The first annual permit fee for new Class A I sources that have not been required to report ...

	2.b. For purposes of this section, regulated pollutants consist of the following:
	a.1. Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds.
	b.2. Conventional air pollutants, except carbon monoxide.
	c.3. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under §111 of the Clean Air Act (1...
	d.4. Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant that is subject to a standard promulgated by th...
	i.a. Any pollutant subject to requirements under §112(j) of the Clean Air Act (1990). If the Admi...
	ii.b. Any pollutant for which the requirements of §112(g)(2) of the Clean Air Act (1990) have bee...


	3.c. The following emissions of regulated pollutants shall be excluded from a source’s actual emi...
	a.1. Emissions of a regulated pollutant from the source in excess of 4,000 tons per year.
	b.2. Emissions of any regulated pollutants that are already included in the fee calculation for t...
	c.3. Emissions from insignificant activities excluded from the permit for the source pursuant to ...

	D. Before the issuance of a permit to construct and operate a source that is required to obtain a...
	E.D. Each Class I source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Clean Air Act (19...
	1. $10,000.00 for a significant permit revision that is a result of a major modification.
	2. $1000.00 for any other significant permit revision not covered in Subsection 1 above.
	3. $500.00 for a minor permit revision.
	4. $424.00 for a permit transfer, which shall be the transfer fee.

	F. Before the issuance of a permit revision pursuant to §§3-2-190 or 3-2-195 for a source require...
	G. The owner or operator of source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Clean A...
	H. The total actual cost of any activity related to permits includes the cost for the actual time...
	I. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, either a facility required to obtain a Cl...
	J.E. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the combination of fees payable annuall...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996. Revised Ma...
	3-7-591. Fees for sources operating under a unitary permit on June 20, 1996, which sources are su...
	A. Sources subject to this section shall pay a permit fee at a rate calculated in the same manner...
	1. Any source currently operating under a unitary permit, whose emission inventory for the preced...
	2. Any source currently operating under a unitary permit, which source is deemed subject to a req...

	B. The initial-year permit fee rate established under this paragraph shall become effective on 12...
	C. For initial fees additionally due from sources subject to the revised fee rate effective on Ju...
	D. Subsequent permit fees from sources affected by this section shall be due in accord with §3-7-...

	[Adopted June 20, 1996.]
	3-7-595. Annual reporting of Class A I permit fees and costs

	The District shall conduct an annual cost accounting to identify revenues derived and costs incur...
	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-7-600. Class B II permit and inspection fees
	A. For a billable permit action, Class II sources shall pay a permit processing fee as defined in...
	B. Beginning on the anniversary date of initial permit issuance, and annually thereafter, Class I...
	1. Class II Title V sources shall pay an administrative fee as defined in Appendix B, Section C. ...
	2. Other Class II sources, also known as Class II Non-Title V sources, shall pay an administrativ...
	3. As provided in Appendix B, Section C and D, Class II “synthetic minor sources” shall pay an ad...

	C. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section, the total annual administrative fee for a...
	A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a source deemed subject to a requirement ...
	B. The owner or operator of each existing source that is required to obtain a permit pursuant to ...
	C. The owner or operator of a source required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2., apply...
	D. Before the issuance of a permit revision pursuant to §§3-2-190 or 3-2-195 for a source that is...
	1. 50 percent of the Standard Fee listed in Appendix B, Subsection A, for any significant permit ...
	2. 25 percent of the Standard Fee listed in Appendix B, Subsection A, for any minor permit revision.
	3. A fee as determined by Appendix B, Subsection B, for any source not listed in Appendix B, Subs...

	E. A new source required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2. shall be required to pay a ...
	F. Any source subject to a calculated fee under Appendix B, Subsection B, which source requires a...
	G. Any source subject to a permit fee under this section shall also pay an annual inspection fee....
	H. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section, the total annual combination of permit, t...
	1. The total fee for any source shall not exceed $25,000;
	2. The total fee shall not exceed 100% of the combination of annual permit, inspection and test f...


	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended...
	3-7-602. Class III permit fees

	Upon issuance of a new or renewal permit, and annually thereafter, Class III sources shall pay an...
	[Adopted effective August 13, 2003.]
	3-7-610. General permit fees – Class I and Class II sources
	A. Permit Processing fee. The owner or operator of a source that falls subject to a county jurisd...
	B. Administrative Fee. The owner or operator of a source subject to county jurisdiction and havin...
	A. An applicant seeking an initial grant of authority to operate any Class A source under a gener...
	B. For each year during which a source required to obtain a permit pursuant to Title V of the Cle...
	1. As a minimum, a source that has uncontrolled emissions that are less than significant and that...
	2. As a minimum, all other sources covered by an authorization to operate under a general permit ...
	3. Unless the specified minimum applicable fee is higher, all such sources shall be subject to a ...
	a. The prevailing per-ton-rate, which shall be equal to $28.15 per year, adjusted initially on Ja...
	b. The number of tons of actual emissions, rounded to the nearest integer, of all regulated pollu...


	C. For purposes of calculating fees under this section, all of the following apply:
	1. “Actual emissions” means the actual quantity of all regulated pollutants emitted, including fu...
	a. An emissions inventory conducted in accord with §3-1-103 or A.A.C. R18-2-327;
	b. An emissions inventory required by other provision of law prior to the effective date of § 3-1...
	c. The provisions of §3-7-590.C.1.

	2. “Regulated pollutants” consist of the following:
	a. Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds.
	b. Conventional air pollutants, except carbon monoxide.
	c. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under section 111 of the Act, includ...
	d. Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant that is subject to a standard promulgated by the ...
	i. Any pollutant subject to requirements under section 112(j) of the Act. If the Administrator fa...
	ii. Any pollutant for which the requirements of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have been met, but o...


	3. The following emissions of regulated pollutants shall be excluded from a source’s actual emiss...
	a. Emissions of a regulated pollutant in excess of 4,000 tons per year.
	b. Emissions of any regulated pollutant that are already included in the fee calculation for the ...
	c. Emissions from insignificant activities excluded from the permit for the source in accord with...


	D. When a source is granted authority to operate under a general permit, the initial annual emiss...
	E. For the purposes of this section, “required to obtain a permit pursuant to title V of the Act”...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended...
	3-7-612. General permit fees – Class II sources
	A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a source deemed subject to a requirement ...
	B. An applicant seeking an initial grant of authority to operate a source not subject to §3-7-610...
	C. For purposes of this section, the following sources shall be considered complex sources:
	1. Agricultural chemical manufacturers and processors.
	2. Commercial ethylene oxide sterilizers.
	3. Foundries.
	4. Glass bead manufacturers.
	5. Lumber mills.
	6. Mining and mineral processing facilities, except facilities engaged solely in the extraction a...
	7. Paper mills.
	8. Refineries.
	9. Plastics extrusion facilities.
	10. Printers with actual emissions of VOC in excess of 25 tons per year.
	11. Textile manufacturers.
	12. Manufacturers of tires and related products.

	D. For each calendar year during which a source not subject to §3-7-610 is covered by a general p...
	1. Complex sources shall pay a fee of $1,560.
	2. Sources not deemed “complex” shall pay a fee of $390.
	3. The inspection fee shall be payable in two equal parts; the initial first half is due 60 days ...

	E. For each calendar year during which a source not subject to §3-7-610 is covered by a general p...
	1. Complex sources shall pay a performance test fee of $635.
	2. Sources not deemed “complex” shall pay a performance test fee of $488.
	3. The performance test fee shall be payable when the test protocol is submitted.


	[Adopted February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended June 20, 1996. Repealed August 13, ...
	3-7-620. Annual permit fee payment

	Unless a specific Code section provides otherwise, as in §3-7-578, the following payment conditio...
	1. Before the issuance of an individual permit, the applicant shall pay to the District an initia...
	2. For subsequent years, the annual permit administrative fee, along with any other applicable fe...
	a. For total fees that do not exceed $5,000, on the anniversary date of permit issuance;
	b. For total fees that equal or exceed $5,000, in equal parts, with 50% due on the anniversary da...


	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended October 12, 1995. Amended...
	3-7-625. Permit fee accounts

	Permit fees received pursuant to §3-7-620 shall be deposited in separate revenue code accounts fo...
	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-7-630. Accelerated application processing fee

	An applicant for a Class A I or Class B II permit or any revisions to such permits may request th...
	1. When an applicant has requested accelerated permit processing, the Control Officer may request...
	a. For applications for initial Class A I and B II permits governed by §3-1-040 or significant pe...
	b. For minor permit revisions governed by §3-2-190, final action on the permit shall be taken wit...

	2. Before granting an application for a permit or permit revision pursuant to this section, the a...
	3. None of the surcharges for accelerated permit processing shall be applied toward the applicabl...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-7-640. Review of final bill – NO CHANGE
	3-7-650. Hourly rate and late Late fee charge
	A. For the purposes of calculating costs and assessing fees under this Code, the hourly rate appl...
	B. Owners or operators of permitted sources shall owe a late charge of 1.5% per month for any fee...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended February 22, 1995. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	3-7-660. Hearing Board appeal fee – NO CHANGE

	PERMIT APPLICATION (Appendix A)
	(As required by A.R.S. §49-480, and Chapter 3, Article 1, Pinal County Air Quality Control Distri...
	PINAL COUNTY AIR QUALITY CONTROL DISTRICT
	P. O. BOX 987 FLORENCE, AZ 85232 PHONE: (520) 8686-6929
	1. Permit to be issued to: (Name and legal status (e.g. corporation or proprietorship) of organiz...
	2. Mailing Address:
	City: State: Zip:
	Billing Address (if different from above):
	City: State: Zip:
	3. Plant Name (if different from #1 above):
	4. Name(s) of Owner or Operator: Phone:
	5. Name of Owners’ Agent:Responsible Official:
	6. Plant/Site Manager or Contact Person:
	Phone: Fax:
	7. Equipment/Plant Location or Proposed Location Address:
	City: Zip:
	Section/Township/Range, Latitude/Longitude, Elevation:
	Assessor’s Parcel Number:
	8. General Nature of Business:
	Standard Industrial Classification Code:
	9. Type of Organization:
	rCorporation State of incorporation:
	r Individual Owner r Partnership r Arizona Limited Liability Company
	r Government Entity (Government Facility Code: )
	r Other
	10. Permit Application Basis: (Check all that apply.)
	r New Source r Revision r Renewal of Existing Permit
	r Portable Source r General Permit r Permit Transfer
	For renewal or modification, include existing permit number:
	Date of Commencement of Construction or Modification:
	Is any of the equipment to be leased to another individual or entity? r Yes r No
	11. If necessary to preserve this source’s status as a less-than-major source, the undersigned ag...
	12. The undersigned states and certifies that, based on information and belief formed after reaso...
	13. The undersigned applicant states that he/she currently has, or at the time construction and/o...
	Signature of Responsible Official of Organization:
	Typed or Printed Name of Signer:
	Official Title of Signer:
	Date:
	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]
	APPENDIX B. CLASS B PERMIT FEE SCHEDULES FEES RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL PERMITS
	A. Standardized Permit Fee Schedule Source Categories. The owner or operator of a source required...
	1. The Standardized Permit Fee Schedule is used to assess an annual permit fee for sources that m...
	a. The source is required to obtain a permit pursuant to §3-1-040.B.2.
	b. There are many similar types of sources in the County.
	c. The time spent on preparing the conditions for the permit is less than or equal to:
	i. 4 hours for one type of equipment at one source.
	ii. 4 hours plus 2 hours for each additional type of equipment at one source.


	2. The annual permit fee shall be assessed by using equipment schedules found in Subdivisions A.4...
	3. This fee schedule is used to simplify and standardize the fee-setting procedure. Fees for sour...
	4. Fuel Burning Equipment: This schedule includes any residential and small commercial equipment ...
	BTU per hour Fee
	500,000 to 1,500,000 $100.00
	1,500,001 to 2,500,000 $125.00
	2,500,001 to 5,000,000 $150.00
	5,000,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule


	This fuel burning schedule is based on design fuel consumption using gross input heating values p...
	5. Stationary Storage Containers: This schedule includes any tank, reservoir, or other container ...
	Gasoline Stations
	Gallons Fee
	25,000 or less $100.00
	25,001 to 35,000 $125.00
	35,001 to 50,000 $150.00
	50,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	Other
	Gallons Fee
	1000 or less $100.00
	1,001 to 3,000 $150.00
	3,001 to 10,000 $200.00
	10,001 to 20,000 $250.00
	20,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule


	6. Electrical Energy Equipment (Except Electric Motors): Fees for electrical energy equipment wil...
	Emergency and Nonemergency
	Kilovolt Amperes (KVA) Fee
	100 or less $100.00
	101 to 500 $150.00
	501 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule


	7. Asphalt Plants
	Capacity (tons/year) Fee
	20,000 or less $500.00
	20,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	8. Cotton Gins
	Capacity (bales/yr) Fee
	10,000 or less $400.00
	10,001 to 20,000 $500.00
	20,001 to 30,000 $600.00
	30,001 to 40,000 $700.00
	40,001 to 50,000 $800.00
	50,001 to 60,000 $900.00
	60,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	9. Concrete Batch Plants
	Production (tons/year) Fee
	50,000 or less $500.00
	50,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	10. Crushing Plants
	Production (tons/year) Fee
	100,000 or less $500.00
	100,001 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	11. Paint Booths
	VOC Emissions (tons/year) Fee
	2.00 or less $100.00
	2.01 to 3.00 $125.00
	3.01 to 4.00 $150.00
	4.01 to 5.50 $175.00
	5.51 to 7.00 $200.00
	7.01 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	12. Laundromats
	a. For laundromats in which dry cleaning machines are not in use, the fees assessed shall be thos...
	b. For laundromats in which dry cleaning machines are in use, fees shall be assessed using Subsec...

	13. Dry Cleaners
	a. For dry cleaners in which the solvent process is used and machines have capacities of 50 lbs/l...
	b. For dry cleaners in which the perchloroethylene process is used and machines have capacities o...
	c. For any dry cleaner in which machines have capacities of over 50 lbs/load, the Calculated Perm...

	14. Incinerators: Fees for incinerators are based on the maximum horizontal inside cross-sectiona...
	Area (ft2) Fee
	5.0 or less $125.00
	5.1 to 10.0 $150.00
	10.1 to 25.0 $275.00
	25.1 or greater Use Calculated Permit Fee Schedule

	15. Miscellaneous Equipment: A fee of $100.00 shall be assessed for any equipment, process or act...

	B. Calculated Permit Fee Schedule
	1. Class B permit applications which are new sources or do not meet the requirements of Subsectio...
	2. The Permit Checklist and Fee Itemization form as shown at the end of this appendix shall be us...
	a. The actual time spent preparing the permit, inspecting the source, investigating complaints, s...
	b. All actual expenses such as but not limited to mileage, postage, copying, long distance phone ...


	B. Fees for Permit Actions. The owner or operator of a Class I Title V Source, Class II Title V S...
	C. Class I Title V Fees. The owner or operator of a Class I Title V Source that has undergone ini...
	1. The applicable administrative fee from the table below, as adjusted annually under §3-7-585. T...


	Class I Title V Source Category
	Administrative Fee
	Aerospace
	$12,900
	Cement Plants
	$39,500
	Combustion/Boilers
	$9,600
	Compressor Stations
	$7,900
	Electronics
	$12,700
	Expandable Foam
	$9,100
	Foundries
	$12,100
	Landfills
	$9,900
	Lime Plants
	$37,000
	Copper & Nickel Mines
	$9,300
	Gold Mines
	$9,300
	Mobile Home Manufacturing
	$9,200
	Paper Mills
	$12,700
	Paper Coaters
	$9,600
	Petroleum Products Terminal Facilities
	$14,100
	Polymeric Fabric Coaters
	$12,700
	Reinforced Plastics
	$9,600
	Semiconductor Fabrication
	$16,700
	Copper Smelters
	$39,500
	Utilities – Natural Gas
	$10,200
	Utilities – Fossil Fuel Except Natural Gas
	$20,200
	Vitamin/Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
	$9,800
	Wood Furniture
	$9,600
	Others
	$9,900
	Others with Continuous Emissions Monitoring
	$12,700
	2. An emissions-based fee of $11.75 per ton of actual emissions of all regulated pollutants emitt...
	a. For purposes of this section, “actual emissions” means the quantity of all regulated pollutant...
	b. For purposes of this section, “regulated pollutants” consist of the following:
	i. Nitrogen oxides and any volatile organic compounds;
	ii. Conventional air pollutants, except carbon monoxide and ozone;
	iii. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under Section 111 of the Act, incl...
	iv. Any federally listed hazardous air pollutant.

	c. For purposes of this Section, the following emissions of regulated pollutants are excluded fro...
	i. Emissions of any regulated pollutant from the source in excess 4,000 tons per year;
	ii. Emissions of any regulated pollutant already included in the actual emissions for the source,...
	iii. Emissions from insignificant activities listed in the permit application for the source unde...
	iv. Fugitive emissions of PM10 from activities other than crushing, belt transfers, screening, or...
	v. Fugitive emissions of VOC from solution-extraction units.


	D. Class II Title V Fees. The owner or operator of a Class II Title V Source that has undergone i...

	Class II Title V Source Category
	Administrative Fee
	Synthetic Minor Sources (except Portable Sources) at greater than 50% of Threshold Permit Allowab...
	Administrative Fee from Class I Title V Table for category – C (1)
	Stationary Sources not otherwise classified
	$5,000
	Qualifying General Source as defined in §3 -1- 030 (16a).
	$3,000
	Small Source as defined in §3 -1- 030 (20) (For example, perchloroethylene dry cleaners)
	$500
	E. Class II Non-Title V Fees. The owner or operator of a Class II Non-Title V Source or authority...

	Class II Non-Title V Source Category
	Administrative Fee
	Stationary Sources not otherwise classified
	$3,250
	Cotton Gins with a permitted capacity of less than 20,000 bales per year
	$1,625
	Portables Sources
	$3,250
	Qualifying General Source as defined in §3 -1- 030 (16a).
	$2,000
	Crematories that qualify for an ADEQ General Permit
	$1,000
	Gasoline Dispensing Operations that qualify for a ADEQ General Permit as defined in A.A.C. R18-2-...
	$500
	Spray Operations (Medium)
	$1600.00
	Spray Operations (Small)
	$400.00
	F. Class II Non-Title V Fees or Minor Screening Sources. The owner or operator of a “Minor Screen...

	Class III Non-Title V or Minor Screening Source Category
	Administrative Fee
	Minor Screening Source (PTE below significance levels such as auto body shops, solvent dry cleane...
	$250
	G. Fees Related to General Permits. The owner or operator of a source that applies for authority ...

	[Adopted effective November 3, 1993. Amended August 13, 2003.]



